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Abstract
The majority of the world’s human population lives in towns and cities. High population dens­
ities mean that damage and disruption caused by natural disasters and other events have a much 
greater impact when urban areas are affected. Satellite remote sensing has the potential to play 
an important role in urban disaster monitoring and management, thanks to its relative immunity 
to disruption by terrestrial events. When data is required promptly and at short notice. Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) is of particular interest because of its ability to penetrate atmospheric 
conditions such as cloud and smoke.
This thesis describes some recent contributions in the field of urban SAR, and in particular 
the exploitation of SAR amplitude images from metre-resolution satellite SAR systems such as 
TerraSAR-X and COSMO/SkyMed. An efficient curvilinear feature detection algorithm based 
on the Lindeberg scale-space ridge detector is introduced, and used for extraction of bright lines 
from SAR images. Two novel feature classification techniques for the detection of buildings are 
described, based on model selection: one supervised approach using local brightness and ridge 
strength statistics of bright line points, and one unsupervised approach using shape-dependent 
statistics of curvilinear features and priors derived from idealised building geometry.
Finally, this thesis discusses the successful integration of these methods into an unsupervised 
tool for earthquake damage detection. The effectiveness of the models, algorithms and software 
tools is demonstrated and illustrated using SAR data from the COSMO/SkyMed constellation 
covering the 2009 earthquake in L’Aquila, Italy and the 2010 earthquake in Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti.
The research described in this thesis provides the conceptual basis for a whole new approach 
to urban feature extraction, classification and change detection, using statistical models for the 
actual geometry of urban structures.
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Introduction
Before dawn on 6th April 2009, residents of the Italian town of L’Aquila were shaken from their 
beds as the city was struck by a powerful earthquake. Minutes later, thousands of buildings 
in the city and surrounding areas — including many medieval structures of great historical 
importance — had collapsed or had been heavily damaged, and tens of thousands of people had 
been made homeless. One nearby village was almost entirely destroyed by the shockwaves.
A few months earlier, in October 2008, Italy’s latest and most advanced satellite had been 
launched, the third in the COSMO/SkyMed constellation. These dedicated Earth observation 
spacecraft were equipped with very high resolution X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
sensors. As the scale of the disaster in L’Aquila became apparent, these satellites were quickly 
commanded to acquire highly-detailed images of the city and surrounding area, making use of 
the radar’s ability to see clearly in any light conditions and to penetrate rain, smoke and cloud.
There was still the problem, however, of being able to rapidly and effectively use that data 
to help with the emergency relief efforts. Few if any techniques were available for detecting 
changes in SAR images on the sort of building-by-building scale now possible with this cutting- 
edge technology, and although the data was put to good use in understanding the geological 
circumstances and effects of the earthquake, the data was of limited assistance in providing the 
rapid response needed by the tremors’ victims.
This is the problem that the author set out to tackle in mid-2009 when he joined Surrey 
Space Centre’s Remote Sensing Applications Research Group, and this thesis describes and 
demonstrates his steps made towards solving it.
Project objectives and scope
The main aim of the project was to develop a detector of changes to buildings in urban areas, 
using single-look high resolution spotlight image products from the COSMO/SkyMed and 
TerraS AR-X satellite SAR platforms. A secondary aim was to design the detector for prompt 
response for disaster management scenarios, making results available as quickly as possible 
after an event.
Early on, it was decided to keep the scope of the project restricted to the use of amplitude 
SAR images. The decision to concentrate on amplitude SAR was made on two grounds. Firstly,
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there was already substantial previous experience within the group of work with this type of 
product. Secondly, and more importantly, amplitude SAR has advantages for applications re­
quiring a prompt response. Unlike interferometry- or tomography-based methods (discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 1), single SAR images can be used directly, rather than requiring image 
pairs for interferogram generation. Furthermore, previous amplitude SAR earthquake damage 
detection methods had been demonstrated using only two SAR images, one from before the 
event and one from afterwards. Only requiring a single post-event acquisition was appealing 
from the prompt response point of view, because it would avoid a wait for multiple satellite 
passes; using only a single pre-event image had the advantage of making it more likely that 
suitable archive data would be available for any given target area.
It was also decided that coregistration methods would be out of the scope of the research. 
Coregistration was and still is a much more active area of research, driven by the use of core­
gistered multitemporal SAR images in many fields beyond change detection.
Two further secondary objectives arose from aiming for prompt response. The detector 
should be unsupervised, i.e. the detection process should require as little manual intervention as 
possible, simply because manual steps require both significant additional time and the availab­
ility of a skilled operator. Furthermore, the change detection process should be computationally 
efficient, so that SAR images of even very large areas could he processed quickly without access 
to specialised computing facilities.
A short way into the project, it became clear that building detection would need to be in­
cluded in the project’s scope. At the time, very few automated methods existed for locating 
buildings in very high resolution SAR amplitude images, but the change detection methods that 
were being considered relied on not only identifying the locations of buildings in the image, 
but specific components of buildings’ scattering patterns. In the end, many of the contributions 
made by the project were in the areas of feature detection and building detection.
Publications
During the project, the author had the opportunity to attend and present his work at two field- 
specific international conferences.
1. Two papers were presented at the Joint Urban Remote Sensing Event in Munich, Germany 
on 1 lth-13th April 2011 (JURSE 2011). Some results on using ridge detection and point- 
based classification were presented as part of the student competition [1], and the author 
presented a paper co-authored with R. Guida on initial approaches to using ridge detection 
in an earthquake damage detection workflow [2].
2. The author was also invited to present a paper at the 9th European Conference on Syn­
thetic Aperture Radar on 23rd-26th April 2012 (EUSAR 2012). Some urban earthquake
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damage detection results were presented, using building shape-based prior probability 
distributions and curvilinear features [3].
The author has also written ajournai article expanding on the work presented at EUSAR, which 
was published in the September 2013 special issue of IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and 
Remote Sensing [4].
About this thesis
The thesis is divided into several chapters:
• Chapter 1 highlights the importance of urban observation with remote sensing, and ex­
plains some of the challenges inherent in urban observation using SAR. It outlines some 
notable research that has been carried out in the field, including the most recent tech­
niques in urban feature extraction and change detection, to provide the context for the 
remainder of the thesis.
• Chapter 2 describes a simplified geometric model for an idealised man-made structure, 
the importance of buildings’ double-reflection scattering, and the information that can be 
extracted from bright double-reflection lines. It describes several classes of earthquake 
damage, and discusses their effects on the model building’s SAR image appearance.
• Chapter 3 describes the author’s novel implementation of a Linux-based tool for extract­
ing curvilinear features from images, using a scale-space ridge detection approach.
• Chapters 4 and 5 describe two alternative strategies for classifying curvilinear features to 
select lines likely to be double reflections, using the local statistics of points along the 
lines or some novel shape-based prior probability distributions derived from the idealised 
building model.
• Chapter 6 describes a novel, unsupervised change detection strategy specifically designed 
for urban areas. It uses the ridge detection and novel shape-based classification to find 
double reflection line candidates, and a severity-of-change metric based on estimation of 
building height change to detect change locations.
• Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the significant contributions to the state-of-the-art in SAR 
image interpretation, and the conclusions of the project.
This thesis was written using the LyX frontend to the ET]^ document preparation system. 
Figures were generated using a combination of MATLAB, Gnuplot, and custom C programs 
using the Cairo graphics library, or drawn using the TikZ package for E T ^ . Where applicable. 
Brewer perceptual colour palettes [5] were used for diagrams and data presentation. The git
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version control system was used to track changes, and GNU Make was used to control the 
process of compiling the final document.
Chapter 1 
Urban monitoring with SAR
The observation of urban areas using SAR is an important area of remote sensing research. At 
the time of the 2001 UK census, almost 80% of the UK population lived in urban areas, even 
though they covered less than 9% of the UK’s land mass [6]. Changes in urban areas there­
fore have a disproportionately large effect on the human population. Satellite remote sensing 
may be invaluable, both for monitoring of changes across a large area, and if the target area is 
inaccessible for political, environmental, or financial reasons.
This chapter outlines recent developments in the analysis of SAR images of urban areas, 
focussing on methods for working with high-resolution SAR data.
1.1 Challenges and advantages of urban SAR
Urhan environments present a large number of serious challenges to observation using SAR. 
Firstly, they contain a very high density of diverse, strong reflectors with complex geometries, 
leading to large amounts of clutter in the image and highly heterogeneous backscattering stat­
istics [7]. Secondly, areas with closely-packed buildings (especially multi-storey blocks) suffer 
from extensive layover and shadowing effects. As little as 28% of a typical urban SAR scene 
is free from interference by shadow or layover [8]. Thirdly, many urban areas feature the jux­
taposition of manmade features with natural features (e.g. parkland, gardens, and avenues), 
each of which classes have totally different scattering properties. Finally, and as described in 
more detail in Chapter 2, urban areas invariably contain strong multiple-reflection paths. Paths 
with two reflections are extremely common (for instance, the comer mirror formed by a wall 
and a road [9]), and significant returns have been demonstrated for paths with three or more 
reflections [10]. All of these factors combine to produce a very complex image.
On the other hand, urban observation using satellite SAR has some unique advantages re­
lative to optical or multispectral imaging. Firstly, because SAR observations are made at an 
oblique angle and incorporate a measurement of range, SAR datasets include information about 
the 3D stmcture of the target area which is not perceptible in a top-down photograph. Secondly,
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the much longer wavelengths used by SAR sensors are able to easily penetrate atmospheric 
effects such as cloud and smoke, and even to successfully see through rainstorms. For ex­
ample, L-band SAR (1.5 GHz) is attenuated by less than 0.01 dB km"^ when looking into even 
extremely heavy rain of up to 150 mm hr“ .^ By contrast, modem very high resolution SAR plat­
forms, such as TerraS AR-X and COSMO/SkyMed, which operate in X-band (10 GHz), suffer 
from somewhat heavier attenuation of up to 4.23 dB km“  ^ in extreme rain conditions. Even so, 
X-band SAR observations may be carried out through moderate rainstorms without any visible 
effects in the SAR image itself [11]. This relative immunity to atmospheric effects means that, 
unlike optical or multispectral imaging, it is not necessary to wait for a clear day to observe 
a particular target location. Similarly, the fact that a SAR sensor illuminates the target itself, 
rather than using sunlight, means that SAR acquisitions can be acquired at any time of day or 
night. Satellite SAR therefore has a very distinct advantage when it is necessary to urgently 
obtain surveillance data at very short notice (within hours rather than days).
1.2 Satellite platforms and capabilities
There are currently two civilian satellite systems carrying very high-resolution X-band SAR 
payloads for Earth observation: TerraS AR-X and COSMO/SkyMed. These are of particular 
interest because the higher resolution available (with spotlight products providing resolution up 
to approx. 1 m in slant range and azimuth) provides an opportunity to distinguish even quite fine 
details in urban areas, such as scattering from individual floors of a multi-storey building [12].
1.2.1 TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X
TerraS AR-X is a German mission, launched on 15th June 2007 as the result of a public-private 
partnership between the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) and EADS Astrium Gmbh. The 
mission’s primary payload is a high-resolution X-band (9.65 GHz) SAR using an active phase 
array, which can operate in Spotlight, Stripmap and ScanSAR modes using electronic steering 
and antenna reconfiguration [13]. The maximum resolution is in the ‘High Resolution Single 
Polarization Spotlight’ (HS SL) mode, achieving 1.2 m slant range resolution and 1.1m azimuth 
resolution [14]. A very large variety of derived products are available [15]. Infoterra Gmbh 
provides commercial access to the instrument, with HS SL prices at €  6 750 per acquisition (or 
€  3 375 for archival data) [16]. There is the possibility of obtaining TerraS AR-X data directly 
from DLR for non-commercial scientific purposes.
On 21st June 2010, the TanDEM-X mission was launched, adding a second SAR satellite to 
fly in close formation with TerraS AR-X. The two satellites’ payloads act as a single large SAR 
interferometer with the capability of creating high-resolution DEMs in a single pass. Although 
the primary goal of the combined mission is to create a high precision world-wide DEM for
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GIS applications, there are many other exciting potential applications [17].
1.2.2 COSMO/SkyMed
COSMO/SkyMed is an Italian system comissioned and funded in a collaboration between the 
Italian Space Agency (ASI) and the Italian Ministry of Defence. It is intended for both civilian 
and defence applications, with one of the system’s main objectives being environmental risk 
management (e.g. natural disaster monitoring). As one of the requirements of this objective is 
very short revisit and response times, the system consists of four mid-sized satellites in LEO, 
each with a high-resolution X-band SAR payload with sub-metre resolution in the highest resol­
ution spotlight mode [18]. The full constellation provides worst-case response and revisit times 
of 72 hours and 12 hours respectively by placing the satellites at 90° phase distances in the same 
orbital plane. Currently all four satellites are operational, with the fourth launched in 2010 [19]. 
Several COSMO/SkyMed images were kindly provided for use in this research project, cov­
ering hoth the 2009 earthquake in L’Aquila, Italy and the 2010 earthquake in Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti.
1.3 SAR products
Raw data as received by the SAR sensor are rarely used in practical SAR applications. These 
data are usually the unprocessed in-phase and quadrature (IQ) echo signal. The unprocessed 
“baseband” data cannot be used without access to a large amount of sensor-specific technical 
information.
Instead, the raw SAR data are processed by sensor operators to generate a product that is 
easier for end-users to directly apply to remote sensing applications. The lowest level of product 
that is normally provided to end-users is the “single-look complex slant” image product. To 
create this, the echo data will be corrected to take into account internal sensor calibration, and 
then the synthetic aperture focussing is carried out to create an image. In the image, one axis 
represents azimuth distance, i.e. distance along the sensor’s direction of movement, and the 
other axis represents slant range, i.e. straight-line distance from the sensor to the source of a 
radar echo. The product contains “complex” data: each point in the image has values for both 
the amplitude of the echo and the phase of the echo. Because only very minimal processing 
is carried out on the single-look complex product, it is very useful for applications where very 
precise values for the echo signal are required. For COSMO/SkyMed, this is described as a 
Level lA  product [18].
Further processing is usually carried out to support users who want to more easily relate the 
SAR data to a map or to data from other sources, such as multispectral imagery. The lowest- 
level product of this type has a simple ellipsoid correction applied to the image to convert it so
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that the axes are azimuth and ground range rather than slant range. This is a COSMO/SkyMed 
Level IB product. Higher-level products apply an affine transformation to the SAR image to 
scale and orient it so that it fits into a standard map projection (a Level 1C product), or use de­
tailed topographic data for the target area to warp the SAR image and correct for layover effects 
from mountains and hills (a Level ID product). For COSMO/SkyMed, these geometrically- 
adjusted products contain amplitude data only.
Often this further processing also involves multi-look processing to remove speckle noise, 
which is characteristic of the coherent processing used in synthetic aperture focussing. Multi­
look processing involves splitting the signal bandwidth into parts, each of which is used to 
compute a single-look image. By adding the looks incoherently, improved radiometric resolu­
tion is obtained, at the cost of reduced geometric resolution (because the full bandwidth is no 
longer being used to obtain fine geometric resolution) [20].
When phase information is required, or when maximum geometric resolution is needed, 
it is therefore best to use the single-look complex products. In observation of urban areas, 
high geometric resolution is particularly valuable, because urban areas contain large numbers 
of features at or beneath the metre-scale resolutions that sensors such as COSMO/SkyMed or 
TerraS AR-X are capable of. Unfortunately this means that the users must carry out their own 
coregistration of SAR images when two or more images of a target area are to be compared or 
processed together.
1.4 Feature extraction
Feature extraction — identification and description of points of interest within an image — 
is an important field of general image processing research. In the analysis of optical images, 
popular generic feature extraction schemes are the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 
[21] or Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [22], and these are in widespread use in object 
recognition and tracking applications. These techniques attempt to extract ‘feature descriptors’ 
that are reasonably robust to changes in contrast and brightness and to affine transformations. 
They have heen applied directly to SAR image processing in the past; for example, SIFT and 
SIFT-derived features have been used in SAR image coregistration for interferometry [23] and 
change detection [24]. Some attempts have also been made to use SIFT to coregister SAR 
images with other types of image (such as optical images) [25].
SURF relies on looking for “hloh”-like features in an image using Laplacian of Gaussian 
filters. This works well for optical images of urban areas, as features of interest are often 
identifiable as “blocks” of a particular colour or texture (for example, a house’s slate roof might 
appear as a solid grey rectangular feature in an image). By contrast, SAR images of urban 
areas are dominated by “line”-like features: roads, railways and canals typically appear as dark, 
thick lines in a SAR image and, as described further in Chapter 2, buildings’ scattering patterns
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characteristically include bright, narrow lines.
In order to support urban SAR image processing and interpretation there has therefore been 
fairly extensive work on feature extraction schemes focussing on linear or curvilinear features. 
The earliest literature addressing linear feature extraction used the Hough transform to locate 
possible line segments in the image [26, 27]. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, the 
Hough transform unfortunately suffers from some fundamental scaling problems, which limit 
its applicability to very large datasets or complex shapes. This has inspired the introduction of a 
variety of alternative linear feature detection methods, and one problem area that has particularly 
driven this research is the extraction of road network layouts from urban SAR images.
One category of methods identifies a subset of pixels that might be associated with the 
features of interest, and then links them together into linear features. For example, [28, 29] 
introduce methods using a classification step to identify urban roads in a Very High Resolution 
(VHR) SAR image, followed by the application of a topologically-aware algorithm to recon­
struct the road network from the classification data. An alternative method involves a similar 
pair of steps, but using an edge detector to identify candidate road segments [30]. Note that in 
this interesting approach, multiple observations from orthogonal look directions (for example, 
west and north) are combined to improve the accuracy of road detection.
Another common approach to locating line-lrke structures is to apply a set of filters to a 
SAR image, each designed to match line-like features oriented in a particular direction. Often 
these will once again be coupled with a topologically-aware algorithm for constructing lines 
from the oriented matches. For example, [31] uses a selection of oriented filters followed by 
a Markov Random Field (MRF) process to introduce contextual knowledge about the expec­
ted shape of road networks. Adaptive directional filtering is employed in [32] by computing a 
directional histogram at each point in the image in order to find the dominant direction (or direc­
tions), followed by a perceptual grouping-based algorithm to join road segments into networks. 
Unfortunately, directional filtering-based techniques have some drawbacks. Choosing the num­
ber of directional kernels for filtering or directional histogram calculations must compromise 
between computational cost and accuracy. The size of the kernel also has a big impact: large 
kernels will provide more precise matches of less distinct linear features, but will leave gaps 
near sharp comers or junctions. To get around these drawbacks, multiscale techniques such as 
wedgelets [33] and beamlets [34] have recently begun to be introduced by adapting concepts 
from directional filtering.
The use of ridge detectors, especially the Steger curvilinear feature detector [35], has be­
come much more common recently as a starting point for linear features in SAR images. As 
described in more detail in Chapter 3, ridge detectors locate bright (or dark) lines by using dir­
ectional first- and second-order derivatives of an image. One advantage of this over directional 
filtering is that the dominant directions at any point can be computed in one step, rather than 
requiring multiple directional kernel convolutions. For road network extraction, for example.
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curvilinear features have been employed in [36] (using active contours to link up features to 
find road networks) and [37] (using genetic algorithms).
1.5 Building detection
In recent literature, three classes of techniques have been predominant in the remote sensing 
of urban buildings with SAR: SAR interferometry (InSAR), SAR tomography, and techniques 
based on SAR amplitude images.
InSAR techniques use the phase information in complex SAR images. An interferogram 
is constructed from two SAR images, taken from two slightly different positions in space, by 
multiplying the first image by the complex conjugate of the second one and taking the angle 
of the product. There are a variety of techniques described in the literature that exploit SAR 
interferometry for building detection and parameter estimation applications.
The phase information can, for example, he used to construct a Digital Elevation Model 
(DEM) of an urban area, and buildings can then be located by segmenting the DEM into vertical­
sided polyhedra [38]. The accuracy with which a DEM can be generated depends very heavily 
on the number of similar SAR acquisitions available and thus the number of interferograms that 
can be generated, and high-precision urban DEMs may involve processing a stack of as many 
as 100 SAR images. Several of the challenges presented by constructing accurate DEMs have 
been addressed in recent literature, including the problems of accurate association of persistent 
scatterers with targets [39] and phase unwrapping in very high resolution data [40].
The phase information can also be used to determine specific building shape and size para­
meters. In [41] buildings with known footprint shapes (extracted from ground truth GIS data) 
have their heights estimated using InSAR, employing an iterative process to unwrap the phase 
data.
Some InSAR-based methods exploit both amplitude and phase data. The building detec­
tion method proposed in [42] employs amplitude data to extract building footprints (using a 
curvilinear feature detector to detect L-shaped bright lines), followed by InSAR to estimated 
building heights. Similarly, [43] describes a very interesting approach to extracting building 
outlines by using both SAR amplitude data and a SAR interferogram along with a statistical 
expectation-maximisation approach based on the Metropolis algorithm.
SAR tomography techniques also use multiple SAR acquisitions, but instead of generating 
interferograms from image pairs, the multiple images are used to synthesise an additional aper­
ture in the normal direction (this can also be interpreted as a multibaseline interferometry with 
the number of tracks being much greater than 2) [44]. One advantage of SAR tomography is 
the ability to separate multiple scatterers interfering in the same pixel. As mentioned earlier, 
layover is particularly critical in urban areas, and this property of SAR tomography provides a 
way to deal with it. Recent publications have demonstrated how nicely SAR tomography can
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image urban buildings in 3D [45], but at the time of writing automatic building detection and 
geometry extraction using SAR tomography has yet to be demonstrated in the literature.
Although InSAR and tomography can provide excellent results for urban building detection, 
their main disadvantages are that they require two or more acquisitions of the target area to be 
made. This may be a problem when a rapid response is required (for example, TerraS AR-X 
has a revisit time of up to 11 days at the equator [46]), when the budget for data acquisition is 
particularly limited, or when a very large area needs to he covered (in which case it might take a 
prohibitively long time to acquire all of the necessary data). Recently, the problem of requiring 
multiple images has been alleviated for InSAR methods that can use only a single image pair, 
due to the introduction of the combined TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X system that can acquire an 
image pair in a single pass. Nevertheless, the disadvantage of requiring multiple acquisitions 
means that there is still extensive interest in amplitude SAR methods that require only a single 
SAR image.
Determining the height of a building using amplitude SAR is an example of a problem that 
seems ideally suited to InSAR. However, it has also been successfully tackled using only amp­
litude data. In [47], for example, prior ground truth GIS data is used to obtain the building 
footprint, and an optimisation approach is used to find the height that maximises the mutual 
information between the SAR image and a simulated image. Although this method is quite pre­
cise (with an accuracy of approx. ±5%), the repeated simulations make it very computationally 
expensive. An alternative approach that has been introduced relatively recently is to extract the 
height of the building via inversion of a building scattering model. Assuming that the proper­
ties of the building materials are known, the method introduced in [48, 49] allows the building 
height to determined directly from the brightness of double reflection scattering.
Only a very small number of methods have been proposed for automatic building extraction 
using only a single Very High Resolution (VHR) SAR amplitude images, such as those available 
from COSMO/SkyMed or TerraS AR-X. At the time of beginning the research project described 
in this thesis, the only approach currently introduced to the literature was the stochastic method 
proposed in [50], using Bayesian methods to decompose the scene into a number of building 
objects and to extract their parameters, and relying on Monte Carlo methods because the a pos­
teriori distributions could not be computed directly. Although this approach appears to work 
well for isolated buildings, it does not effectively handle layover and shadowing between adja­
cent buildings. Very recently, Ferro et al. have introduced a more general integrated building 
detector for single VHR images that uses buildings’ bright line and shadow responses, and de­
tects buildings when these primitives are located together in a relative position compatible with 
a building scene model [51].
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1.6 Change detection
As explained in the introduction to this chapter, the human impact of change in urban areas 
makes the study of change detection and urban monitoring of particular interest in remote sens­
ing studies. It has been a focus for SAR research for some time, and there has been a continual 
evolution in the techniques and approaches being used as the variety and resolution of SAR 
sensors available for civilian applications has improved.
With respect to general image change detection, [52] offers an extremely thorough survey 
of the various approaches. This study includes an in-depth discussion of the mathematical basis 
for the different decision rules commonly employed in image change detection.
The problem of change detection can often be considered as a classification problem: loc­
ations (e.g. pixels in the SAR image, or specific features extracted from the image) may be 
classified as “changed” or “unchanged”. In order to carry out this classification, often a multi­
temporal approach is used, by looking at a set of SAR images acquired at different times to find 
differences in a target area’s appearance. However, because sometimes multiple images are not 
available, there has also recently been some research into ways to detect areas that may have 
been changed recently without using multitemporal data.
When the research project described in this thesis was started, a majority of the SAR image 
change detection literature described multitemporal approaches based on a three-step proced­
ure:
1. pre-processing, typically including coregistration of images and a speckle reduction step 
(e.g. multi-look processing)
2. pixel-by-pixel comparison of images, often by calculating the ratio or log ratio of two 
images
3. classification of the comparison image, often using a threshold-based approach.
An excellent overview of this process is presented in the introduction to [53], which also pro­
poses using a wavelet decomposition of the log-ratio image to allow the classification step to be 
carried out at multiple scales. Similar approaches have been proposed in more recent literature, 
varying mostly in terms of the type of wavelet decomposition proposed and the way in which 
the threshold is determined [54, 55].
There has been quite a wide variety of approaches proposed for the classification of the 
ratio or log-ratio images. Some of the proposed methods are based on a Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM). HMM-based methods assume that the system being modelled is a Markovian process 
with unobserved (i.e. hidden) states. Classification is carried out by attempting to determine 
what configuration of states would generate the observed output, often by using the expectation- 
maximisation algorithm (e.g. the Viterbi algorithm or one of its model-specific derivatives). 
For example, in [56] a change detection algorithm is proposed that involves the application of
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“fuzzy” hidden Markov chains applied along a Hilbert-Peano space-filling curve, and in [57] 
hidden Markov random fields are used to classify a wavelet decomposition of the log ratio 
image.
Most recently, work on change detection using the log ratio image and HMM-based classi­
fication has focussed on finding ways to use contextual information in the classification process 
rather than considering only the information contained in each single pixel [58, 59].
For specifically urban change detection applications, there have heen some methods de­
veloped based on feature or object extraction along with the ratio or log-ratio images. One 
method of refining change detection using the log ratio image and a linear feature extraction 
algorithm is proposed in [60]. Edges are extracted and matched between multitemporal images, 
and are used to refine the identification and localisation of changed areas. A major advantage of 
this method is the increased ease of solving some specific problems in multitemporal change de­
tection, such as misalignment/misregistration of the source images. A “curvelet” transform — 
which decomposes an image into “ridgelets” — has also been demonstrated for urban change 
detection [61, 62]. The curvelet transform’s strength at picking up the bright lines of strong 
scattering is claimed to be a major advantage of this approach.
A final general strategy for multitemporal change detection is to treat the change detection as 
a postclassification procedure, i.e. focussing on locations that transition between classes across 
a multitemporal SAR image sequence. The effectiveness of these postclassification techniques 
is dependent on the use of a suitable classification method. Some SAR image classification 
approaches are described in Section 1.7.
There are two specific change detection applications that are interesting from the perspective 
of disaster monitoring: monitoring the depth and extent of flooding, and mapping damage to 
urban structures in cities struck by major earthquakes.
Older literature on the subject of flood detection with SAR is relatively limited. In [63], a 
traditional multitemporal approach based on the log ratio image is described, and [64] describes 
a single image flood delineation strategy using active contours to find regions of homogeneous 
speckle statistics.
More recently, however, the availability of TerraS AR-X data for the serious flooding in 
Tewkesbury, England, in 2007 has led to the development of a variety of new methods for 
flood monitoring using very high resolution SAR images. Several approaches based on a single 
SAR image have been proposed. [65] describes the use of multiple steps of segmentation and 
thresholding at successively smaller scales to delineate flooded areas, and in [66] a method for 
estimating flood depth rather than extent is proposed, using inversion of a canonical building 
scattering model and the double reflections of gauge buildings.
In [67], an approach based on [64] is described, using high-resolution topographic data 
to mask out image pixels containing shadow and layover areas and using the flooding extent 
in rural areas to guide estimates of extent into nearby urban areas. The authors include an
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interesting discussion of the impact of shadow and layover on reducing the accuracy of the 
speckle-homogeneity approach to flood detection.
However, other authors emphasise that the use of a pre-flood reference image is very ef­
fective in improving flood detection accuracy. An automated algorithm for finding the best 
reference image from a library of possible images has been suggested [68], and this seems like 
it would be applicable for change detection applications beyond flood monitoring. In [69] a 
novel normalized change index (NCI) measure is proposed as an alternative to the traditional 
log ratio or ratio, and this is then fed to a HMM-based segmentation and classification process. 
This NCI seems particularly interesting because it is constrained to the interval [0,2] rather than 
having an infinite or semi-infinite range (as in the case of the ratio or log ratio).
The mapping of seismic damage to urban areas has received considerably more attention 
than flood monitoring, due to the several catastrophic earthquakes that have occurred in re­
cent years. Before the advent of metre-resolution satellite SAR (with the launching of the 
TerraSAR-X and COSMO/SkyMed systems), the use of lower-resolution SAR (e.g. the Envisat 
ASAR payload) was well-established as a method for detecting larger damage zones within 
an earthquake-struck urban area [70, 29], as was the use of SAR interferometry for measuring 
bulk, wide-area ground displacement [71]. Recently, and especially in the aftermath of the 2009 
earthquake that struck the city of L’Aquila, Italy, there has been ongoing interest in exploiting 
very high resolution SAR images to detect earthquake damage at the level of city blocks or 
even individual structures. At the time that the research described in this thesis was begun in 
mid-2009, very little had been published in this area. Since then, a variety of VHR SAR seis­
mic damage detection methods have been introduced. These can be divided into three main 
categories.
Firstly, a method for city-block-level damage estimation from single VHR SAR images 
introduced since 2009 is to use grey-level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) to calculate textural 
homogeneity and entropy measures, which appear to correlate well with higher levels of damage 
[72]. This has applied to the 2010 Haiti earthquake [73], and work has been done on adapting 
the method for use with lower-resolution data, e.g. ERS and ASAR [74, 75].
Secondly, there is a proposed method for damage detection on the level of individual build­
ings based on the use of a pre-event optical image coupled with a post-event VHR SAR image 
[76]. Building parameters are extracted from the optical image, and a SAR simulator is used to 
predict what the appearance in the SAR image should be. The actual post-event SAR image is 
then compared with the simulator output to determine where buildings have been damaged. One 
advantage of this approach is that it combines the advantage of using only a single SAR image 
(i.e. no need to have a previously-archived, similar SAR image available), with the advantage of 
incorporating pre-event reference data. The main downside of this approach is its dependence 
on a simulator: nearby buildings and/or vegetation may prevent the SAR image appearance of 
an undamaged building from matching the simulated appearance.
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Thirdly, there is a method for individual building damage detection that estimates change in 
building height by looking for changes in brightness of the building’s double reflection response 
between one pre-event SAR image and one post-event SAR image [77,78]. The main advantage 
of this approach is that it can in theory provide fairly precise estimation of serious structural 
damage, and can be applied to any pixels in the SAR image that are dominated by double 
reflection scattering (which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2). However, as described in 
the literature near the beginning of thé project described in this theses, this method for damage 
detection relied heavily on manual extraction of candidate pixels. Very recently, there has been 
a method proposed that uses change in double reflection brightness as part of a building-level 
damage detection process, but not for damage estimation [79].
1.7 Image statistics, classification and segmentation
Since change detection methods can be generally be defined as a classification process (using 
“changed” and “unchanged” classes) or as a post-classification process (by looking for changes 
in classification in a multitemporal data series) it is useful to briefly discuss urban area classi­
fication and segmentation.
Some classification approaches rely on accurate statistical modelling of SAR scattering pat­
terns and noise. There have been quite a large number of efforts to create good statistical models 
for high resolution SAR data. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, the principal compon­
ent of noise in SAR images is due to speckle noise, and the multiplicative model is usually 
assumed. This model has been used in SAR image analysis as far back as Lee’s early work on 
speckle in SEAS AT data at the end of the 1970s [80].
Urban areas are characterised by highly heterogeneous clutter (scattering from background 
scene objects, usually smaller than the SAR sensor is able to resolve as distinct features). One 
particularly notable proposal for a closed-form statistical model for urban scattering is the 
generalized square root inverse Gaussian distribution [7]. A particular case of this distribution, 
the distribution, has been successfully used for characterisation and classification of urban 
areas in high resolution amplitude SAR images [81, 82, 83]. In particular, the family of 
distributions was considered to model urban SAR scattering better than previously-proposed 
models, such as the Rayleigh Weibull, log normal. Gamma or K distributions. There have 
also been a variety of mixture models proposed [84, 85, 86], but these do not significantly 
outperform The main disadvantage of the mixture model approach is that the larger number 
of distribution parameters lowers their plausibility when they are applied in a Bayesian model- 
selection framework. In [87, Chapter 28], MacKay explains the way that a preference for simple 
models — analogous to Occam’s Razor — arises naturally from Bayes theorem. This leads to a 
quantifiable “Occam factor” that penalises multi-parameter models, including mixture models.
SAR image segmentation and classification are closely related tasks, and the distinction is
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not always consistently applied in the literature. Classification is a process of applying class la­
bels to subsets of the image, almost always with semantic meaning (e.g. “urban area”, “forest”, 
or “lake”). Segmentation also divides the image into subsets, but usually with the aim of split­
ting it into well-defined regions with homogenous geometrical, radiometrical or texture proper­
ties. Usually segmentation is followed by a classification step to find a semantic interpretation 
for the division of the image. In some cases both segmentation and classification are carried out 
at once: for example, a segmentation algorithm may be designed specifically to locate regions 
of “urban area” in a SAR image.
A variety of SAR image classification and segmentation approaches have been proposed 
for urban applications with VHR SAR. For the mapping of urban extents, pixel-by-pixel clas­
sification appears to perform poorly in high resolution SAR images due to the inhomogeneity 
of urban areas [88]; instead, many recent approaches to identifying urban areas seem to be 
based on segmentation, tiles or sliding windows. For example, [89, 83] describe the use of 
active contour-based segmentation using Gamma and scattering models; [90] proposes a 
tile-based approach looking for areas with a high density of linear features; and [91] proposes 
a classification using a sliding window and a Markov random field classification, using the 
model. Finally, [92] proposes finding urban areas by specifically looking for inhomogeneity, 
both by computing measures of positive and negative autocorrelation in a sliding window and 
by using GLCM correlation and variance textures.
For fine-grained classification within urban areas, most recently-proposed approaches ap­
pear to involve Markov random field-based methods, usually involving one of the aforemen­
tioned statistical models (e.g. or Nakagami). A very good description of this general classi­
fication approach is provided in [82].
1.8 Summary
At the time that this project was started, only very limited steps had been taken towards exploit­
ing metre-resolution SAR data for urban applications, such as feature extraction and change 
detection. In particular, automated feature extraction of buildings from VHR SAR amplitude 
images had received very little attention, and neither had the exploitation of these image to 
provide earthquake damage detection at the scale of individual buildings. Since 2009, some in­
teresting steps have been taken in this field, but there is still no clearly defined “most effective” 
methodology for building damage detection with satellite SAR, and it remains an active area of 
research.
Chapter 2 
Modelling urban structures and damage
In order to be able to successfully and accurately detect earthquake damage in urban areas, it is 
important to understand both the way that urban scenes appear in a single-look SAR amplitude 
image, and how damage alters that appearance. This chapter explores these issues by consid­
ering a simplified geometric model for an idealised man-made structure, and in particular by 
examining the information available in buildings’ double-reflection scattering.
2.1 Idealized urban building scene model
In this study, an urban building is modelled as having a rectangular footprint of dimensions 
a x  b, a, b > 0; smooth, vertical walls of height h\ and a smooth, level roof. It is assumed 
to be isolated, and surrounded by terrain modelled as a generic random rough level surface. 
The surrounding terrain is modelled by a Gaussian random process with a Gaussian correlation 
function.
In the coordinate system %, y, z, the building lies above the plane z = 0, oriented at an angle 
0 < <;^ < I  to the y axis. A SAR observation is made at a look angle 0 < 0 < |  by a distant 
sensor travelling parallel to the y axis.
Some useful unit vectors are defined: i,y, k  along the x, y, and z axes respectively, along 
the look axis, and Ca and Cb parallel to the building walls. This configuration is shown in 
Figure 2.1.
This model is very similar to the building model described by Franceschetti et al. in [9] 
and by Guida et al. in [49]. In [9] closed-form expressions are provided for the first-, second- 
and third-order backscattering contributions in the corresponding amplitude SAR image. The 
smooth surfaces (walls and roof) are assumed to be specular reflectors; although realistic build­
ing materials are not perfectly smooth, making this approximation permits the use of these 
solutions.
The main advantages of this model are its efficient inclusion of sensible assumptions about 
buildings’ geometry (vertical walls and right-angled comers are the predominant geometry of
17
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Figure 2.1: Geometry of isolated building scene with distant SAR sensor from above (top) and 
from the side (bottom), showing unit vectors and angles.
modem urban structures), surroundings (most urban structures are built on approximately level 
ground), and building materials. It also benefits from being extremely mathematically and 
conceptually simple. Furthermore, many more complex stmctures can be considered as a com­
position of similar rectilinear units.
However, there are three drawbacks to the model:
1. it does not take into account structural features such as windows or balconies, which 
sometimes have a large impact on the appearance of a SAR image
2 . it does not model gabled roofs, which can often cause strong backscattering responses, 
especially if the orientation of the building and pitch of the gable is such that the roof is 
approximately normal to
3. when buildings are very close together, some of the assumptions about the radar scattering 
mechanisms taking place in the scene, and the appearance of the corresponding SAR 
image, aren’t valid any more. For example, the layover of one building might lie on top 
of the shadow of a building closer to the sensor.
Despite these drawbacks, the model provides a very good basis for understanding why SAR 
images of urban areas appear the way that they do, and a useful vehicle for thinking about the 
way that earthquake damage to buildings might be recognizable.
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(a) Direct scattering, (b) Double reflection scattering. The red and blue ray
paths have the same length.
(c) Triple scattering. (d) Shadow. Objects in the shaded area are not illumin­
ated by the SAR sensor.
Figure 2.2: Predominant SAR scattering mechanisms in the model building scene. The view is 
from the top left of each of the diagrams.
2.2 SAR image appearance
The SAR amplitude image appearance of the model scene is made up of four main contributions.
First-order components The direct (single-bounce) backscattering from the various surfaces 
in the scene. For example, in the model scene, the building’s surrounding rough terrain 
has a significant radar cross section, as illustrated in Figure 2.2a.
Second-order components The double-bounce (or double-reflection) contributions. These 
occur when radar energy is reflected from one surface onto another surface, and then 
scattered from that second surface back to the sensor. For example, in the model scene, 
double reflections occurring inside the dihedral formed by the ground and the wall of the 
building nearer the sensor may cause the dihedral to have a very large radar cross section. 
This is shown in Figure 2.2b.
Because the dihedral provides a large number of equal-range return paths, it has an integ-
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(a) Short, wide building.
I I Terrain backscattering 
B  Near wall backscattering 
Q  Roof backscattering 
I I Double reflection 
I I Triple reflection 
19  Shadow
(b) Tall, narrow building.
Figure 2.3: Scattering contributions, shown as coloured bars projected onto a slant range axis, 
from a constant ground range cross section of the building model of depth d.
rating effect that causes a particularly strong response at a single range corresponding to 
the base of the building.
Higher-order components Some scenes may contain strong triple- or even quadruple-bounce 
contributions, due to their geometry. For example, in the model scene, there is a third- 
order interaction from the near wall, to the ground, and back off the near wall to the 
sensor. However, these higher-order scattering contributions are typically very weak, and 
in this study, they were assumed to be negligibly small. One possible triple scattering 
path is shown in Figure 2.2c.
Shadow Some areas of the SAR image may not show any backscattering contributions because 
they are occluded by tall objects. For example, in the model scene, the building casts a 
radar shadow to the side of the building away from the sensor, as shown in Figure 2.2d.
Figure 2.3 shows, schematically, where each of these various contributions for the model scene 
would appear in a SAR image. In the diagrams, the various contributions are shown separately 
even where they would overlap (and therefore add together) in a real-world image.
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Figure 2.4: Geometry of a double reflection line (black) as it appears in a SAR amplitude image, 
along with the projected building footprint (grey).
In [9], closed-form expressions are provided to estimate the radar cross section of each of 
these components, using two different scattering models: geometric optics (GO) and physical 
optics (PC). In particular, the radar cross section of smooth surfaces like the front wall and 
roof is shown to be zero in the GO model, and in the PO model it is shown to be very small 
unless the surface is nearly normal to èi. In the model scene, the walls and roof are vertical and 
horizontal, and for satellite observations it can normally be assumed that the look angle will be 
neither close to vertical nor close to horizontal (for example, TerraSAR-X spotlight acquisition 
modes only have full performance from 20° <9 < 55° [14]). Under the smoothness assumption, 
it can therefore be assumed that direct backscatter from the walls and roof of the building in the 
model scene is negligible.
Another important result regards the double-reflection responses. It has previously been 
shown, based on the results in [9], that the radar cross section of the double reflection interaction 
between a wall and adjacent terrain can be expressed as
or^D oc hl^ ■ f  ip) (2 .1)
where is the length of the wall (a or b depending on the wall involved), and /  (p) is a 
function of a set of parameters p  that depends on the surface materials and the view and radar 
parameters. A very in-depth discussion of both /  (p) and the effects of the parameters p  is 
provided by [49].
Taking these assumptions and approximations into account, then, a SAR amplitude image 
of the canonical building scene contains two principal elements: 1) the bright, narrow, double 
reflection line, and 2) the dark shadow area. In particular, [49, 48] demonstrate that the double 
reflection line from a building like that shown in the model scene contains a wealth of in­
formation about the shape and size of a building via its brightness and geometry, thanks to the 
relationship defined in (2 .1).
Figure 2.4 shows a diagram of the double reflection line of the canonical scene as it would 
appear in a SAR image. Two dimensions are illustrated: the total length I = a  + J3, and the 
projected footprint area t (the area of the double reflection line’s enclosed parallelogram). A
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third relevant dimension, not illustrated, is the end-to-end distance of the line r ,^ the length of a 
straight line segment joining the start and end of the double-reflection line.
Let Xx be the slant range pixel size, and Xy be the azimuth pixel size, both in units of px m"^ 
Some expressions for /, t and can then be derived in terms of the scene parameters:
t =Xr sin 6- Xv- ab
I =a
=
Xx sin 9 sin 0
-bb
Xx sin 9 cos 0
Xy cos 0 Xy sin 0
Xx sin 9 (b cos 0 -  a sin 0) 
Xy (b sin 0  + a cos 0 )
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
where ||%|| denotes the Z^-norm. Note that, in the general case, only t is independent of the 
building orientation 0 . However, note that if the image is scaled such that Xy = Xx sin 9, i.e. 
the ground range resolution and azimuth resolution of the image are equal, then much simpler 
relations for t and I apply, both of which are independent of 0 :
t =Xy ■ ab 
I =Xy {a + b)
(2.5)
(2.6)
These geometrical parameters are revisited in Chapter 5.
2.3 Earthquake damage to the model scene
The UK Earthquake Engineering Field Investigation Team (EEFIT) publishes detailed reports 
about the effects of major earthquakes on man-made structures, and these reports catalogue 
an enormous variety of mechanisms by which earthquakes can damage buildings, and many 
ways in which that damage can cause partial or total collapse. With reference to the EEFIT 
reports on the 2009 earthquake in L’Aquila, Italy and the 2010 earthquake in Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti [93, 94], the collapse mechanisms may be categorised into a smaller number of classes 
for which to consider the effects on the SAR amplitude image appearance of the model scene. 
Of particular interest are ways in which the geometry and/or smoothness of the walls and roof 
might change.
Total collapse In many cases, buildings suffer such severe damage that they collapse entirely. 
In both the L’Aquila and Haiti events, there were many such examples, especially of 
traditional masonry buildings and where liquefaction of the ground and/or a landslide 
caused a building’s foundation to fail. In this case, the effects on the SAR image would
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(a) Collapse of roof and near wall.
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(b) Collapse of roof and far wall.
Figure 2.5: Effect of wall collapse on scattering contributions. Contributions marked with a 
may not appear, depending on exact nature of damage.
be that the distinctive elements of the building’s SAR image appearance would effectively 
disappear: the front wall would no longer be able to provide any significant double reflec­
tion contribution, and the remnants of the structure would no longer generate a distinct 
shadow.
Wall collapse The second major collapse case is where the walls on one side of the building 
collapse, along with all or part of the roof, with the other walls remaining standing as 
a partial shell filled with debris. The EEFIT report on the L’Aquila event records some 
examples of this occurring to masonry buildings in the Poggio Picenze, and reinforced 
concrete university halls of residence on Via XX Settembre in L’Aquila. There are two 
principal ways in which this can alter the appearance of the SAR image:
1. If the collapsed walls are on the side of the building nearer the sensor, the corres­
ponding part of the double reflection contribution will disappear or be dramatically 
reduced in brightness. If the roof collapsed, and the wall on the far side of the build­
ing remains intact, there is a small possibility that the revealed rear wall may cause 
the appearance of new double reflection and triple reflection responses. An example 
of this is shown in Figure 2.5a.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of roof collapse on scattering contributions.
However, the centre of the building will likely be filled by debris from the collapsed 
parts of the building’s structure, as well as possibly partially damaged remnants of 
internal storey floors as well as the buildings original contents. These factors will 
in most cases prevent the formation of a contiguous dihedral geometry for double 
reflection or triple reflection responses for the revealed rear wall.
2. If the collapsed walls are on the far side of the building from the sensor, the double 
reflection will remain unaffected, but the shape of the shadow will be altered. An 
example of this is shown in Figure 2.5b. Note the significant shortening of the 
shadow region relative to the intact configuration shown in Figure 2.3b.
Roof collapse The third major collapse case is where the roof of a building falls into its in­
terior, possibly along with any interior walls, leaving a debris-filled shell of relatively- 
undamaged walls. The L’Aquila EEFIT report includes the example of a church in Onna 
suffering the collapse of part of its roof. Although unreported by EEFIT, a prominent 
example in Haiti is the damage to the cathedral, discussed further in Chapter 6 . The 
L’Aquila report notes that vaulted masonry floors and roofs are particularly susceptible to 
collapsing like this.
Although this type of damage can be just as catastrophic as a total collapse of a building, 
the alteration in SAR image appearance may be quite small: both the double reflection 
response and the shadow remain the same. Furthermore, if the building is relatively tall 
and narrow, the shadow of the walls of the building nearer the sensor may prevent any 
double reflection response from the revealed rear walls, even before taking into account 
the presence of debris as mentioned above. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Under the smoothness assumption for building walls and roof, this would appear identical 
to the intact building.
Soft storey failure Some modern reinforced concrete buildings have soft storeys: one or more 
floors with windows, wide doors, or other apertures where earthquake engineering design
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would normally require a shear wall. For example, some modem apartment blocks have a 
ground floor or basement used as a parking garage with the body of the building supported 
on pillars. If the pillars are not properly reinforced, they may be susceptible to buckling 
caused by lateral earthquake motion.
The EEFIT report on L’Aquila highlights soft storey failure as being the proximate cause 
of collapse of most of the reinforced concrete buildings surveyed. Although soft storey 
failure may lead to further catastrophic collapse of the building as in the cases discussed 
above (such as the halls of residence on Via XX Settembre), the EEFIT reports on both 
the L’Aquila and Haiti events show examples where a soft storey had collapsed so cleanly 
that the remainder of the building looked almost completely undamaged, even from the 
ground.
A soft storey failure of this type could be treated as a change in height of the building. 
According to (2.1), this would manifest itself as a reduction in the radar cross section 
of the building’s double reflection and therefore a reduction in brightness of the double 
reflection line in the corresponding SAR image.
Infill collapse The EEFIT reports both record examples of buildings with steel and reinforced 
concrete frameworks that did not suffer from any gross stmctural damage from the earth­
quake. However, many of these buildings did experience failure of infill panels, i.e. 
sections of brickwork, masonry or windows that ‘fill in’ the spaces between the build­
ings stmctural members in order to enclose the building’s interior. One example is in the 
northern blocks of the hospital in L’Aquila. Many of the top floor facade’s clay brickwork 
infill panels collapsed, even though the building’s reinforced concrete frames performed 
well.
In a SAR image, it would only be possible to observe infill collapse in the walls facing 
towards the sensor, where the removal of parts of the wall’s surface could be treated as a 
reduction in the wall’s effective area, i.e. a reduced value of hi in (2.1). Like soft storey 
collapse, the collapse of infill panels would be visible as a reduction in double reflection 
line brightness. If the analogy is made between holes due to infill collapse and holes due 
to windows, the analysis of the effect of windows on effective radar cross section that was 
presented in [49] can be applied directly.
Minor and internal damage Any damage that does not cause substantial deformation of a 
building’s external shape or structure may not be detectable by SAR, even if the damage 
is bad enough to render the building unusable. Unfortunately, this category includes types 
of earthquake-caused damage that may result in people being injured and/or trapped. 
Examples include:
• interior floor collapse
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Table 2.1: Earthquake damage effects on a SAR image of the model building scene, broken 
down by damage class and part of image affected.
Damage type Changes to double reflection Changes to shadow
Total collapse No double reflection No shadow
Wall collapse If wall on near side of building, no 
double reflection or reduced 
brightness
If wall on far side of building, shac 
length in range direction reduced.
Roof collapse Addition of rear wall double 
reflection (unlikely)
Soft storey Reduced double reflection brightness, 
proportionate to building height 
reduction
Shadow length in range direction 
reduced, proportionate to building 
height reduction.
Infill collapse Reduced double reflection brightness, 
proportionate to facade surface area
Other No changes No changes
• fire
• deformation or cracking of a building’s frame without collapse
• damage to containers or pipes that contain hazardous materials.
All of the earthquake damage causes discussed in the EEEIT reports can be allocated to one 
of these six classes. The effect of each of these types of damage on a SAR amplitude image 
of the idealized building scene can be considered based on their effects on the brightness or 
geometry of either the double reflection line or the shadow area. These effects are summarised 
in Table 2.1. Note in particular that there are some types of damage that do not show up at all 
in the geometry of the shadow.
2.4 Importance of double reflection lines
Examining the idealized model building scene described in this chapter, it becomes very clear 
that the double reflection line is a key element of its appearance in a SAR amplitude image.
Firstly, the double reflection line contains information about a building’s size and shape, 
thanks to the known slant range position of the apparent location of the double reflection line, at 
the join between the horizontal adjacent terrain and the vertical near wall. The double reflection 
line is quite often used in building feature extraction for this exact reason [50, 42].
Secondly, the double reflection line contains information about a building’s height through 
(2.1). If the other view and scene parameters are known (i.e. the electromagnetic parameters of 
the materials of the building and surrounding terrain, the radar view, acquisition and calibration
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parameters, etc.), then the height of the building may be extracted directly from the brightness 
of the double reflection line [49, 48].
Thirdly, the changes in the double reflection line correlate well to changes in the building’s 
geometry. As shown in Table 2.1, the disappearance of a double reflection response may indic­
ate gross structural changes (i.e. the collapse of all or part of the building) and a reduction in 
double reflection brightness may indicate serious but less catastrophic changes such as a soft 
storey failure or collapse of infill panels. Some of these changes to a building’s size and shape 
may not be visible in other elements of its SAR return pattern, such as its shadow.
Furthermore, when considering real-world SAR amplitude images of urban areas, rather 
than just the model scene, there are some additional advantages to focussing on the double 
reflection line as a source of information about a building. When a building is not isolated —
i.e. there are other buildings nearby — it is likely that the shape of the shadow area will be 
affected by layover from trees or other tall structures on the far side of the building from from 
the sensor.
Another advantage of the double reflection line is that the amplitude of the double reflection 
is usually two to three orders of magnitude brighter than the direct return from building walls 
and level ground, due to the way that the dihedral causes the summation of many different 
return paths to appear at a single position. It can therefore often be assumed that the return 
from a double reflection will be much larger than any other contributions that appear in the 
same place in the SAR amplitude image (such the wall and roof direct backscattering). This 
simplifying assumption makes it much easier to interpret double reflection line pixel brightness 
values when processing an image.
2.5 Summary and conclusions
• A simplified model scene containing an isolated building was introduced, based on similar 
models described in previous literature.
• There are many different components that make up the building’s appearance in a SAR 
amplitude image, but many of these can be assumed to be small. The most significant 
components are the shadow and the double reflection line from the dihedral formed by 
ground and the side of the building nearest the sensor.
• There is a well-defined relationship between the brightness of the double reflection line 
and the building’s dimensions. Some expressions were introduced that relate the dimen­
sions of the building to the geometry of the double reflection line as it appears in a SAR 
image.
• Six classes of earthquake damage were derived by studying Earthquake Engineering Field
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Investigation Team reports. These were used to analyse the likely effects of earthquake 
damage on the SAR appearance of the model scene.
• A building’s double reflection line was shown to contain a large amount of information 
about both its dimensions and any earthquake damage it has suffered.
Chapter 3
Curvilinear feature extraction
In Chapter 2 it was shown that a structure’s double reflection scattering pattern, in the form 
of a double reflection line, contains a large amount of information about its size and shape. 
This makes double-reflection lines an interesting potential means both to identify buildings in 
a single-look SAR amplitude image and to monitor changes to them. To be able to do this, it is 
first necessary to choose and implement some algorithm for locating and extracting bright lines 
in an image.
Double-reflection lines are rarely “lines” in the strict sense of the term. As has been demon­
strated using a simple building model, double-reflections will often consist of one or more 
straight segments, usually joined together by sharp comers. In actual urban scenes, buildings 
may incorporate rounded features or may be constmcted on uneven ground, and these may intro­
duce curves to the double-reflections. It is therefore more useful to consider double-reflections 
as curvilinear: as composite shapes combining linear and curved sections.
The first step in finding double-reflection lines in a SAR amplitude image, then, is to find and 
extract bright curvilinear features from it. This chapter explains how and why the curvilinear 
feature extraction algorithm used in this project was chosen, and describes its underlying math­
ematics and software implementation. Although the methods described in this chapter were 
chosen with single-look SAR amplitude images in mind, they are more generally applicable to 
any type of single-channel image.
3.1 Shortcomings of the Hough transform
The Hough transform is a practical approach to general feature extraction, as long as the shape 
of a feature is known in advance and is controlled by a small number of parameters. It has been 
widely used in the SAR literature since the earliest applications of line-finding in SAR images, 
going as far back as the early 1980s [26], especially for road network extraction and similar 
applications.
The generalised Hough transform is implemented by creating an array, called an accumu­
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lator, with dimension equal to the number of shape parameters. Each pixel of the image is then 
inspected to see if there is evidence that it forms part of a feature of that shape, and if so, a 
vote is added to the location in the array (bin) corresponding to that set of parameters. The 
parameters of the strongest features in the image that match the expected shape are indicated by 
the bins with the most votes.
The Elough transform was originally formulated as a method for detecting straight lines. In 
this application, which is still the most commonly-seen, a polar definition of the straight line is 
used, i.e. r = x  cos G+y sin 6,and the transform’s accumulator uses an (r, 6) parameter space. The 
reason that a.y = mx + c definition is not used is that vertical lines would give rise to unbounded 
values of m and c. This illustrates one of the challenges using the generalised Hough transform: 
it is very important to choose parameters carefully. Note also that this Hough transform is not 
sufficient by itself for locating bright line segments. Although it can identify a line along which 
the segment lies somewhere, post-processing is required to locate the beginning and end in the 
image.
Although the Hough transform performs well when applied to detection of simple shapes 
such as fines or circles in small images, it suffers several serious scalability limitations. Firstly, 
efficient detection of a feature requires a large number of votes to fall into the right bin, so 
that it can easily be distinguished from background noise. This places a limitation on how 
small bins can be, and thus limits the precision of feature detection. Similarly, when using the 
generalised Hough transform to look for features with complex shapes (i.e. more than % 3 
parameters), the number of votes falling in any given bin becomes very small, and it becomes 
difficult to distinguish bins corresponding to features. Thirdly, the computational complexity 
of the transform is O (a ^~^^, where A is the input image size and m is the number of shape 
parameters, and the memory requirements of the accumulator are also prohibitive (typically 
0 (A'")).
Unfortunately, the shape of buildings’ double-reflection lines cannot be modelled with only 
a very small number of parameters. Even assuming a performant approach to finding salient 
bright fine pixels, the Hough transform would have too high resource requirements to be prac­
tical for this application.
3.2 Ridge detection
In recent years, ridge detection as an approach for extracting bright lines has become more 
common in the SAR literature, in particular using Steger’s algorithm [35], and some of these 
applications are described in Chapter 1. Like edge detection, ridge detection in images is based 
on finding extrema in the derivatives of an image, and ridge detection methods follow quite 
intuitively from a consideration of how the features of interest appear in an image.
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Figure 3.1: Principal directions of curvature p and ^ at a point Tq. The ridge line passing through 
To is shown in blue.
3.2.1 Height definition of a ridge
Both the Steger curvilinear feature detector [35] and the earlier Lindeberg scale-space ridge 
detector [95] use the height definition of a ridge to find bright lines in an image. In pre-1990s 
literature on ridge detection, there were several differing definitions of ridges or ridge points in 
use in the context of image processing. The height definition makes intuitive sense when we 
wish to extract the centrelines of bright lines (assumed to have finite width). As described in 
[95], if an image is considered as a height map where brightness corresponds to height, this 
matches the topographic definition of a ridge: for example, consider a line connecting two 
mountain peaks, from which looking to each side allows you to look down into two different 
valleys.
In [95], this topographic definition of a bright ridge is more concisely defined as:
“a connected set of points for which the [amplitude] assumes a local maximum in 
the direction of principal curvature.”
To understand this, let an image’s brightness be represented by a function /  : —> R. There
are two directions of principal curvature at any point in the image Tq = (%o,7o):
1. the direction of maximum principal curvature, which is the direction in which the image 
is locally most convex (i.e. the direction in which the brightness decreases fastest as you 
move away from tq)
2 . the direction of minimum principal curvature, which is the direction in which the image 
is locally most concave (i.e. the direction in which the brightness increases fastest as you 
move away from tq).
In the definition from [95] quoted above, the direction of principal curvature referred to is 
the direction of maximum principal curvature. This definition is illustrated in Figure 3.1. At the 
saddle point, labelled tq, the surface is locally convex in the direction labelled p, and concave 
in the direction labelled q. Because Tq is a local maximum in the p direction, it is a ridge point
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(and because vq is a local minimum in the q direction it is simultaneously a trough point). A 
ridge line can be found by connecting adjacent ridge points. This is shown in Figure 3.1 with a 
blue line.
More rigorously, the directions of principal curvature can be found using the Hessian matrix 
at To:
H ess(/(ro)) =
^V (ro) 
dx^ dyx 
d' f^iro) d^firo) (3.1)
dxy dy^
For real amplitude images, the Hessian is real and symmetric. When the Hessian matrix is 
rotated to a coordinate system {p, q) it becomes:
H ess(/(ro)) = [ ]' dp'  ^ dqp d' f^irp) d^firp) [yp Vg] (3.2)
dpq dq^
where Vp and Vq are the unit vectors in the p  and q directions respectively and A^ denotes 
the transpose of A. When the (p, q) coordinate system is aligned to the principal directions of 
curvature, then the mixed second-order partial derivatives (ro) and (ro) are zero:
H ess(/(ro)) = [ Vp Vg ]'
0
0  h? J
[ »'? ] (3.3)
where the second-order partial derivatives kp = (ro) and kg = A /  (ro) are the principle 
curvatures. The principal directions of curvature and the principal curvatures at ro can therefore 
be found by diagonalising the Hessian matrix of the image at ro.
Under the height definition, ro is a ridge point if it satisfies the conditions:
v^V/(ro) = 0
k p < 0
(3.4)
assuming that (p, q) is chosen such that \kp\ > \kg\. The first criterion requires ro to be a local 
extremum in the direction of greatest principal curvature; the second requires the image to have 
more convexity than concavity at ro, i.e. that ro lies on a ridge rather than in a valley.
In [96], Eberly et a l detail various competing ridge definitions, and suggest criteria that a 
desirable ridge definition should satisfy:
1. the ridge detection process should be local: whether a particular point is a ridge point 
should be determined only by the information in its immediate neighbourhood;
2 . the ridges should be invariant under translation, rotation, and uniform magnification of
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the image’s spatial variables;
3. and the ridges should be invariant under monotonie transformations of the brightness 
function.
Eberly et a l go on to show that the height definition of a ridge fulfils the first two of these 
criteria, and also that it provides the qualitatively best detection of the structure of an image.
3.2.2 Ridge point detection in scale space
Both optical and SAR images may be corrupted by high frequency noise. Similarly, it may in 
some circumstances be desirable to detect wide, long ridges in an image containing many short, 
strong lines. Ridge features can therefore be considered to exist at different scales with in an 
image. Both Steger and Lindeberg ridge detectors use Gaussian filters with some variance cr 
to remove high-frequency components from an image and allow lower-frequency features to be 
detected.
The scale-space representation L : ^  R  of an image /  (r) is defined by:
L(r,o-) = g(r,o-)'k f { r )  (3.5)
where r is a point in the image plane and g is a Gaussian kernel of variance cr. cr is known as 
the scale parameter. Since g and /  are both C^, Li s  also a function. Partial derivatives of 
the scale space representation {scale-space derivatives) are denoted by subscripting L with the 
variable of differentiation. For example, Lxy is the mixed second-order derivative - ^ L .
The definition of a ridge point described in Section 3.2.1 can then be used to define ridge 
points at a scale cr, by rewriting it in terms of L rather than / .  Let {p, q) be a coordinate system 
chosen for each point ro such that:
Hess (L) =
Lpp 0  
0  Lqq
(3.6)
where \Lpp\ > \Lq} and A is an orthonormal matrix^ Then Tq is a ridge point of scale cr if:
Lp = 0
Lpp < 0 (3.7)p^p
\Lpp\ > \Lq(\
This is the form in which the ridge point criteria are most commonly stated in the literature, 
and this scale-space derivative notation will be used for the remainder of the chapter.
In the Steger detector, ridge detection is carried out at a single scale, with the scale parameter 
cr chosen empirically. It is shown that the requirement
^Note that the \Lpp\ = \hqq\ case might occur, for example, at the centre o f a small bright circular feature.
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w
o - > —  (3.8)
V3
holds, where the lines to be detected have a rectangular brightness profile and a width of 2w [35]. 
When (3.8) is not satisfied, Lpp lacks a clearly-defined minimum at the centre of the feature, 
which interferes with ridge saliency measures derived from Lpp (the maximum negative value of 
Lpp at the centre of the feature is achieved when cr = wl V3). It is therefore important to choose 
a sufficiently large value of cr when using the N  saliency measure described in Section 4.1, for 
example.
The main advantage of this overall approach is that the scale-space representation of the 
image only needs to be computed and stored in memory at a single scale.
3.2.3 Multi-scale ridge point detection
The Lindeberg scale-space detector uses multiple scales, and augments the ridge point definition 
(3.4). For multi-scale ridge detection, a point rp = {%o,yo,crol must also be a maximum of 
the scale-normalised ridge strength metric %ormL (ro, cr), giving an additional two ridge point 
criteria:
'  Lp = 0
^  ^ (3.9)
^o-KormL = 0
 ^^crcr^norm L  0
where is the derivative operator of order a  with respect to x (for example, the following 
are equivalent: d^x, dx'^  and ^ ) .  The ridge strength metric is normalised with respect to scale 
to make it possible to directly compare ridge strengths calculated at different scales.
In this scheme, ridge points are detected in an x R space, with each ridge point having 
not just a location on the image plane but also a position in an additional scale dimension. Since 
wide, fuzzy bright lines maximise RnormL at large values of cr, while sharp, narrow bright lines 
maximise it at small values of cr, multi-scale ridge detection therefore provides information 
about feature width as well as position.
There are a variety of different ridge strength measures that could be used to provide 
In [95], a family of ridge metrics is described based on a y-normalised derivative:
d x , y - n o u n  = (3.10)
The inclusion of the y  parameter (y e R+) provides an additional degree of freedom in 
modifying the behaviour of the ridge detector. Specifically, values of 7  < 1 may be required to 
ensure that a local maximum over scales exists, depending on the ridge strength metric chosen
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and the expected brightness cross section of ridges in the image. Modifying the value of y  may 
also be required in order to ensure that the selected scale level reflects the width of the ridge. 
The three metrics discussed in [95] are as follows:
1. The y-normalised maximum absolute principal curvature:
>^ 4^y_nonnL — maX |^Lp  ^y_norm| ? |L^ ç,7-norm|^  ? (3.11)
where the explicit expressions for Lpp^ y-nonn and Lgg^ y-norm are:
p^p,y-noTm ~ 2 L x x  +  L y y -  y  { L x x  -  L yy^  +  4 L l y  
\  /
Lqq^ y-norm ~ ^ Lxx + Lyy+ - j  (LxX ~ Lyy) + 4Lx^y
/
Although this ridge strength metric has the advantage of simplicity, it provides strong 
responses to non-ridge-like structures such as blobs.
In [95] it is shown that, for cylindrical ridges of width ctq, 0 < y < |  is required for a 
maximum of AIy_normL over scales to exist, and that 7  = |  ensures that cr^ vt^ o^rm = <^ o-
2. The square of the 7 -normalised square principle curvature difference:
-^ y-norm-L — {Cpp^ -^worm g^^ ,y-norm) * (3.12)
Unlike (3.11), this metric has a large value only when there is a significant difference
between the principal curvatures, and so has a stronger response to ridge-like structures
than to blob-like ones.
3. The square of the 7 -normalised principal curvature difference:
"^ l^y-normL — ^Lppy_norm Lgg,y-norm^  • (3.13)
This strength measure has no response to blobs, due to suppressing the Laplacian com­
ponent (v^l) = [Upp -f- Lq^ completely.
The main benefit of multi-scale ridge detection is that it enables the accurate extraction of ridge­
like features that are clearest at different scales. The multi-scale approach described in [95] 
demonstrates the extraction of both narrow bright features in the foreground and wide dimmer 
features in the background of the same image, even if they intersect.
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The obvious drawback is the amount of resources required by the algorithm to compute and 
store the four metrics required by (3.9) for each level of the scale space. This is practical for 
a typical high definition video frame: creating an 8-scale metric space for a 1920 x 1080 pixel 
image using 32 bit floating point samples requires only 240 MiB of data to be stored in memory 
for ridge point detection, which is entirely achievable on common consumer PCs, or even for 
computation on a GPU [97]. By contrast, building the same metrics for a 18284 x 14403 pixel 
SAR amplitude image would require 31.4 GiB of memory, the kind of hardware found only in 
high-end servers.
This was the determining factor in deciding not to pursue multi-scale ridge extraction for 
this project.
3.3 Implementation of a ridge detector
As has been previously mentioned, the Steger curvilinear feature detection algorithm has been 
used in the several contributions to the SAR feature extraction field. There were two main 
reasons that Steger’s approach was not used in this project, and a de novo implementation of a 
single-scale Lindeberg ridge detector was proposed instead:
1. Some code using the Lindeberg approach was written to try out the technique before the 
Steger-related literature was encountered. Since the approach showed some promise, it 
was decided to continue to see to what extent the Lindeberg detector would be a good 
alternative to the Steger detector for SAR applications.
2. Steger’s original paper [35] advertises the availability of an open source implementation 
of the algorithm. However, this has subsequently been withdrawn, and in private corres­
pondence with Carsten Steger it was indicated that this software is no longer available, 
and the only availability is through the expensive and proprietary MVTec HALCON im­
age processing toolkit. Even if HALCON could be purchased within the limited budget 
available for the project, depending on HALCON would make it harder to distribute a 
package of software that could be trivially used to reproduce the project’s results.
The Lindeberg method had not previously been used in the SAR field, and its introduction is 
one of the principle novelties in this work.
A set of tools for ridge detection and extraction as curvilinear features was developed, in­
cluding a file format for storing curvilinear feature data. The tools are designed for the Linux 
operating system.
This section describes the technologies and algorithms used by the ridge detector imple­
mentation in detail. The general technologies used are described in Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 
3.3.3.
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Figure 3.2; Flowchart showing overview of curvilinear feature extraction based on ridge detec­
tion.
Figure 3.2 provides an overview of the four principle steps involved in the feature extraction. 
The scale-space generation is described in Section 3.3.4; metric generation in Section 3.3.5; 
ridge point detection in Section 3.3.6; and finally line construction in Section 3.3.7.
The sample image used to illustrate steps in the feature extraction process is part of a COS­
MO/SkyMed high resolution spotlight SAR image of L’Aquila, Italy, acquired on 22nd March 
2009. More details of this image are given in Appendix A.
3.3.1 Implementation languages and build system
Initial implementations of a single-scale Lindeberg ridge detector were carried out in Math- 
Works MATLAB, and then in Python using the NumPy and SciPy packages for mathemat­
ical functions, numerical methods and large data structures. Unfortunately, both of these ap­
proaches were prohibitively slow; with the Python implementation, extracting ridge points from 
a 5778 X 6092 pixel image took 44 min 18 s on the hardware available. To address this, an im­
plementation in C was written, to take advantage of the ability of the flexibility of C both for 
optimisation and for parallel processing on more than one CPU core at a time. The resulting 
ridge detection tool was able to process the same image on the same hardware in 5 s (i.e. 540 
times as fast).
The tools and libraries used in the implementation, both for compilation and at run time, 
were:
gcc The GNU Compiler Collection’s C compiler is the standard C compiler on Linux.
autotools GNU Automake, Autoconf, and related tools are a very widely-used build system 
for open source programs.
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libtiff A library for loading and saving Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) images.
GTK+ A library of widgets and other tools for implementing graphical user interfaces (GUIs).
Cairo A vector graphics library, used for exporting Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), Post­
Script (PS) and Portable Document Format (PDF) graphics and for on-screen display of 
curvilinear features.
libgsl The GNU Scientific Library (GSL) contains implementations of various useful math­
ematical functions, algorithms for fitting p.d.f.s to data and for drawing random variâtes 
from probability distributions, and a large number of useful numerical methods.
git The git version control system was used to track changes to the software during develop­
ment.
All of these tools and libraries are extremely widely available as standard packages on almost 
all Linux distributions.
Computation is carried out using single-precision (32 bit) IEEE 754 floating point repres­
entation. This is the same representation as usually used in TIFF SAR data files, and using 
single-precision rather than double-precision data halves the amount of memory required to 
process an image, as well as allowing faster computation.
3.3.2 Multiprocessing with POSIX shared memory
In recent years, improvements in workstation processor technology have become more about 
increases in numbers of processor cores rather than about increases in processor speed. In order 
to get very high throughput on image processing algorithms, it has become important to imple­
ment algorithms in a way that allows them to share tasks between multiple processors running 
in parallel. This section summarises some key concepts related to parallel programming.
An instance of a computer program that is being executed is called a process. A  process 
may have various resources allocated to it, such as regions of memory, file descriptors, and 
other data sources (e.g. keyboard) and sinks (e.g. display). Within a process, there is at least 
one thread, which is the smallest unit of processing that an operating system (OS) kernel can 
schedule for execution on a processor.
There are two main approaches to allowing a program to make use of multiple processors 
[98].
The first is to create multiple threads within a single process. When multiple threads are 
running in a process, they each have the ability to read from and write to all of the process’ 
resources. The main benefit of multithreading is that threads have only a small amount of 
resource overhead for their creation and disposal, and no special setup is required to allow 
threads running in the same process to share resources. On the other hand, a substantial amount
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of care has to be taken to ensure that all resources that need to be thread-specific are correctly 
allocated when a thread is created, and cleanly released when it is destroyed. If this is not done, 
then threads may either inadvertently write over each other’s data leading to indeterministic 
behaviour, or resources may be ‘leaked’ and run out.
Alternatively, a program can “fork” its main process to create a copy as a “child” process. 
Forking a new process is a conceptually much more complicated operation than creating a new 
thread, as it may involve copying, reassigning or closing many of the resources owned by the 
parent process. However, in general, the newly-created child process gets copies of all its par­
ent’s resources, which can be freely modified without affecting the parent process at all. Before 
forking, a program may mark resources to be shared with the child process. This means that 
when ‘multiprocessing’, only explicitly-marked resources are shared, and changes to all other 
resources are safely contained within their respective processes. Furthermore, when a process 
exits, all of its associated resources are automatically destroyed by the kernel, making cleaning 
up after a child process finishes very straightforward. The main downside of multiprocessing is 
that creating, destroying, and switching between processes is a more resource- and processor­
intensive than with threads.
Which method to choose depends on the OS that a program is designed to run on. On 
the Microsoft Windows OS, multiprocessing as described above is not an option, because the 
£ork() system call is not available, and multithreading must be used. On Linux and other 
UNIX-like kernels, processes are very lightweight, and there is not a lot of gain from using 
multithreading rather than multiprocessing. In addition, the application programming interface 
(API) for working with multiple processes, defined in the IEEE POSIX specification [99], is 
quite easy to understand and use.
Since the ridge detector implementation was intended to run on Linux and similar operating 
systems, a multiprocessing approach was chosen. Only four system calls — special API func­
tions used to ask the OS kernel to do something on behalf of the program — are required to 
enable shared memory multiprocessing.
Creating a new subprocess is carried out by calling fo rk ( ) ,  which duplicates the calling 
process. It returns in both the new child process and in the original process, and which process 
the program is now running in can be determined by looking at the return value. Ending a 
process once its work has been done is also very straightforward: call e x i t ( )  to destroy the 
process and free its associated resources. The main process needs to use the w a it( )  system 
call to be notified when all of the subprocesses have completed their work and have exited.
A simple way to communicate data between a process and its subprocesses is to use shared 
memory. This is memory which is not duplicated as part of forking a new process. Using 
shared memory is only slightly more complex than creating and destroying processes. The 
POSIX API provides a system call for mapping the contents of a file into memory. It takes 
several arguments:
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Figure 3.3: Shared memory multiprocessing can be carried out using only five system calls.
itimap (add r, len g th , p ro t ,  f la g s ,  fd , o f f s e t )
For clarity, argument and return type specifiers have been omitted. This function can be 
called with a particular combination of arguments to create a shared memory segment that 
is both ‘anonymous’, i.e. not actually associated with a file, and readable and writeable by 
subprocesses, thus:
mmap (NULL, l e n g t h ,  PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE,
MAP_SHARED | MAP_ANONYMOUS, 0 , 0 ) ;
The MAP_SHARED flag indicates that the segment should be shared with subprocesses, and 
MAP_ANONYMOUS that no file is associated. The combination of PROT_READ and PROT_WRITE 
permits reading and writing to the shared memory segment. The call returns a pointer to the 
start of the mapped memory.
Cleaning up the shared memory once it is no longer needed is carried out using muninap ().
The process of creating shared memory, running subprocesses, and then cleaning up is 
shown schematically in Figure 3.3. All of the code which implements the multiprocessing 
support can be found in r id g e u ti l_ m u lt ip ro c . c in the s s c - r id g e - to o ls  code archive.
3.3.3 Thread safety with wait-free algorithms
When carrying out concurrent computation with shared resources, it is important to ensure that 
shared resources are manipulated only in a way that guarantees safe execution. This concept is 
known as thread safety.
In the concurrent processing framework described in Section 3.3.2, the OS kernel’s isolation 
of the worker subprocesses takes care of almost all thread-safety concerns. The main potential 
source of unsafe concurrent execution in this framework are race conditions in shared memory 
segments. A race condition can be defined as [100]:
Anomalous behaviour due to unexpected critical dependence on the relative timing 
of events.
In general, programs do not run as single units of computation; between any two processor 
instructions, a program might be interrupted and suspended for an arbitrary amount of time. A
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concurrent computation must be able to succeed even if one of its subprocesses is interrupted 
while in the middle of an operation that modifies the program’s shared state.
The classic sequencing race condition is that of two subprocesses that both need to add one 
to a value stored in shared memory. They must each load the value from the shared memory, 
add one to it, and save the result back to the same place. Because there is no way to know 
exactly the relative timing of the two processes’ reads and writes will be executed, it is possible 
for the final result to be either the addition of one or two to the original value.
The simplest way to avoid race conditions is to choose concurrent algorithms and data struc­
tures that ensure that no two subprocesses will need to modify the same shared memory loca­
tion, and that no subprocess needs to read from a memory location being written by another sub­
process. In this case, where no communication of results or intermediate results between sub­
processes is needed, the algorithm is colloquially known as “embarrassingly parallel”. Some­
times, more complicated algorithms can be broken down into multiple, embarrassingly parallel 
steps.
In cases where this is not possible, the next step is to use mutual exclusion. Each resource 
can be associated with a lock. Before starting an operation which uses a shared resource, also 
known as a critical section, a process A can acquire the lock, and then release it again after 
completing the operation. Once the lock has been released, another process B can then acquire 
it. As the name implies, this approach ensures that if A is using a resource, B is excluded from 
interfering with it, and vice versa.
Software-based locking approaches to concurrency have two main drawbacks.
1. There can be a substantial resource overhead associated with locking, in terms of CPU 
time and the memory used to manage and track the locks, dependent on how fine-grained 
the locking is. For example, an approach that uses a separate lock for each individual 
pixel in an image is more resource intensive than using a single lock to arbitrate access to 
the image as a whole. On the other hand, fine-grained locking allows more operations to 
be carried out in parallel by reducing the amount of time wasted waiting for locks.
2. Perhaps more serious is the risk of deadlocks. An example of a deadlock is the case 
where process A is holding lock a  and waiting to acquire lock p, while simultaneously 
process B is holding lock p  and waiting to acquire lock a. In this situation, processing 
halts completely and the program freezes.
One way to avoid deadlocks is to use wait-free data structures and algorithms for concurrent 
computation. Wait-free approaches guarantee that [101]:
Any process can complete any operation in a finite number of steps, regardless of 
the execution speeds on the other processes.
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Wait-free algorithms can be based on the same low-level synchronisation primitive operations 
used to implement reliable locking. The “compare-and-swap” (CAS) operation, in particular, is 
by itself sufficient to implement all wait-free algorithms.
A CAS operation takes three inputs: a target memory location, the value expected to be in 
that memory location (the “old” value), and a “new” value to be written to that memory location. 
First, the current value in memory is compared with the old value. If they match, the current 
value is swapped for the new value and the CAS succeeds. Otherwise, the CAS fails.
CAS is a useful synchronisation primitive for two reasons:
1. It can be used to detect conflicts between two threads or processes, for example by using 
a counter which is incremented each time a structure is modified.
2. It is atomic: the compare and swap steps happen simultaneously and instantaneously from 
the CPU’s point of view, and cannot be interrupted.
CAS is implemented in hardware on most modem processors, and on the x86  and x86-64 ar­
chitectures CAS can be invoked using the CMPXCHG* family of processor instructions (there 
are several variations with different word sizes). When compiling C programs with GCC, the
built-in sync_bool_compare_and_swap() function generates the correct opcode based on
the type of values passed to it.
3.3.4 Scale space generation
Once an n xm pixel input image X  has been loaded from a TIFF file using libtiff, the scale space 
is generated using the discrete scale space formulation proposed by Lim and Stiehl [102].
Based on (3.5), X  is convolved with a one-dimensional Gaussian approximation kernel along 
the rows, and then along the colunms, to generate the scale-space image L:
L = g ^ g ^ ^ X .  (3.14)
The kernel g is generated for a desired variance cr using (in the Z-domain):
G(z) = ^  (3.15)
where denotes k-times self-convolution. This approach can generate kernels for any cr such 
that 3cr e N. Figure 3.4 shows a SAR amplitude image and several scale space representations 
at different scales.
Generation of the metrics requires both the first- and second-order scale-space derivatives 
to be computed {L^, Ly, Lxx, Lxy, and Lyy). These are computed by convolution with a one­
dimensional first-order difference kernel 6:
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Figure 3.4: Scale-space representations of a 256 x 256 pixel SAR image, showing how the 
appearance changes with different values of cr.
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Figure 3.5: First- and second-order scale-space derivatives of a 256 x 256 pixel SAR image at 
scale cr = 8 .
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Figure 3.6: Convolution carried out row-by-row and column-by-column by two processes A  
and B.
Ljc = 0   ^ L
Ly = 0^  *  L  
Lrx =0 * Lr
Lyy =0  *  Ly
Lxy =0 * L,
Examples of the first- and second-order scale-space derivatives are shown in Figure 3.5. 
In this implementation, the kernel ô is the three-point (‘odd’) first-order difference kernel:
(3.16)
This was shown in [102] to have much better rotational invariance than the alternative two- 
point difference kernel (z) =  ^(1 -  z).
Each of these convolutions can be broken down into steps involving convolving a one­
dimensional kernel either along the rows of X  or along its columns. When convolving along a 
row, the only inputs and outputs are the values in that row, so the convolutions are embarrass­
ingly parallel, and each of k processes can be assigned n/k  rows to process without any risk 
of conflicts between the processes. The same applies equally to columns. This approach is 
illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Assuming that cr is a constant, the computational complexity of this step is trivially O (A), 
where N  = nm is the number of pixels in X.
3.3.5 Metric generation
To calculate the metrics Lpp and Lp, the first step is to calculate the principle curvatures and 
their directions for each pixel in the image using (3.6). Since Hess (L) will always be a real and
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Algorithm 3.1 Diagonalisation of a real symmetric 2 x 2  matrix using a single Givens rotation.
1. Let 6 be a small value. Let A be the 2 x 2 matrix to diagonalise. Let Q be the orthogonal 
matrix to be calculated such that B = Q^AQ is diagonal.
2. Remove small off-diagonal elements.
(a) If IA12I < 6(|Aii| + \A2 2D, then set An = 0.
(b) If IA21I < 6(|Aii| -h IA22I), then set A21 = 0.
3. Test whether A is already diagonal. If An = 0, then let B = A, let Q = I, and exit.
4. Define a function h (x, y) = + y' .^
5. Calculate trailing eigenvalue fi. Let Ajr = (An -  A22) /2.
(a) If Axr < 0, then set ji = A22 ~ A21 (Axr + h (Axr, An)).
(b) Else if Axr = 0, then set /r = A22 -  IA21I.
(c) Else set/r = A22 + A21 (—A^ + h (Axr, A21)).
6. If n  is large relative to An and A21, Givens rotation will have no effect. The best that can
be done in this case is to set ji to zero and carry on. If efi > |Anl + IA21I, then let {1 = 0.
7. Calculate Givens rotation matrix Q.
(a) If |Anl > |Aii - then:
i. Estimate cot#. Let t = Qi -  Au) I An.
ii. Estimate esc 9. Let u = Vl + f .  
t 1 
1 tiii. Set Q =
(b) Else:
i. Estimate tan 6 . Let t = A n/ Ou -  An).
ii. Estimate sec 6 . Let u = Vl + f .
1 t 
t 1iii. Set Q =
8. Let B = Q^AQ. Exit.
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(a) Source image. (b) First-order (L„) metric. (c) Second-order (Lpp) metric.
Figure 3.7: Lp and Lpp metrics calculated for a 256 x 256 pixel SAR image at scale cr = 8.
symmetric 2 x 2  matrix, it can always be diagonalised with a single Givens rotation [103]. The 
algorithm used is based on the approach implemented in the GNU Scientific Library, optim­
ised to remove the iteration and memory allocation required for dealing with arbitrarily large 
matrices, and is outlined in Algorithm 3.1.
Once the largest eigenvalue (principle curvature) Lpp and the corresponding eigenvector 
(direction of principle curvature) Vp = [ Vp^  Vpy ] are known for a pixel, the metric Lp is given 
by:
(3^7)
Since metric generation is carried for every pixel in the image using only values local to the 
pixel, it is embarrassingly parallel and can be trivially distributed between multiple processes. 
Since the cost of diagonalisation is constant, the computational complexity of this step is once 
again O (A).
An example of the Lp and Lpp metrics is shown in Figure 3.7.
3.3.6 Ridge point and segment detection
Once the metrics have been completed, the next step is to detect subpixel ridge points. Ridges 
are detected on the edges joining vertically- and horizontally-adjacent pixels using (3.7). Linear 
interpolation is used to find zero crossing points of Lp along each edge, followed by linear 
interpolation of Lpp to check its sign, as described in Algorithm 3.2. This step is once again 
0(A ).
An array with one record per “square” of four adjacent pixels is used to store the results of 
ridge point detection. Each ridge point record contains three fields: a flag byte with up to four 
bits set depending on whether the north, south, east and west edges of each square contain ridge 
points, and two bytes each containing the position along two edges of the square of any ridge 
point, with Vi28 of a pixel precision. The positions of ridge points on the other two edges can be
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Algorithm 3.2 Testing for and locating a ridge point on the edge joining adjacent pixels.
1. Let Ti and be the positions of two horizontally or vertically adjacent pixels. Let Lpp (r) 
be the maximum principle curvature at r. Let Lp (r) be the gradient at r in the direction 
of maximum principle curvature. Let d e  [0,1] be the distance along the edge V2 of 
a ridge point found.
2. Test whether the edge contains a zero-crossing of Lp. If sgn (Lp (rO) = sgn (Lp (7*2)), then 
exit.
3. Estimate location of zero-crossing of Lp by linear interpolation. Set d = 
Lp (ri) / (Lp (n) -  Lp (7-2)).
4. Test whether zero-crossing is a ridge or trough point.
(a) Estimate maximum principle curvature by linear interpolation. Let c = (1 -  <7) • 
Lp{ri)-\-d' Lp (7-2).
(b) If c > 0, then exit.
5. 7*0 = (1 -  <7) • 7*1 + <7 • T2 is a ridge point. Exit.
obtained from the records for the respective adjacent squares. With an additional padding byte 
added to ensure alignment, this approach ensures that subpixel ridge data requires only 32 bits 
per source image pixel.
This can be made embarrassingly parallel. The main challenge relates to the way the south 
and east position flags are set. The obvious approach would be to calculate the north and west 
ridge point positions for each square, and patch the results into the previous column’s and row’s 
records with the correct flags. However, this is unsafe, because the previous row might be 
simultaneously modified by a different process. The solution, shown in Algorithm 3.3, is to 
compute the north and west ridge point positions one row and one column in advance, and store 
them in a per-process buffer. This means that while computing ridge point positions for the 
following row, all the flag bits can be set at once, and each process is guaranteed only to write 
to its own memory locations. This four-step process, carried out for each pixel, is illustrated in 
Figure 3.8.
The next step is to connect ridge points pairwise to form ridge segments. Considering the 
squares of four adjacent pixels again, a ridge line segment can only be drawn unambiguously if 
the square has exactly two ridge points on its perimeter. Since the flag byte was computed in 
the previous step, a square contains a ridge segment if and only if its corresponding ridge point 
record’s flag byte has exactly two bits set.
After ridge point detection, either ridge points or ridge segments can be output directly if 
desired. An example of the ridge points extracted from a SAR amplitude image is shown in 
Figure 3.9.
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Algorithm 3.3 Wait-free construction of ridge point data.
1. For each pixel location r = [ r^w c^oi ] G N^, create a record R(r) =
{fn^  fwi fsi fey ^ ny ^w\y WhcrC.
• for an edge = 1 if a ridge point is present and 0 otherwise,
• G [0,1] is a ridge point position along an edge x, and
• all fields are initialised to 0.
Let the region to be processed have dimensions G [1, A], rcoi e [1, M].
2. Define a function d (ri, 7-2) which locates ridge points along the edge r\ 7^ 2 according 
to Algorithm 3.2.
3. Let s = 1^ . . .  5m ], where each 5,- is a ridge point position 6 [0,1], or -1. Let r be a
ridge point position e [0,1], or -1.
4. Initialise s with first row data. For each column j  = 1, . . . ,  M:
Let r\ = [1, j\. Let 7*2 = [1, j  + 1]. If a ridge point exists on the edge [1,7] [1, j  + 1],
then set sj = d ([1,7], [1 ,7  -f-1]). Otherwise, set Sj = -1 .
5. For each row i=  1, . . . ,  A:
(a) Initialise t with first column data. If / < A and a ridge point exists on the edge
[7,1] -> [i + 1,1], then set r = <7 ([/, 1], [i + 1,1]). Otherwise, set t = -1.
(b) For each column 7 = 1, . . . ,  M:
i. I f 5; ^ - 1, then set /„ (i, 7) = 1 and set dn (/, 7) = sj.
ii. If r 9^  -1 , then set (/, 7) = 1 and set <7„ (/, 7) = t.
iii. If i < A and 7 < M, then update sy.
• If a ridge point exists on the edge [/ -1-1 ,7] [/ + 1,7  + 1], then set sj =
d ([7 + 1, 7] ,[7 + 1, 7 + 1]) and set /^ = 1.
• Otherwise, set Sj = - I .
iv. If 7 < A and 7 < M, then update t\
• If a ridge point exists on the edge [7,7 + 1] -> [7 + 1,7  + 1], then set t =
d ([7,7 + 1], [7 + 1,7  + 1]) and set /^ = 1.
• Otherwise, set r = -1 .
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(a) Read north point position from sj. (b) Read west point position from t.
S S
(c) Write new south point position to sj. (d) Write new east point position to t.
Figure 3.8: Ridge point records for each square (i, j) formed by four adjacent pixels are safely 
constructed by finding points one row and one column in advance.
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Figure 3.9: Ridge points detected in a 256 x 256 pixel SAR image at scale cr = 8, along edges 
joining vertically- and horizontally-adj acent pixels.
3.3.7 Ridge line assembly
In order to be able to export whole ridge lines made up of many consecutive ridge points, a 
method to “stitch” the points together is required. There are several requirements:
• It must be suitable for multiprocessing. There should be no possibility of two processes 
trying to traverse the same line at the same time.
• So as to not have to keep track of which parts of the image have been visited, it should be 
possible to process the image in order of columns and rows.
• Computational complexity should be as low as possible (and definitely better than O (n ^), 
since the number of pixels in an image N  may be very large for typical SAR images).
• It must successfully detect and handle loops.
The key to solving this problem lies in the fact that only squares of four adjacent pixels with 
exactly two ridge points are used to form ridge segments (as described in Section 3.3.6). This 
ensures that junctions between detected ridge lines do not occur, as this would require some 
square to exist with more than two ridge points on its perimeter. Each line segment can therefore 
be part of exactly one ridge line.
This means that, if each line is treated as a set of segments, then the lines are disjoint sets. 
Two set operations are required to successfully assemble and output ridge lines:
1. Replacing two lines which are found to meet with one line (a set union operation).
2. Testing which set a line segment belongs to (a set find operation).
It turns out that there is a wait-free disjoint set data structure and associated algorithms that can 
provide both of these operations, as described by Anderson and Woll [104]. For each segment, a
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Algorithm 3.4 Wait-free disjoint set find.
1. For each pixel location r e N^, let S (r) = [f*, A;} be a disjoint set record, where P* is 
the memory location of a parent record, and k  is the set rank, and A* denotes the memory 
location of A.
2. Let S (ro) be the record to find the root record for.
3. For i = {0,1,...}:
(a) If Pf  = S (r,)*, then S (ri) is a set root record. Exit.
(b) Otherwise, set S (r^+i) = P,.
set record is created with two fields, p a re n t and rank. The p a re n t field contains the memory 
location of a set record, and starts off pointing to itself; the rank  is a counter that starts off set 
to zero (null). Because each record is set to be exactly twice the size of memory address (i.e. 
2 X 4 B on x86 or 2 x  8 B on x86-64), the whole record can be modified using a double-word 
CAS operation (CMPXCHG8B on x86 or CMPXCHG16B on x86-64).
The set find operation is carried out by following the parent memory addresses recursively 
until a record with a parent address that points to itself is found. This is the root record of 
a set. Two set records with the same root record are in the same set. This is described in 
Algorithm 3.4, which has a computational complexity of log A:, where k is the set size (i.e. 
number of line segments in the ridge line), as long as the tree of set records is well-balanced.
The set union operation is considerably more complex, as it needs to account for the pos­
sibility of conflicts with another process at all times. If a conflict is detected at any point, the 
operation has to be restarted.
To begin, the root records for the sets to be combined are found using the set find operation. 
Obviously, if the root records are the same, then the operation is already successful. Next, each 
of the root records is read into a local variable atomically using a CAS. This is important; if the 
rank and parent fields were read separately, a concurrent modification between the two reads 
might go undetected, and inconsistent set data might be read.
Next, a new root needs to be selected, such that the new root record has rank greater than 
or equal to the other record. This helps ensure that the tree structure is balanced for efficient 
set-find operations.
To update the set data, the new root record has its rank updated, and the other record has its 
parent updated. In order to make sure that the root has the highest rank in the set, it is incremen­
ted if the two original set root records have equal rank. The other record has its parent set to the 
new root record. Each of these updates is carried out with a CAS, to detect concurrent modific­
ations, and if either CAS fails, the operation is restarted. The new root record is updated first, 
because a rank can be safely changed without affecting the tree structure, whereas changing the
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Algorithm 3.5 Wait-free disjoint set union.
1. For each pixel location r e N^, let 5 (r) = {P*, A:} be a disjoint set record, where P* is 
the memory location of a parent record, and k is the set rank. Let A* denote the memory 
location of A.
2. Define an atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) function c (s  1, 8 2 , which sets So = 
if and only i f So  = S 2 , and otherwise does nothing unsuccessfully.
3. Define a set root-finding function f ( S )  which returns the root set record corresponding 
to S according to Algorithm 3.4.
4. Let S (ra) and S (r^) be member set records in two sets to be combined. Let S (r^) = 
/  (S (ra)) and S (rs) = f ( S  (r^)) be the corresponding root records.
5. Let Su,Sy,Sx,Sy be local variables. Load S (r^) -> 5'„, S (r^) Sy. Verify load using 
CAS: if c(Su,Su,S  (r^i)*) fails or c(Sy,Sy,S  (rg)*) fails, then restart algorithm.
6. If ku < ky, then swap the records over (i.e. a ^  b, A ^  B, u ^  v).
1. Set 5";, = {P*, ku]. Set Sy = {P*, max (ky, ku + 1)}.
8. Update new root rank using CAS: if c Sy,S (rg)*) fails, then restart algorithm.
9. Update new child parent using CAS: if c(Sx,Su,S  (r^)*) fails, then restart algorithm.
tree structure without updating the root record’s rank could put the set data into an inconsistent 
state.
The computational complexity of the set union operation (Algorithm 3.5) is once again 
O (log k), limited by the use of the set find operation.
The final piece in the puzzle is to test whether two adjacent ridge segments are connected and 
should be combined into the same ridge line. Since in the point detection step (Section 3.3.6), 
a flag byte is built for each segment-containing square, testing whether two adjacent squares 
contain linked ridge line segments is a simple two step process. First, each square is tested to 
ensure that exactly two of its edges contain ridge points (i.e. a segment is present), by checking 
that two bits are set in the flag byte; secondly, a check is carried out that a ridge point exists on 
the common edge between the two, once again by checking the appropriate bits in the flag byte.
Overall, connecting ridge segments together into ridge lines using wait-free disjoint sets is 
an 0(Nlogk)  operation. Since log A: is approximately constant, the complexity can usually be 
treated as O (N). After this step, ridge line data can be output directly. An example of ridges 
extracted from a SAR amplitude image as curvilinear features is shown in Figure 3.10.
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(b) Detected ridge lines, plotted as 
curves.
Figure 3.10: Ridge lines detected in a 256 x 256 pixel SAR image at scale cr = 8.
3.4 Ridge file format
Early tests using text-based file formats such as Comma Separated Values (CSV) for storing 
ridge data had two problems:
1. File sizes were large, because decimal text only uses less than 4 bits of each byte for 
numerical data.
2. Loading and saving the data was slow, both because of the extra I/O required for the large 
file sizes, and because of the processing overhead of encoding/decoding.
Although these effects weren’t noticeable with the ridge data from smaller SAR image seg­
ments, when dealing with larger image segments (e.g. 8000 x 8000 px), they became much 
more significant. The delays caused were compounded by the need to repeat the saving and 
loading process several times when passing the data between different tools.
For better performance, a binary file format designed for quick loading and saving was 
developed, using a fixed-point format for the numerical data, along with a shared library of 
functions for working with the file format to save each application using ridge data from having 
to maintain a separate implementation. The file format supports point-, segment- and line- 
based ridge data, and incorporates the interpolated brightness and ridge strengths at each ridge 
point, as this data is easy to generate as part of the ridge detection process but more difficult to 
obtain later. It also allows ridge data to be annotated with metadata, such as the dimensions of 
the original image, or classification information. The file format specification can be found in 
Appendix B.
A possible opportunity for future work would be to store ridge data using a standard tech­
nology for managing large data collections. For example, HDF (Hierarchical Data Format) is 
already quite widely used as a storage technology for structured remote sensing data, and can 
be loaded directly by software packages such as MATLAB and IDE.
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3.5 Ancillary ridge feature tools
In addition to the ‘ridgetooT program for ridge detection and curvilinear extraction, several
other tools were developed to support ridge data visualisation and classification.
ridgeconv This tool generates a variety of vector graphics formats from ridge data files (SVG, 
PDF, or PS). It can also generate raster masks (TIFF or PNG), or convert the data into a 
text-based CSV format to support processing steps in tools which don’t support the binary 
format.
ridgecull This removes points, segments or lines from the data file that do not meet a minimum 
(or maximum) brightness, ridge strength or (for line data) length in number of segments. 
This is useful for threshold-based classification methods.
xridgeclass This GUI program is used for manual classification of ridge line data, for example 
for generating data for model training or measuring performance.
ridgeclassexport Simple tool for splitting out per-class ridge data files from a ridge data file 
containing classified ridge data.
The shared code for multiprocessing, image loading and saving and ridge data format support
is installed as a TibridgetooT library.
3.6 Future improvemeuts
There are several opportunities for future improvement to the ridge detector implementation
and tools.
1. Although the choice of multiprocessing made support for POSIX platforms quite straight­
forward, it precludes running the tools on Windows. Conversion to multithreading would 
enable Windows support.
2. It would be useful to implement support for multi-scale ridge detection, scalable up to 
very large images. As explained in Section 3.2.3, multi-scale detection requires a very 
large amount of memory, and a way of automatically subdividing and recombining the 
data would be required in order to keep memory requirements reasonable. File format 
improvements would also be needed.
3. The classification-related tools only support binary classification. Changes would be 
needed to support classification with more than two classes (for example noise, double­
reflection lines and lines from direct reflections). Since the file format and the data struc­
tures used internally by the tools all use a byte for each element’s classification, only 
changes to the tool frontends would be needed to support up to 256 classes.
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4. The ‘ridgeconv’ tool doesn’t understand classification metadata. To improve visualisation 
of classified ridge data, it would be useful to add support for optionally colouring the 
graphical formats by class.
3.7 Code availability
The source code of the tools described in this chapter has been published as open source soft­
ware, licensed under the GNU Public Licence version 3 or later [105].
3.8 Summary and conclusions
• Curvilinear feature extraction is a good approach for the extraction of image features that 
look like buildings’ double reflections.
* Approaches based on the Hough transform have been used in earlier literature, but these 
are less-well suited for this application.
Ridge detection algorithms are more suitable. The Steger and Lindeberg approaches were 
considered, and a single-scale variant of the Lindeberg detector was chosen. This ap­
proach had not previously been used in the SAR field until introduced by the author.
The ridge detector was implemented de novo in C on the Linux platform, using wait-free 
shared-memory multiprocessing to support parallel processing on computers with more 
than one CPU core.
The overall computational complexity of the ridge detection was 0{N\ogk)  % 0(N),  
where N  is the number of pixels in the image and k is the average number of line segments 
in each ridge line.
The ridge extraction, visualisation and classification tools, and a library of shared code, 
are available under an open source licence.
Chapter 4 
Feature classification with point statistics
The curvilinear feature extraction approach described in Chapter 3 successfully locates bright 
line-like features in SAR amplitude images. There is, however, still the problem of distinguish­
ing features in the image that arise due to buildings’ double reflection lines from those that arise 
due to other causes, including noise in the SAR sensor. This is effectively a classification prob­
lem with two classes: the features of interest (building double reflection lines), and remaining 
features.
In this chapter, an approach to classification of ridge features is described that works on 
a point-by-point basis, using training data to derive statistical models for two classes (“build­
ing double reflection” and “other”). It does not take into account overall length or shape of 
curvilinear features; for an alternative approach that does, see Chapter 5.
4.1 Point statistics
In addition to its position specified with Vi2spx precision, each ridge point extracted by the 
ridge detector has two values associated with it:
1. The interpolated brightness;
2. The interpolated ridge strength RnormL
These provide the potential to classify a ridge both by its brightness, but also by how “sharp” 
it is. Based on the finding by Lindeberg [95] that, of the three metrics proposed (see Sec­
tion 3.2.3):
Afy-nomiL appears to have the most ridge-specific response properties of these 
descriptors
it was decided to use the Ny-nonnL metric to measure ridge strength in this study. The norm­
alisation parameter y was simply set to y = 1; it was not relevant when extracting ridges at a
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single scale (since ridge metric values derived at different scales would not need to be directly 
compared).
Lindeberg goes on to define a ridge point saliency measure based on the ridge strength at Tq:
A/ (ro) = ^Ny-novmLiro). (4.1)
The point classification approaches discussed in this chapter therefore use two feature vari­
ables to determine classification: the point brightness Xi (r) = /  (r), and the point saliency 
measure X2 (r) = W (r).
4.2 Statistical models and model fitting
Two statistical models were required for the point-based classification step, one to model the 
point brightness X\ and one for the saliency measure X2 .
4.2.1 Speckle noise and the multiplicative return model
The multiplicative model has been widely used in the modelling and analysis of SAR images. 
This model states that the strength of return from terrain (and thus the amplitude of the corres­
ponding SAR image pixel) is the product of the terrain backscatter and the speckle noise.
In theory, there will be a number of other factors that contribute to noise input in the SAR 
image, including but not limited to thermal noise in the sensor itself, noise from lossy data com­
pression, and external electromagnetic noise. However, in practice these additive contributions 
are small relative to speckle noise (for example, for the TerraSAR-X sensor, the radiometric 
noise equivalent sigma zero is measured at between -19 dB and -26 dB [14]).
The high-frequency speckle noise component is due to the coherent processing carried out 
on the raw SAR data, and gives SAR images their characteristic grainy appearance. Lach return 
recorded by the sensor is the coherent sum of all the returns due to individual scattering elements 
within a resolution cell; the result is that the raw SAR data contains quite a large degree of phase 
noise. During coherent processing, these phase contributions sometimes combine constructively 
and sometimes destructively, leading io fading, otherwise known as speckle noise [106, 107].
The multiplicative model for speckle noise was introduced to the SAR literature over 30 
years ago [80]. In this model the strength of radar return in the coherent image is the outcome 
of the product of two independent random processes: X, modelling the terrain backscatter, and 
Y, modelling the speckle noise. X  is assumed to be real and positive, while Y could be complex 
or positive real depending on the format of the image being considered. The observed value is 
therefore the outcome of the random variable Z = X  -Y.
For single-look images, the Rayleigh distribution models the amplitude speckle Ya , and 
the variance is usually assumed to be 1/2 [7, 107]. For multi-look images, where the root mean
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square amplitude is taken over n samples, Ya takes a square root of Gamma distribution, denoted 
Ya ~ (n, n) [7], with p.d.f.
/ ya (y) = exp ( - » / )  • J  (y > 0, « > 0) (4.2)
where I  (%) denotes the Iverson bracket
T(%) =
1 if % is true 
0 otherwise.
(4.3)
4.2.2 The F  and Fa distributions
The use of the square root of a generalized inverse Gaussian distribution to model the amplitude 
backscatter is proposed in [7]. If the amplitude backscatter Xa takes such a distribution, denoted 
as Xa ~ (a, y, À), then its p.d.f. is given by
fxA W  = 1 exp ( ~  -  Ax^\ T (% > 0) (4.4)
where a, y, and À are dimensionless shape parameters, and Ka (%) denotes the modified Bessel 
function of the second kind with order a  [108, pp. 374-375].
Using the multiplicative model for speckle noise, and the speckle distribution (4.2), [7] goes 
on to define the Q class of probability distributions for modelling the statistics of SAR images. 
The amplitude (a, y, n) distribution (a particular case of the Q class) is recommended for 
highly heterogeneous clutter, and in particular for urban areas. If Za ~ ((x,y,n), then its
p.d.f. is
where a  and y  are dimensionless shape parameters, and n is the number of looks. The 
distribution has the particular benefit of providing a large amount of control over both tail weight 
and main peak shape.
The Q\  distribution is also closely related to the Fisher distribution. Let B (a,/3) denote the 
Beta function, defined as [108, p. 258]
B(a,p)=  f  (1 -  =
Jo
(4.6)
Iq F(ûf + ^)
and let F {a,F) denote the regularized incomplete Beta function, defined as [108, p. 263]
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and not to be confused with (4.3), the Iverson bracket J  (%).
Recall that the basic Fisher-Snedecor distribution, otherwise known as the Fisher distribu­
tion or F-distribution, is denoted by F (Ji, J 2) and has a p.d.f. [109]
1 (dixY'
Its corresponding c.d.f. is
Ex W  = I  f 1^, i r ;  • E  (%, J i, J 2 > 0) . (4.9)d\x+d2 y z  z  )
In [82], a scale parameter p  is added, along with a new definition of the shape parameters
L = Y  and M = y , to derive a revised p.d.f. proposed as a model for the intensity (n.b. not
amplitude) return.
= «  (L. M) ■ - K M ,  > 0 ) .  (4.10)
This model was adapted by the author for modelling SAR amplitude data. Let a random 
variate be -distributed if
Za = j«Vx , (4.11)
where X is a random variate such that X ~ F  (2L, 2M), and p is  a. constant scale parameter. The 
Fa distribution is then equivalent to the distribution, but with a different parametrisation
Fa (L, M,m) = &A (-M . M l/ ,  l ) . (4.12)
Using this alternative parametrisation allows a distribution to be fitted to data using the 
methods described in [82]. The Fa p.d.f. is given by
I M/i2 j
and the Fa c.d.f is
(z) = /  1.2 (Z,, M ). F  (z, F, > 0) . (4.14)
Lz?-+Mifi
Therefore, the point brightness feature variable could be modelled equivalently by X\
AG° (a, 7 , n) or by Xi ~ Fa (L, M, p)
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4.2.3 Point brightness fitting by log-cumulants
In [82], a method is described for fitting intensity data to (4.10) by estimating the parameters of 
the distribution using log-cumulants. This section describes an adaptation of that approach to 
estimating the parameters of the Fa distribution.
First-, second- and third-order log-cumulant estimators are calculated using the training data 
z = {zi,. . . ,  Ziv). The estimators, derived from those given in [82] by substituting (4.11), are:
k i = ^ ^ l n z /  (4.15)
1=1
A 1 ^  / A
=— 2  -  ^i) (4.16)
i=i
3^ ^  ^21nzi -  ^i) . (4.17)
The parameters [L, M, p} can then be estimated in the same way as described in [82] using 
the log-cumulant expressions
kr =
In^ + (Y(F) -  InL) -  (T(M ) -  InM) r = 1
C4T8)
(L) + (-1 ) ' • (M) r > 1
where Y (x) denotes the digamma function, and (x) denotes the polygamma function of 
order A: [108, pp. 258-260].
(x) does not have an analytical inverse. However, the fitted estimates L and M  can be 
found by numerical minimisation of an objective function derived from the expressions for ^2 
and ^ 3 in (4.18), since these are independent of the scale parameter p. For example, the objective 
function proposed by the author is:
f {L ,  M) = (L) + ( M ) f  + (’Î'®' (L) -  >P® ( M ) f  . (4.19)
This formulation has the advantage that V / (L, M) can quite easily be found analytically, 
which permits the use of optimisation algorithms which make use of gradient information (e.g. 
quasi-Newton methods).
V /(F ,M ) = 2
'P® (L) (Y® (L) + Y® (M)) + Y® (L) (y®  (L) -  Y<^ > (M)) 
Y® (M) (Y® (Z.) + Y® (M)j -  Y® (AO (Y® (L) -  Y® (M))
(4.20)
Once L and M  have been estimated, the scale parameter estimator p  is calculated by trivial 
inversion of the log-cumulant expression for k\ in (4.18).
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One problem that was encountered was that the proposed /  (L, M) objective function can 
often be locally near-flat around the minimum, which can cause some optimisation approaches 
(such as the GNU Scientific Library’s gsl_m ultim in_fd£m inim izer_vector_b£gs2 () im­
plementation of the vector Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm) to have difficulty 
finding an acceptable minimum. On the other hand, the MATLAB £mincon() function, which 
uses the interior point algorithm, converges acceptably quickly. Another issue found was that 
both (4.19) and (4.20) are relatively expensive to evaluate, due to the large number of poly­
gamma estimations required.
The quality of fitting that this approach achieves is quite good. To demonstrate the fitting, 
a 0^  p.d.f. was fitted to a 5778 x 6092 px COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude image covering 
L’Aquila, Italy, acquired on 22 March 2009 (see Appendix A). The target area covered by the 
image is predominantly urban. The results are shown in Figure 4.1: Figure 4.1a shows the main 
peak of the distribution, demonstrating that the fitted distribution quite tightly conforms with the 
distribution of amplitudes in the data; and Figure 4.1b, which uses a logarithmic scale to better 
show the heavy tail of the distribution, shows that the fit is close across the full range of values 
present. In this case, the estimated parameters were [a = -1.4055, y  = 6923.8319, n = 0.9789}.
4.2.4 Empirical log N  model for saliency
A statistical model was also required for the saliency measure X2 defined by (4.1). Due to the 
several filtering and spatial transformation steps used to derive the measure, finding an accurate 
closed-form analytical model proves to be intractable.
Instead, a standard analytical distribution was sought that would reasonably approximate 
experimental distributions derived from actual SAR data. Since the definition of X2 is of the 
form where p e R, clearly X2 E R+. The main criterion for candidate distributions was 
therefore that they have a p.d.f. continuously defined on R+. It was proposed to experiment with 
a log-normal model, i.e. X% ~ iogN(p,  cr).
Straightforward closed-form expressions exist for ML estimates of both parameters of the 
log-normal distribution. These are
N
(4.21)
i=i
1 A
^  (In Xi -  PŸ . (4.22)
1=1
The MATLAB lo g n £ it( )  function was used for log-normal ML fitting.
To evaluate the performance of the log-normal distribution and its respective ML parameter 
estimates, it was fitted to ridge points extracted from the same 5778x6092 px COSMO/SkyMed
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Figure 4.1: Demonstration of p.d.f. fitting using a COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude image. 
The amplitude histogram from the image is shown with a solid line, and the fitted p.d.f. is shown 
with a dashed line.
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Figure 4.2: Demonstration of log-normal p.d.f. fitting to saliency measures of 7.17 x 10  ^ridge 
points extracted from a COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude image. The amplitude histogram 
from the image is shown with a solid line, and the fitted p.d.f. is shown with a dashed line.
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image of L’Aquila, Italy. A total of 7.17 x 10  ^ridge points were extracted at a scale s = S.
The results are shown in Figure 4.2, with the log-normal parameters estimated to be {// = 
1.9402, cr = 1.0120}. Unfortunately, the log-normal model does not provide a good fit to the 
data. Figure 4.2a shows that the main peak of the distribution is significantly underestimated 
and that the frequency of mid-range saliency values is overestimated. Figure 4.2b, which uses 
a logarithmic scale, shows that the frequencies of points with high saliency values in the tail of 
the distribution are also underestimated by the model.
The log-normal model for ridge point saliency was therefore considered to be inadequate.
4.2.5 Empirical model for saliency
With the log-normal model having been rejected as a good model for the ridge point saliency 
measure X2 , it was noted that the ^  p.d.f. used to model the brightness measure X\ might be 
a possible solution, since it provided better control over both the shape of the main peak of the 
distribution and the shape of the distribution’s tail. It was therefore decided to experiment with 
X2 ~ Fa (a, 7 , n).
Using the same ridge point data as described in Section 4.2.4, Figure 4.3 shows the results 
of distribution fitting (with estimated parameters {a = -0.7028,7 = 23.1929, n = 1.1908}). 
The results are clearly much better than those obtained using the log-normal model: Figure 4.3a 
shows that the fitting of the main peak of the distribution is much tighter, with reduced under­
estimation of the mode, and Figure 4.3b shows that the tail of the distribution is also modelled 
much more accurately.
It was therefore decided to model both the brightness and saliency feature variables using 
the 0 '^  distribution.
4.3 Naïve Bayesian classifier for points
To carry out classification using the two selected feature variables (brightness X\ and saliency 
X2 ), a naïve Bayesian classifier was used [110]. This is a model selection classifier that makes 
an independence assumption: it assumes that X\ and X 2 are i.i.d. random variables.
Two classes were defined: Bp for points associated with features of interest (i.e. bright lines) 
and Bp for all other points.
Classification was carried out using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision rule to de­
termine into which class each detected ridge point r should be placed:
+ (4.23)
P (^p) i=i P (^/ (r) \^p) Sp
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Figure 4.3: Demonstration of p.d.f. fitting to saliency measures of 7.17 x 10  ^ ridge points 
extracted from a COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude image. The amplitude histogram from the 
image is shown with a solid line, and the fitted p.d.f. is shown with a dashed line.
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Table 4.1: MAP parameters for Bayesian point-by-point classifier.
Feature Xi n) %2 -  (a, %n)
Parameter a 7 n a 7 n
-1.22 7.34 X 10^ 1.10 -2.04 7.81 X 10^ 0.939
^ p -1.17 1.43 X 104 1.71 -0.841 1.73 X 102 0.953
Pi^p) 0.146
where x,- (r) denotes the ith feature variable evaluated at r, and r  is a detection biasing factor. 
For the unbiased Bayesian decision rule, t  = 0.
4.4 Point-by-point classification resnlts
To evaluate the performance of point-by-point classification of ridge features for identifying 
double-reflection lines in a SAR image, three 256 x 256 px image segments were chosen from a 
COSMO/SkyMed image of L’Aquila, Italy, acquired on 22nd March 2009 (more details of this 
image are given in Appendix A). The three target areas contain typical urban buildings: an area 
of apartment blocks near Via Amitemum; part of a military barracks near the SS80 major road; 
and an area of heterogeneous urban residential buildings near Via Don Luigi Sturzo.
The ridge data extracted from each of these image segments at a scale 5 = 8 was manually 
classified, so as to provide a way to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the classifier. 
The manual classification was carried out using a several resources — maps, historical satellite 
optical data from Google Earth, and street-level imagery from Google Street View — to subject­
ively judge which extracted ridge lines were likely to be due to double-reflection mechanisms.
Both the selected image segments and the manual classifications are shown in Figure 4.4a, 
with ridge points that were classified as features of interest shown in red.
The classified ridge data was then used to train the classifier by fitting the feature variable 
statistical models, using the methods described in Section 4.2. The results of this fitting are 
shown in Figure 4.5. The MAP model parameters are given in Table 4.1.
The trained classifier was used to classify the test image segments to obtain the output shown 
at the bottom of Figure 4.4. Unfortunately, although the classifier has an accuracy of 84.4%, 
it has a miss rate p f ^  of 48.2%, i.e. it successfully detects only half of the manually-classified 
points of interest. On the other hand, the false alarm rate ppp is 10.0%, and this seems like 
a reasonable value to aim for. At least part of the false alarm rate could be explained by the 
automatic classifier correctly classifying points that were omitted by the manual classification, 
for example due to the operator not being certain that the points were in fact features of interest.
A qualitative assessment suggests that the low hit rate is more of a problem for some types
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Figure 4.4: Selected 256 x 256 px segments cut from a COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude im­
age. Ridge points extracted from the image segments (above) have been classified manually 
(middle), and using a Bayesian classifier (bottom).
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Figure 4.5: MAP probability distributions of point-based classifier feature variables Xi and X? 
after training, for each of the classes Bp and Bp. The training data histogram is plotted with 
lines, and the estimated feature models with dashes.
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Figure 4.6: Receiver operating characteristic for point-by-point classification with varying bi­
asing factor T. The default operating point (r = 0) is indicated by a dashed line.
of scene more than others. For example, for the Via Amitemum image segment (Figure 4.4a), 
which contains a variety of strong direct reflectors and relatively weak double reflection lines, 
has quite a few bright lines of interest that have been almost completely missed by the classi­
fier. By contrast, the other two image segments (Figure 4.4b and Figure 4.4c) have fairly good 
coverage of all the features of interest identified by the manual classification.
To some extent, the classification threshold could be adjusted by reducing the detection 
biasing factor in (4.23), i.e. r  < 0.
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve obtained by varying r  is shown in Fig­
ure 4.6. The ROC is a useful tool for visualising the performance of a binary classifier as its 
discrimination threshold is varied, and in particular the balance to be made between detection 
rate and false positive errors.
In this case, the ROC indicates that a large decrease in miss rate can be obtained at the cost 
of a small increase in false alarm rate, because the curve is relatively steep near the default 
operating point of r  = 0. However, this is misleading: because the number of points of interest 
is such a small proportion of the total population (15.1%), if r  was decreased, the actual number 
of false alarms would grow much faster than the number of hits. Biasing the decision rule does 
not give a qualitative improvement in classification performance.
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4.5 Naïve Bayesian classifier for lines
For the task of identifying buildings’ double reflection lines, it may be more desirable to detect 
ridge lines as a whole than to only detect individual ridge points. This is because it is lines, 
rather than points, that are the true features of interest, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Let each curvilinear feature C be composed of a sequence of points ro, , f'N, and let !Bl 
be the class of curvilinear features of interest. Then a modified version of the Bayesian decision 
rule (4.23) can be defined:
+ "’ h i ' - i  % T. (4.24)
p {Sl) > o w  p{xi{rj)\SL) Sl
Because this approach considers the likelihood of every point in each line with respect to
the prior models, it incorporates all of the information available for each line into the decision. 
However, it also means that it is not meaningful to compare log likelihood values calculated for 
lines containing different numbers of points.
An alternative approach might be to calculate summary statistics such as the arithmetic 
mean for each feature variable. For example:
^  + É 1“ I T . (4.25)
P (pi)  i=l p ( ] ^ Z  j=0 j) I^l) %
There are two reasons not to use (4.25) for line classification. Firstly, the mean is not a 
robust statistic, and is strongly influenced by outliers. This is a problem because 1) the ^  
distribution used to model the feature variables X\ and X2 is a highly skewed distribution with 
a very heavy tail, and 2) the highly heterogeneous scattering expected from these sorts of urban 
targets mean that very bright or very dark outlier values are relatively common. Secondly, using 
summary statistics such as the mean greatly increases the amount of training data required to 
obtain well-fitted models. This is because the curvilinear features of interest corresponding to 
building double reflection lines are relatively long and relatively rare, and only one mean value 
can be obtained from each.
The decision rule (4.24) was therefore used for point-based classification of curvilinear ridge 
features.
4.6 Line classification results
The performance of classification of lines using point statistics was evaluated using the same 
three manually-classified 256 x 256 px image segments that were used to test the point-by- 
point classifier (Section 4.4), except using curvilinear features rather than points. The same 
manual classification was used. The test data is shown in Figure 4.7, and the trained classifier
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Figure 4.7: Selected 256 x 256 px segments cut from a COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude im­
age. Curvilinear ridge features extracted from the image segments (above) have been classified 
manually (middle), and using a Bayesian classifier (bottom).
Table 4.2: MAP parameters for point-based line classifier.
Feature %] %2
Parameter a y n a y n
B l -1.22 7.34x10'* 1.10 -2.04 1^81x103 (1939
-1.17 1.43x10'* 1.71 -0.841 F7 3x l02  0.953
P ( S l) 3.35 X 10-2
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Figure 4.8: Receiver operating characteristic for point-based line classification with varying 
biasing factor r. The default operating point (r = 0) is indicated by a dashed line.
parameters are shown in Table 4.2. Note that the model parameter for the feature variables X\ 
and %2 take the same values as for the point-by-point classifier.
The results of applying the trained classifier to the test data are shown at the bottom of 
Figure 4.7. The unbiased point-based line classifier (i.e. with r  = 0) has an accuracy of 86.6%, 
a miss rate of 23.0% and a false alarm rate of 13.1%.
The Via Don Luigi Sturzo segment, shown in Figure 4.7c, qualitatively appears to suffer 
most from false alarms. This is also the most densely-packed and heterogeneous urban environ­
ment of the three test scenes. The large number of false alarms may be attributed to the fact that 
it contains many strong, small scatterers and other bright, ridge-like features that do not appear 
to correspond to double-reflection responses.
This hypothesis is supported by examining the ROC curve shown in Figure 4.8. In the 
vicinity of the unbiased classifier’s operating point (indicated by a the dashed line) there is a 
substantial dip in the ROC towards the line of no discrimination. This indicates that the scenes 
contain many features similar to the features of interest that are being misclassified.
Examining the biased case, a performance improvement could be obtained by either using 
an increased r  > 0 (since the ROC is almost flat to the left of the unbiased operating point) 
or by using a decreased r  < 0 (since the ROC is steeply sloped to the right of the unbiased 
operating point). The fact that the unbiased Bayesian classifier operating point is located at a 
local pessimum in the ROC indicates a systematic problem with this classification approach.
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4.7 When point-based classiflcation fails
The point-based classifier results described in Sections 4.4 and 4.6 illustrate the main draw­
back of using point-based classification of ridge features to identify urban buildings’ double­
reflection lines, which is that the overall geometry of the feature is not considered.
As shown in Chapter 2, the way that a double-reflection line is generated by a building, com­
bined with the typical rectilinear geometry of urban buildings, means that it is highly unlikely 
that a curled-up curvilinear feature could correspond to a double reflection line, and straighter 
features that span more of the image should be preferred. However, because the classifiers 
demonstrated in this chapter only consider the values of the ridge points, they are unable to take 
this information into account.
Some good examples of this problem can be seen in Figure 4.7c. Many of the false alarms 
of the bright line detector that was applied to this image are exactly the sort of ‘curled-up’ 
curvilinear features that could have been excluded by a classifier that was able to consider the 
features’ overall geometry.
As mentioned briefly in Section 4.5, the point-by-point classifier suffers from a more severe 
version of the same problem, in that it uses no contextual information at all when classifying 
a detected ridge point. This means that if, for some reason, a building’s double-reflection line 
has dinuner or fuzzier sections in it (for example, because there are trees at intervals beside 
the building), the point-by-point classifier will reject some points along the line even when the 
ridge detector successfully included them in the overall curvilinear feature. Several examples 
of this issue can be seen in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b.
These issues affect all similar point-based classifiers. They are not affected by the choice 
of per-point feature variables (assuming that the chosen feature variables are local), nor by the 
choice of feature variable models, nor by the way that model parameters are selected.
4.8 Discussion
Both of the classifiers described in this chapter provide reasonable classification performance, 
as assessed using standard false alarm rate pfa and miss rate pfn measures along with their 
receiver operating characteristics. The false alarm rates for both classifiers are of the order of 
10%, and since there would always be a further filtering step based on estimated damage levels, 
this is likely to be an acceptably low level for building detection steps for earthquake damage 
detection applications.
For such building detection tasks, the line-by-line classifier (4.24) is more suitable than the 
point-by-point classifier (4.23) in two important ways.
Firstly, it classifies whole lines at once. This means that outlier darker points along an 
otherwise bright curvilinear feature are not excluded, as mentioned in Section 4.7; it means that
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of ROC curves for line classifier (solid line) and point classifier (dashed 
line).
contextual information about how bright line points are related is preserved for later processing 
steps; and it better reflects the fact that a building’s double reflection line is actually a line, 
rather than a point.
Secondly, it has an overall better performance. At the unbiased naïve Bayesian classifier 
operating point, the line classifier provides a much lower p f^  with an only slightly higher 
PfA, as well as an overall slightly improved accuracy. This was despite the fact that in these 
experiments the unbiased operating point for the line classifier occurred at a local pessimum in 
the ROC. When the total ROC curves are compared, as in Figure 4.9, it is clear that the line 
classifier performs significantly better in the \ow-pfA regime, which is particularly important 
because of the relatively small proportion of features that correspond to double-reflection lines.
Although the line-by-line classifier is clearly the superior of the two classifiers proposed in 
this chapter, both classifiers suffer from a significant drawback for the responsive earthquake 
damage assessment task. This type of classifier requires a time-consuming supervised training 
step in order to find the appropriate model parameters, and this must ideally be carried out for 
each acquisition in order to compensate for any variations in radar and view parameters. This 
manual step would add a substantial and unavoidable delay between the data acquisition and 
being able to release damage assessment results to earthquake responders, in addition to the 
delay already necessary while waiting for an observation opportunity.
A further issue to be considered is that brightness and ridge strength-based saliency may not 
be the best possible choice of feature variables to use with a naïve Bayesian classifier, which as­
sumes that the feature variables to be independent [110]. Figure 4.10 shows a two-dimensional
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Figure 4.10: Two-dimensional heatmap histogram showing correlation between point-based 
classification feature variables. Includes 5109 manually-classified ridge points.
histogram of the feature variables for the ridge points that were manually classified as bright 
double-reflection lines, and the correlation between brightness and saliency is quite clearly vis­
ible. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient for the same data was calculated to be
0.657, which is certainly unacceptably high for two supposedly-independent random variables.
In addition to the original intended earthquake damage detection application, there are other 
applications in which these types of classifiers could be useful. For example, in urban remote 
sensing, it may be possible to use this approach to distinguish different types of urban environ­
ment based on the density and distribution of bright line points of several different classes. The 
use of these classifiers is not limited to curvilinear features extracted by the Lindeberg-based 
ridge detector described in Chapter 3; they would work equally well with features extracted 
using the Steger ridge detector [35].
There are also some opportunities for future work to further investigate and develop these 
point-based classification approaches. For example, alternative feature variables could be intro­
duced that ensure independence, or a more sophisticated supervised classification approaches 
such as Support Vector Machines [111] could be evaluated to see if they provide better perform­
ance. It would be interesting to see if these point-based methods could be used to improve the 
performance of shape-based methods such as those discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.9 Code availability
The source code of all the tools has been published as open source software, licensed under the
GNU Public Licence version 3 or later [112].
4.10 Summary and conclusions
• Two novel approaches were introduced for classifying SAR image ridge points and curvi­
linear features, for the purpose of locating the double-reflection lines of urban buildings.
• These approaches used two metrics measured at each detected ridge point: 1) the bright­
ness at each ridge point and 2) a per-point saliency measure based on Ny-nonaL ridge 
strength metric.
• The distribution for extremely heterogeneous clutter in amplitude SAR images was 
used to model ridge point brightness, and it was demonstrated that a distribution could 
also be used to model ridge point saliency.
• A straightforward point-by-point method based on a naïve Bayesian classifier was intro­
duced. It was conceptually simple, but provided a relatively low accuracy. It also made 
poor use of contextual information provided by the ridge detection process.
• A more sophisticated classifier was also introduced, for classifying whole lines by com­
bining the prior likelihoods of each of their constituent ridge points. It provided signific­
antly higher performance than the point-by-point classifier.
• The main drawbacks of these point-based methods were: 1) requirement for time-consuming 
supervised training; 2) not using geometry of curvilinear features as a classification input.
• The classification algorithm is available under an open source licence.
Chapter 5 
Feature classification with geometric 
models
The novel curvilinear feature classifiers described in Chapter 4 had some drawbacks, in partic­
ular 1) the requirement for a time-consuming supervised training for each target scene, and 2) 
the inability to take into account the shape of the features.
A second novel classification approach was developed to address these two shortcomings. 
In this chapter, some new statistical models for the shape of double reflection lines are de­
rived from the ideal building scene geometry described in Chapter 2. As before, these models 
provide statistical priors to carry out a two-class classification of the curvilinear features, but, 
importantly, these priors do not require a supervised training process.
5.1 Statistical models
Two sets of statistical models are introduced to support the classification scheme described in 
this chapter:
1. a model for the geometry of a building and its corresponding double reflection line
2. a model for other (possibly noise-induced) curvilinear features found in a SAR image.
5.1.1 Novel models for double reflection geometry
Recall that, in Section 2.2, some relationships were established between size of the model build­
ing (length a and width b) and the shape of the double reflection (total length /, end-to-end length 
re and enclosed area t).
Let the random variables A = a and B = bhQ the unknown actual dimensions of a building, 
and let fA,B {ci, b) be their joint prior p.d.f. Then, by (2.2), the prior p.d.f of the enclosed area 
T = t\s  the product distribution
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where Q = ÀxÀy sin 6 .
In the special case that = Ày, however, (2.5) and (2.6) provide a bijective, differentiable 
mapping (A, B) i—> (T, L), where L = / is the total length of the bright line. This allows the 
joint area-length p.d.f. fT,i ( t ,  I)  to be found by change of variables:
/ r , L  ( t ,  I)  =  Î a , b  ( ^ ,  b )    • I  { f  >  A t \  . (5.2)
Xy yP  - 4 r
For (5.1) or (5.2) to be used for classification, however, some suitable prior / a,b (a, b) must 
be chosen to model the dimensions of buildings in the target urban area.
As a simplifying assumption, let the building length A and width B be independently and 
identically distributed (i.i.d.), and therefore / a,b (a, b) = fA(à)'fA (b). Note that the chosen p.d.f. 
/ a (a) must be supported in R+ (because buildings cannot have negative length), and that ideally 
the product distribution (5.1) should have an analytical form.
It was therefore proposed to use a Gamma model for the building, i.e. A,B  ~ T(k,m). The 
Gamma distribution is a commonly-encountered single-sided distribution, and has the exponen­
tial distribution and chi-squared distribution as particular cases, which makes it a reasonably 
flexible choice of model under the i.i.d. assumption. Furthermore, the K-distribution (a familiar 
approach to modelling speckle in SAR distributions) is in fact a product distribution of two 
Gamma distributed random variables [113]. Let A ~ F ( l ,  and Y ~ F (v, ç). Then Z = XY  
takes a K  distribution:
= . J ( z > 0 )  (5.3)
where Ka (%) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
The product p.d.f. f r  (t) can then be derived from (5.3) in two steps. First, substitute L = 
V = k and p = mk:
‘ ' z J k
 ^ , m
f  ( z > 0 )  .
To obtain the p.d.f. of the enclosed area T  and thus evaluate (5.1), it is then necessary to 
scale by a constant factor, T = CttnkZ. The factor of mk is required because the X  factor in the 
original K-distribution product has mean 1, but we require it to have mean mk.
The joint p.d.f. of the enclosed area and total line length fr,L {t, T) is even easier to derive
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from (5.2), as all that is needed is to substitute in the Gamma p.d.f., i.e.
(i) ("4) ■  ^  ^ ^
Assuming suitable parameters k and m can be chosen for the prior p.d.f. of the building size, 
either (5.4) or (5.5) can be used to model the geometry of curvilinear features in a SAR image 
corresponding to double reflection lines.
5.1.2 Self-avoiding model for random features
In order to allow a model selection approach to classifying curvilinear features, a model was 
sought for features that are not due to buildings’ double reflection lines.
Suppose that these non-double-reflection features are due to random noise in the image. A 
first approach might be to treat these random features as random walks. When considering what 
type of random walk might be applicable, it is necessary to take into account the characteristics 
of the features extracted by the ridge detector described in Chapter 3.
Self-avoiding As described in Section 3.3.6, ridge points are detected on the periphery of 
‘squares’ of adjacent pixels. However, ridge points are only accepted if the square has 
exactly two point candidates. This means that it is impossible for the features to intersect 
themselves or each other. As a result, the features are ‘self-avoiding’, and random walk 
models that do not take this property into account will not provide an accurate model.
Lattice walk Each feature C is made up of a sequence of ridge points tq, . . . ,  r^. These can be 
considered as N  ridge segments of two adjacent ridge points r,+i}. Each of these seg­
ments spans one of the aforementioned squares. Segments can only connect to segments 
in immediately adjacent squares. This means that the line can be considered as a series 
of horizontal and vertical steps on 2-dimensional square lattice, where each vertex in the 
lattice has an associated ridge segment.
These two criteria mean that many commonly used random walk models are not applicable. 
Instead, the most relevant model is the self-avoiding random walk on a regular square lattice, 
which has been extensively discussed in the polymer physics literature as a model for the shape 
of polymer chains [114, 115]. The self-avoiding walk (SAW) has some unusual characteristics; 
as a result of its self-avoidance property, it is non-Markovian and is not a stochastic process, and 
this has made analytical treatments of SAW properties very challenging. Computer simulation 
results are very important in the field, especially Monte Carlo approaches [116].
The measurable quantities of A-step SAWs are known to obey scaling laws; in particular, 
the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) end-to-end distance of all possible SAWs of length N  obeys
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Table 5.1: Theoretical and numerical estimates of self-avoiding walk constants in two dimen­
sions.
y [117] y [117] t G K C
3/4 43/32 4 0.4583 0.8057 1.6146
RN = - f i lh  ~ AT (5.6)
in the limit of large N, where v is a lattice-dependent scaling constant and is the mean 
square end-to-end distance of all possible SAWs of N  steps [114]. This scaling law was invest­
igated further to determine to what extent SAW theory could be used to model random features.
According to the Redner-des Cloizeaux ansatz, the p.d.f. (re), where Re = e^ = \\rM -  d W 
is a random variable representing the end-to-end distance of a SAW, is expected to be approx­
imated by
fR. (.re) = exp i-K x)  (5.7)
where x = relRn, and [114]
e =
1 -  V
y - 1
V
_ r ([0 + J  + 2] /0)
c=t
T([9 + d\l(f))
F([6> + J  + 2]
F ([6*+ 6/]/#^+"^+^)/^
where d is the dimension of the lattice (in this case, <7 = 2 for a 2D lattice).
The critical exponents y  and v are universal for a given dimension; the values of these 
constants for two dimensions are given in Table 5.1.
To test whether (5.7) could be used as a model for random features found in a SAR image, 
some Monte Carlo experiments were carried out. A set of 2048 x 2048 px tiles were gener­
ated and filled with uncorrelated noise using a pseudo-random number generator. Two noise 
processes were tested:
1. Rayleigh noise Wr ~ Rayleigh(l), since this is similar to the multiplicative speckle noise 
process in single-look SAR amplitude images [7]
2. standard Gaussian noise Wg (r) ~ N  (0,1), chosen because it is a commonly encountered 
noise process in optical images.
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To examine the way that the statistics of the random features extracted by the ridge detector 
varied with scale 5, ridge detection was carried out at four different scales 5 e {1,2,4,8}. A total 
of 10  ^curvilinear features were extracted from the image tiles at each scale, and the number of 
steps N  and end-to-end distance were recorded for each. The initial data generation process 
took approximately 8 hours on a high-performance workstation.
The experimental results were compared with the theoretical behaviour in two ways. Firstly, 
the experimental estimates of were compared with the SAW scaling law (5.6), as shown in 
Figure 5.1. The results show that the r.m.s. end-to-end distance actually scales almost linearly 
with number of steps, rather than following the scaling law behaviour predicted by the SAW 
model.
Secondly, the empirical distribution of x = derived from the experimental results was
compared with that predicted by (5.7). This comparison is shown in Figure 5.2. Once again, 
these results clearly show that the random curvilinear features generated in the experiment span 
a much larger distance than predicted by the SAW model.
The SAW model is derived from experiments that try to include all possible self-avoiding 
walks at each number of steps N, and assume a uniform prior probability distribution of each 
of the Civ walks occurring [114, 117, 115]. One hypothesis that might explain the higher than 
expected end-to-end length of the curvilinear features extracted by the ridge detector is that, 
somehow, the ridge detection process must be preferring ‘straighter’ features over ones that are 
‘curled up’.
Although there is clearly some scope for further investigation into the relationship between 
SAWs and curvilinear features, it was determined that the SAW model would not be a suitable 
model for the shape of random curvilinear features in SAR images.
5.1.3 Geometric model for random features
An alternative, simpler model was sought for random features. It was noted that, under the 
assumption that the curvilinear features are unlikely to curve back on themselves, it might be 
possible to assume that the probability of a curvilinear feature self-intersecting is small. In that 
case, the number of steps A in a curvilinear feature could be considered as the number of trials 
required to find a location from which no further steps can be made. Assuming that each of 
these trials is independent (i.e. the image is uncorrelated and the probability of self-intersection 
is sufficiently small), then the distribution of N  may be approximated by the geometric distri­
bution, i.e.
/„ (n ) = ( l - p r ' p  (5.8)
where (1 -  p) is the probability of the feature containing an additional point [118].
To determine a suitable value of p, the same Monte Carlo approach described in Sec-
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between SAW scaling law (5.6) and values of r.m.s. end-to-end distance 
Rm from Monte Carlo experiments.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between theoretical SAW end-to-end p.d.f. (5.7) and empirical distri­
bution of X = r^/AT from Monte Carlo experiments.
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tion 5.1.2 was used to generate a large population of 10  ^ random curvilinear features. The 
ML estimate of the parameter from M  Monte Carlo random features is
For scale s = 8 , for example, the ML estimate for Rayleigh noise was found to be p = 
0.1212, and the ML estimate for Gaussian noise was p = 0.1203. The resulting geometric p.d.f. 
is compared with the empirical histogram in Figure 5.3.
The diagram shows that at low values of N  the random features offer a poor approximation 
to a geometric distribution, with an almost ‘saw-tooth’ pattern. This is possibly because the 
independence assumption does not hold when the number of steps is small. Because the longer 
features are much less frequently-occurring than the shorter ones, they have a relatively small 
influence on the estimator (5.9), and this may account for the consistent frequency underestim­
ation at higher values of N.
Some interesting parallels may be made between this approach and the SAW-based approach 
discussed in Section 5.1.2. Both (5.7) and (5.8) are power-law models, and both underestimate 
the frequency of longer curvilinear features.
Clearly, the geometric model also fails to provide a very convincing model for noise-induced 
curvilinear features. However, some experiments using it were carried out, despite its flaws, 
because the model was conceptually simple and provided a reasonable approximation of the 
empirical distribution at small values of N.
5.2 Measuring curvilinear features
In Section 5.1.1, some prior probability distributions were defined for various geometrical prop­
erties of double reflection lines in SAR images: specifically, the total line length I and the 
enclosed area t. These needed to be estimated from some measures of curvilinear features.
Each curvilinear feature C = {ro,. . . ,  Tat} was translated to the origin, i.e. Tq = 0.
The total line length was trivially estimated by summing the lengths of each of the straight 
line segments in each curvilinear feature C, i.e.
N
/ = . (5.10)
/=1
In order to estimate the enclosed area t, two measures were chosen based on those commonly 
encountered in SAW theory [115]: the end-to-end distance r ,^ and the radius of gyration about 
the end-to-end axis. These were calculated using
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Figure 5.3: Demonstration of geometric p.d.f. fitting to lengths of random curvilinear features 
generated by a Monte Carlo approach at scale s = The empirical histogram is shown with a 
solid line, and the fitted p.d.f. is shown with a dashed line.
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d
Figure 5.4: Double reflection line with enclosed area t = d - Ve and points r/ spaced along it.
h  = IN I ,
^  Tj I*'"-' ^  •
^  i=0
(5.11)
(5.12)
The canonical building double reflection line shape described in Chapter 2 can be considered 
as a particular case of the triangle shown in Figure 5.4. Suppose that it is made up from N  
discrete points r/, each a perpendicular distance m, from the end-to-end axis. Let the side of 
length a  have Na equally-spaced points along it, and the side of length p  have Nb points. Then 
(5.12) can be rewritten as
1 = 1
i < Na 
i> N A .
This series can be expanded as follows:
d^r  ^= (Na + 1)(2A^ + l)(2ATg + 1)
67V, 67V;
In the limit of large Na and Nb, it simplifies to
lim rl = limNa,Nb^ oo  ^ Na,Nb^ oo Na + Nb L 3 3 .
y 2 ^lim r -  — .Na,Nb-^oo * 3 (5.13)
The enclosed area t = d-re can therefore be estimated from the curvilinear feature measures 
re and according to the relation
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Table 5.2: Prior p.d.f. and classifier parameters used for geometry-based classification.
Model I t (0 fr,L (tJ) I n in)
Parameter k m Ct k m Xy P
4 8 1.38 4 8 1.18 0.121
pCKi) 3.35 X 10-^
7 = r e - y 3 r 2 .  (5.14)
The expressions (5.10) and (5.14) allow the posterior likelihood that a curvilinear feature is 
a building’s double reflection line to be evaluated using the probability distributions described 
in Section 5.1.1.
5.3 Bayesian model selection classifier
The first approach to geometry-based feature classification was to carry out a Bayesian model 
selection. Under the hypothesis TYi, a curvilinear feature C corresponds to a building’s double 
reflection line. The null hypothesis %  is that C is random.
The maximum a posteriori (MAP) model selection decision rule is
where = |k, m, Xy, 6  ^ and #o = [p] are the parameters of the corresponding prior prob­
ability distributions and r  is a detection biasing factor (r = 0 for the unbiased decision rule). 
The geometric model (5.8) was used as the prior for TYo, and two alternative priors were used 
to model C under 9i\: the Gamma area (GA) model (5.4) and the Gamma area-length (GAL) 
model (5.5).
The model selection classifier was tested using the same three 256 x 256 px image segments 
as in Chapter 4, with curvilinear features once again extracted at a scale s = S. The same 
manually-classified reference classification was used to evaluate the classification performance.
In this SAR image the single-look product was processed with azimuth and ground range 
resolutions of 0.85 m px"\ so the view scaling constant q  = X^Xy sin 9 had the value 1.38 px^ m“ .^ 
The choice of building side length distribution parameters k and m was more difficult; there was 
no available ground truth data for building dimensions in the target urban area of L’Aquila, Italy. 
Instead, a building side length prior A ~ F (4,8) was empirically chosen to model medium-sized 
buildings of mean side length 32 m.
The geometric distribution parameter p  was chosen according to the Monte Carlo results de-
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Figure 5.5: ROC curves for the model-selection classifier, using the Gamma area and Gamma 
area-length building models. The markers indicate the respective unbiased operating points.
scribed in Section 5.1.3. Finally, the prior probability p (‘Ki) was estimated using the manually 
classified data. All these parameters are displayed in Table 5.2.
The model selection classifier was tested using both the GA model (5.4) and the GAL model 
(5.5). The ROC curves are shown in Figure 5.5.
The unbiased classifiers perform poorly. Although their accuracy is high (96.8% for the GA 
model and 96.8% for the GAL model), this is a misleading statistic; only a very small fraction 
of features of interest are correctly classified, giving very high miss rates (91.0% and 95.9% 
respectively). This can be clearly seen in Figure 5.5, where the unbiased (r = 0) operating point 
is plotted on each of the ROC curves; both are close to the origin of the graph.
The poor performance occurs because the geometric p.d.f. random feature model provides 
a much stronger match than the building model for many of the manually-classified features of 
interest, and this is exacerbated by the very small prior p {L(\).
Examining the ROC curve of Figure 5.5, the multiparameter GAL model does not perform 
as well as the simpler GA model at all points of the characteristic. This suggests that the GA 
model actually provides a better fit for the shape of the double reflection lines found in the test 
image segments than the GAL model, despite the latter's more precise modelling of double 
reflection line geometry.
The miss rate clearly could be decreased by altering the biasing factor r. Specifically, choos­
ing some value r  < 0 will move the operating point somewhere to the right. There are many 
possible criteria that could be used to determine a suitable new operating point, depending on 
the desired behaviour of the detector.
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Figure 5.6: Selected 256x256 px segments cut from a COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude image. 
Ridge lines extracted from the image segments (above) have been classified manually (middle) 
and using a model selection classifier and the GA building model (bottom).
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For example, the point of most discrimination could be chosen, i.e. the point where the 
chance of a successful detection is as large as possible relative to the chance of a false alarm. 
This can be found according to
TDm ax = GTg max (prp ~ R f p )  • (5.16)
T
For the GA-based classifier, the ROC curve indicates that T^ max = -13.7. The results 
of classifying the image with the classifier biased in this way are shown in Figure 5.6. The 
classifier then achieves an accuracy of 87.4%, with ppp = 12.5% and a much lower miss rate 
Pfn = 15.6%.
A qualitative inspection of the classification results shows that with T = T^ max the classifier 
performs adequately. Almost all of the manually-selected curvilinear features are picked up by 
the detector. Although there are many additional ‘false alarm’ features included, many of them 
have the right shape to be a double reflection line but would have been ruled out in the manual 
classification based on factors not considered by the classifier (e.g. brightness). Unfortunately, 
the model selection approach clearly still frequently selects small, curled-up features. It is 
possible that further, manual tuning of r  would be able to eliminate these.
5.4 Likelihood threshold classifier
As discussed in Section 5.1.3, even the geometric p.d.f. model for random features is not espe­
cially accurate. Furthermore, the model selection classifier described in Section 5.3 requires an 
enormous detection bias, taking it a long way from the Bayesian classifier and making it more 
of a threshold detector on the log likelihood ratio.
As an alternative to the model selection classifier, the random feature model was abandoned, 
and instead a simple likelihood threshold decision rule was used to classify each curvilinear 
feature C. The decision rule takes the form
logp(Cl^i) ^  T (5.17)
'Wb
where once again 'T/i is the hypothesis that C is a building’s double reflection line; 'T/q is the 
null hypothesis; p  (C) is evaluated using either the GA model (5.4) or the GAL model (5.5); and 
^1 = I A:, m. Ax, Ay, 6  ^is a vector of model parameters, r  is now the likelihood threshold: features 
with a higher likelihood with respect to the model are classified as features of interest.
The idea of testing this likelihood threshold classifier was to see whether there was any signi­
ficant benefit to the much more complex model selection classifier, given the known inaccuracy 
of the random feature model and the poor performance at the Bayesian operating point.
The parameters û\ were set to the same values as for the model selection classifier (see 
Table 5.2). The experimental ROC curves for the two building models (GA and GAL) are
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Figure 5.7: ROC curves for the likelihood threshold classifier, using the Gamma area and 
Gamma area-length building models.
shown in Figure 5.7.
Once again, the ROC curves show the GA model to be more successful. This was the expec­
ted result, because the modifications to the detector made no change to the posterior likelihood 
of either building model.
The maximum discrimination threshold T^ max = -12.9 was used, as defined in 5.16. With 
this threshold, the classification accuracy was 91.7%, with a miss rate of 23.0% and a false alarm 
rate of 7.8%. The results of applying the likelihood threshold detector to the test segments are 
shown in Figure 5.8.
Although the quantitative accuracy was higher than the biased model selection classifier, 
the miss rate was significantly higher. Qualitatively, the results of the likelihood threshold 
classification were very similar to the model selection classifier.
5.5 Discussion
Despite using statistical models explicitly tailored to the expected geometry of urban buildings, 
the quantitative performance of the curvilinear feature classification was not enormously bet­
ter than the point-based methods described in Chapter 4. There are several areas where the 
geometry-based classification could be adapted or improved.
The first thing to note is that the models assume that a building’s double reflection response 
line usually appears as a single, unbroken curvilinear feature exhibiting the characteristic ‘L’ 
shape. This is not necessarily a good assumption. For example, something as simple as a
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Figure 5.8: 256 x 256 px segments cut from a COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude image. Ridge 
lines extracted from the image segments (above) have been classified manually (middle) and 
using a likelihood threshold classifier and the GA building model (bottom).
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tree growing at the comer of a house might cause a break in the line, making it appear as two 
straight line segments. Similarly, if the unknown orientation of the house is ‘square on’ to the 
ground track (i.e. 0 mod f  ~ 0) then only one side of the house will produce a strong double 
reflection line, because the dihedrals of the other sides will be pointed too far away from the 
sensor to backscatter a significant amount of energy. This conclusion follows the analytical 
expressions for double reflection radar cross-section described in [9].
The GAL model suffers particularly badly in the case that the characteristic ‘L’ shape does 
not appear, because its p.d.f. (5.5) only has any significant density close to the line f  = 4r. 
When the feature appears more like a straight line segment than an ‘L’, P > At and thus the 
GAL model has very greatly reduced likelihood. The GA model is more tolerant: as the feature 
length increases ^  tends to increase too due simply to inevitably-occurring ‘wiggles’, and so 
long straight segments can often have a significant likelihood with respect to the GA model. 
This may explain the generally better performance of the GA model with the test data, given 
that the manual classification includes a large number of features that do not exhibit an L’ 
shape.
Secondly, the specificity of both models could be improved by using a different approach 
to evaluating the enclosed area estimate t. One approach might be to find the point r/ that 
maximises the area of AroriFpi, i.e.
t = argmaxllr, x • (5.18)
i
There are, however, some good reasons why the current estimator (5.14) is a good com­
promise. As previously discussed, the lower specificity of the GA model actually enhanced its 
accuracy in these experiments, and increased specificity might actually reduce the overall ac­
curacy of the classifiers. To obtain good performance it might be necessary to add both a model 
for straight lines and an algorithm that attempts to connect up the straight lines into ‘L’ shapes, 
at the cost of significantly increased computational complexity for the process as a whole.
The second main area in which there is scope for improvement is the building shape prior 
In these experiments, and as described in Section 5.1.1, it was assumed that the 
building width A and length B were i.i.d. with A ^  T(k, m). The independence assumption is 
likely not true in practice; walking through a British town such as Guildford will make it clear 
that smaller buildings tend to have a floorplan with a small aspect ratio, i.e. A ^  B, and that 
larger buildings either have A ^  B (for best efficiency, e.g. factories or warehouses) or A B 
(to allow light in, e.g. terraced houses, or for maximum frontage, e.g. rows of shops).
Assuming that A, B ~ F {k, m, ) is a reasonable approximation, for these experiments the 
parameters k = 4, m = S were empirically chosen (with the justification that they gave qual­
itatively good results). Despite the good results obtained using the simple statistical model for 
building shape and the empirical parameter values, there is great scope for further work to derive 
new statistical models and/or more reliable parameters from ground truth data.
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Figure 5.9: Receiver operating characteristic comparison between building geometry classifier 
(using GA model) and point-based line classifier.
Finally, the performance of the model selection classifier in particular could be significantly 
improved if a reliable statistical model could be found for random features. As described in Sec­
tions 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, the random features should share some characteristics with self-avoiding 
walks on 2D square lattices, but neither of the approaches taken to finding a random feature 
model (first using SAW theory directly, and then using a geometric p.d.f.) provided a particu­
larly convincing solution. Although the model selection classifier using the geometric p.d.f. did 
provide a small improvement over the basic likelihood threshold classifier, this margin could be 
improved by introducing a better random feature model.
The available gains from such an improved model may be limited by the way that ridge 
detection process works, especially if the model only takes into account number of steps N  or 
total line length /. Recall that, as described in Section 3.2.2, the ridge detection process uses a 
low pass filter to create a scale space representation of the image that removes higher frequency 
components (and in the case of this experiment, a scale s = 8  was used). Because the scale 
5 = 8 was empirically chosen to preserve building double reflection lines in the ridge detector’s 
output but remove spurious curvilinear features, it should be expected that any random features 
would have similar lengths to the features of interest. An interesting possible area for future 
work would be to investigate whether a joint distribution for other summary statistics of random 
features could be found, possibly based on a modified SAW approach.
It is interesting to compare the performance of the classifiers described in this chapter with 
the line classifier described in Section 4.5. Figure 5.9 shows a comparison between the ROC 
curves of the building geometry classifiers using the GA model and the ROC curve of the point-
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of classification results on curvinear features extracted from a 
256 X 256 px segment cut from a COSMO/SkyMed SAR amplitude image, centred on the Via 
Amitemum area of L’Aquila, Italy.
based line classifier.
The two building geometry classifiers have very similar performance. Although the like­
lihood threshold classifier performs slightly worse at lower values of pfp, the behaviour is 
almost indistinguishable at high values of ppp. The minor differences in performance in the 
low-false-positive regime — the only relevant regime, because the features of interest are a very 
small proportion of the total populaton of curvilinear features found — are small enough that 
it can be concluded that, in the absence of an improved random feature model, there is only a 
very marginal benefit to using the model selection classifier rather than the likelihood threshold 
classifier.
Comparison with the point-based line classifier shows that the building geometry classifiers 
have better performance across almost all values of ppp. This is an excellent result, especially 
considering that the point-based classifier was explicitly trained against the image and that there 
is still considerable scope for improving the building geometry classifiers’ performance.
A qualitative comparison of the classification results is shown in Figure 5.10. Because the 
quantitative performance of the two classifiers is quite similar, this figure strongly highlights 
the difference in the type of false alarms generated by the two approaches to classification. 
The point-based classification (ppp = 13.1%) generates mostly false alarms that are very short, 
bright features, often tightly ‘curled up’ around particularly strong point scatterers. By contrast, 
the building geometry classifier (ppp = 7.8%) generates false alarms for long, straight features, 
which make its false alarms much more obvious (even though there are fewer of them). Even 
if the line-based classifier’s need for per-image training is ignored, the long, straight feature 
false alarms may be less of a problem for the earthquake damage detection application. This is 
because the larger features are more likely to be related to larger structures or shapes within the 
scene. Small bright responses, e.g. due to a double reflection from a lorry parked next to a road.
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seem more likely to change for non-earthquake reasons between two images at different times. 
By contrast, larger non-double-reflection shapes, such as direct reflections from gabled roofs 
that happen to be oriented towards the SAR sensor, seem more likely to be something worth 
incidentally including in change detection maps.
The fact that the two types of automatic classifier generate different types of false alarms 
suggests the interesting possibility of creating an unsupervised classifier that uses both the geo­
metry of curvilinear features and their brightness/saliency, combining the advantages of both 
approaches. Ideally, the ability to work without training for specific images would be main­
tained, and this would require some theoretical work to determine an analytical prior for double 
reflection line brightness based on the typical geometry and materials to be found in a canonical 
scene.
Overall, the objectives of the work described in this chapter — to devise a novel curvilinear 
feature classifier that would take prior assumptions about building geometry into account and 
avoid the need for per-image training — were very successfully achieved.
5.6 Code availability
The source code of the tools described in this chapter has been published as open source soft­
ware, licensed under the GNU Public Licence version 3 or later [112].
5.7 Summary and conclusions
• Two novel analytical statistical models for curvilinear features were introduced, derived 
from the SAR amplitude image double reflection backscattering pattern of a canonical 
urban scene, and based on the assumption that building height and width were identically 
and independently Gamma-distributed random variables.
• Two alternative approaches to creating a statistical model for the number of steps A in a 
random curvilinear feature were proposed. The self-avoiding walk power-law model was 
found to perform poorly, but a simplified model based on the geometric p.d.f. provided a 
reasonable approximation at low values of N.
• A Bayesian model selection classifier was proposed, based on the building geometry 
model and the geometric p.d.f. model for random features. For adequate performance, 
it required significant biasing away from the Bayesian operating point.
• A simpler likelihood threshold classifier using only the building geometry models was 
proposed. It was found that it had very similar performance to the model selection classi­
fier.
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• It was found that the ‘Gamma area’ statistical model provided better classification per­
formance than the more specific ‘Gamma area-length’ model.
• The classifiers introduced in this chapter were found to have generally better performance 
than the point-based classifiers described in Chapter 4, despite requiring no supervised 
training for each image.
• Several opportunities to further improve the accuracy of the building geometry-based 
classification approach were identified.
• The classification algorithm is available under an open source licence.
Chapter 6 
Damage detection and mapping
In Chapter 2, the SAR amplitude image of a model urban building scene was described. The 
way that different types of earthquake damage would change the model scene were also ex­
plained, and the changes to bright lines caused by double bounce scattering (double reflection 
lines) were identified as being particularly important.
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, some methods were described for extracting bright lines and identi­
fying which are likely to be double reflection lines.
This chapter describes how these models and algorithms described in previous chapters 
can be put together to create an unsupervised change detection process tailored to urban areas, 
using one pre-event single-look SAR amplitude image and one post-event image. The rationale 
for change detection process and the various steps involved are described in Section 6.1. In 
particular, the aim was to be able to detect changes at the level of individual buildings or parts 
of buildings, as quickly as reasonably possible after an event occurs.
The change detection process is demonstrated using two case studies: the 2009 earthquake 
in the region of Abruzzo, Italy, which had a serious impact on the city of L’Aquila; and the 2010 
earthquake in Haiti, which devastated the capital city, Port-au-Prince.
6.1 Unsupervised urban change detection
As described in the Introduction, the change detection process proposed in this thesis is based on 
the earthquake damage detection process introduced by Guida et al. in 2009 and 2010 [77, 78]. 
For the earthquake response application in particular, the challenge was to provide a solution 
for prompt disaster response, meaning that results need to be provided as quickly as reasonably 
possible after an event. This is important for supporting the planning of rescue efforts, for 
example.
The previous literature introduced the idea of using two single-look amplitude images, one 
from before the event and one acquired as soon as possible after the event. Because the op­
portunities to carry out SAR acquisitions are strictly defined by the satellites’ orbits, requir­
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ing multiple acquisitions may enforce a very long delay. For example, the COSMO/SkyMed 
constellation of four identical satellites provides revisit times of 4.5-6 hours; single-satellite 
systems like TerraSAR-X have much longer revisit times. Using only a single post-event ac­
quisition goes a long way to minimizing the time required to acquire the necessary data.
The need for responsiveness also drove the choice of algorithms used. Firstly, all of the 
algorithms used scale with O (N), where N  is the number of pixels in the image. This means 
that they scale extremely well to processing large amounts of data. Secondly, they all allow 
tasks to be split between multiple processors with minimal overhead, allowing modem multi­
processor workstations or even high-performance computing facilities to be fully exploited to 
speed up processing. These factors were described in detail in Chapter 3.
Finally, the main deficiency acknowledged by the previous work on earthquake damage 
detection using the double reflection line method was the need for some time-consuming manual 
steps. Manual intervention was required both to identify which pixels in the image were likely 
to be double reflection backscattering and also to extract and interpret the SAR amplitude data. 
The novel processes described in this chapter are fully automated.
6.1.1 Damage detection from double reflections
As described in Chapter 2, in previous literature it was noted that the double reflection radar 
cross section between a building’s wall and adjacent level ground is directly proportional to 
a building’s height [49]. If some unknown attenuation factor A and background additive noise 
factor B are included, [49] uses (2.1) to derive an expression for the measured radar cross section 
(7-0:
(7-0 =A(7-0 + B
=AhD f(p) + B (6.1)
The measured cross section is calculated as the square of the single-look SAR amplitude 
image pixel value. The ratio of two buildings’ respective measured radar cross sections cti and 
(Tj is then given by
^1 _ • / (Pi) + ^1 2 )
(tO A 2h2 h  • /  (Pi) + ^ 2
If it is assumed that the additive background noise is small, i.e. B\,B 2 —> 0, and that the
buildings’ double reflection cross sections are being measured from the same image (so that
Ai = A2 ), then [49] shows that (6.2) can be simplified to
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In [77,78], the opposite case is considered, where the same building’s double reflection line 
is measured from two different SAR images obtained with the same sensor with the same radar 
and view parameters at different times. In that case, it can be assumed that = P2 and h = h  
(because the same building is being observed from the same direction), and (6.2) becomes
This expression can be used as the basis of an earthquake damage detector. In [77, 78], a 
damage quotient 0 < <7 < 1 is defined:
where Cr is calibration coefficient that corrects for differences in attenuation, background noise, 
and other constant common terms.
To estimate earthquake damage, (6.5) is used by [77, 78] to evaluate d (r^) for each point 
that was manually identified as part of a building’s double reflection response. This approach is 
adopted, with some adjustments, in the urban change detection process described in this chapter.
The proposed severity-of-change measure d (r) is simply derived from (6.5) by using the 
ratio R of two coregistered single-look amplitude images Xi and X2, acquired at times ti and 2^ 
respectively. The extent to which each location in the scene r  has changed between t\ and is 
estimated using
d(r) = 1 M
R2(r) (6.6)
where the calibration coefficient Cr = is approximated by the global mean square value of 
R. It is assumed that d{r) < 0  is an invalid value indicating no damage.
There are some practical issues with calculating R in order to ensure that d (r) takes a mean­
ingful value for any r. Specifically, it must be ensured that R^ (r) is finite and > 0 for all r.
The ratio R is calculated using
where 6 is a small value. This makes certain that R > 0 when Zi ^  0 and that R is finite 
when %2 0, and thus that (6.6) can be successfully evaluated. For the TerraSAR-X and
COSMO/SkyMed single-look complex images used in this project, a value 6 = 1  was used.
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Figure 6.1: Flowchart of the proposed urban change detection process.
6.1.2 Processing steps and intermediate data
There are multiple processing steps and intermediate data involved in the change detection 
process in order to identify where in the scene the severity-of-change estimator (6.6) should be 
applied. The overall data flow is summarised in Figure 6.1.
Input images The change detection takes two single-look amplitude SAR images as input: 
one pre-event image from an image archive, and one post-event image acquired as soon 
as possible after the event. It is important that the two images must be acquired with as 
similar radar and view parameters as possible. The pre-event image should be as recent 
as possible. It is assumed that the pre-event image is “damage-free”, i.e. it can be used 
as a reference and significant changes to the scene can be attributed to the event. If the 
pre-event image is outdated, then new construction, deliberate demolition, or seasonal 
changes to vegetation could cause false positives. The images must also be single-look, 
because otherwise the change detection operator’s underlying assumptions about radar 
cross-sections would be violated (as described in more detail later in this chapter). It is 
also assumed that the images have been processed with uniform pixel size in the range 
axis.
Ridge detection The ridge detector described in Chapter 3 is used to extract bright lines from 
the pre-event image in the form of curvilinear features. The features must be extracted 
with a suitable scale coefficient s. The scale-space representation is a low pass filter, 
which has the effect of removing smaller, dimmer bright lines, and of smoothing larger, 
more prominent ones. The removal of high frequency components also makes it less 
likely that larger bright lines will be broken up or otherwise interfered with by noise 
processes such as speckle. On the other hand, the smoothing also removes high-frequency
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components of features of interest, by smoothing out sharp comers, for example.The 
value of s must therefore be chosen so as to balance the benefits (cleaning up the image) 
with the drawbacks. No rigorous method for choosing a suitable value is proposed here; 
for the case studies discussed in this chapter a value of 5 = 8 was empirically found to 
provide a qualitatively adequate trade-off.
Feature selection The curvilinear features extracted by the ridge detector are filtered using 
the unsupervised classifier described in Chapter 5. Specifically, the likelihood threshold 
variant was used, with the Gamma area (GA) prior p.d.f. for the building geometry model. 
Not only was the performance of the likelihood threshold variant almost indistinguishable 
from the model selection variant, but the proposed random feature models were both 
felt to be too unreliable to be used. The GA prior was preferred over the Gamma area- 
length (GAL) prior because the GA prior was shown to have significantly better ability 
to discriminate when working with real-world scenes. The distribution parameters {k, m] 
and likelihood threshold r  were the same as those used in Chapter 5. The constants 
Xy, 6^  that determine the relationship between image pixel size and ground distances 
are assumed to be known and constant for each input image.
Mask A mask image Xm is generated using the curvilinear features selected by the geometry- 
based classifier. It includes (by setting Xm (r) = 1) only pixels that are intersected by the 
curvilinear features; all other pixels are masked out (by setting Xm if) = 0). The intent is 
that the SAR return in the pixels selected by the mask are dominated by double reflection 
backscattering.
Coregistration and ratio It is assumed that the input images have been coregistered, by some 
appropriate method, with sufficient accuracy that a ratio image can be generated. Note 
that the coregistration must be carried out by modifying the post-event image to match the 
pre-event image in order to be able to use ratio image with the mask that was previously 
computed. The ratio image is computed using:
(6.8)
where Xr is the ratio image, X\ is the pre-event image, and X^ is the co-registered post­
event image.
Masked ratio image The mask is multiplied with the ratio image to create a new image
y(r) = %M(r)'X;;(r). (6.9)
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Figure 6.2: Severity-of-change colour map used for examples in this chapter. 
Table 6.1: Parameters that control the change detection process.
Symbol Description Value
s Scale-space coefficient for ridge 
detection. See Section 3.2.2.
Empirically determined. In case 
studies, 5 = 8 was chosen.
k Shape parameter of prior building 
size distribution A ~ F (k, m). See 
Section 5.1.1.
Empirically determined. In case 
studies, k = 4 and m = 8 (for a 
expected building side length
m Scale parameter of prior building size 
distribution A ~ F (k, in). See 
Section 5.1.1.
E [A] = 32 m) was assumed.
T Minimum likelihood of prior building 
model for feature selection step. See 
Section 5.4.
Determined according to desired 
balance between misses and false 
alarms. In case studies, the same 
threshold was used as was found in 
the classifier tests, i.e. r  = -12.9 .
Ct Ground coverage area of each pixel in 
the image in units of px^ m“ .^ See 
Section 5.1.1.
Calculated from known radar view 
and product processing parameters. 
For example, with 1 m azimuth and 
ground range resolutions, the value 
would be Cf = 1 px^ m~^.
This masked ratio image selects the ratios of double reflection pixels, which can then be 
used as the input for change detection.
Change estimation The severity-of-change estimator (6.6) is applied to the masked ratio im­
age Y to locate areas where severe damage may have occurred. All locations such that 
0 < y (ro) < 1 are included in the change estimation. The calibration coefficient c,. = 
is the mean square value of Y.
The severity-of-change data may then be postprocessed to generate maps of possible dam­
age locations. In this chapter, the severity-of-change data is colour-coded and presented 
either directly or as an overlay over SAR amplitude images. The colour map used for the 
severity-of-change figures shown in this chapter is a gradient from white for J  = 0 to grey 
for d = 0.75 and then to blue at <7 = 1, as shown in Figure 6.2.
There are four parameters that determine the behaviour of the overall change estimation 
process, which are summarised in Table 6.1. One of these is usually known exactly: the pixel
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ground coverage area coefficient Ct can almost always be computed directly from the SAR 
image product metadata. Three factors (the scale-space coefficient s and the building shape prior 
coefficients {k, m}) were chosen empirically for the case studies described in this chapter. The 
final parameter — the likelihood threshold r  for the building geometry-based feature selection 
— was chosen as the maximum discrimination threshold T = T^ max that was derived from the 
ROC curve when testing the feature selection (see Section 5.4).
6.2 2010 Port-au-Prince earthquake case study
The first case study was the 2010 Haiti earthquake that occurred at 21:53 UTC on 12th January 
2010, with an epicentre close to Port-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti. Once again, two high 
resolution spotlight COSMO/SkyMed images were obtained. The pre-event image was acquired 
on 12th December 2009, and the post-event image on 21st January 2010, both with a look angle 
6 = 38°. The images were processed with azimuth and ground range resolution of 1 m px"\ 
and thus the view scaling constant was g  = 1 px^ m~^. More details of these images are given 
in Appendix A.
Unfortunately, due to the very extensive damage throughout the city, it was not possible to 
locate an area to use as a low-damage “control” scene. Three specific damage sites were iden­
tified for testing the change detection scheme. These sites were all centred on large, relatively 
isolated buildings which had suffered very extensive damage.
In addition to strong change signatures associated with these buildings, all three scenes’ 
severity-of-change maps contained evenly scattered, small elements of detected change. Unfor­
tunately, since detailed ground truth earthquake damage information on a building-by-building 
scale was not available, none of these could be definitively associated with actual earthquake 
damage.
6.2.1 Cathedral
The cathedral and nearby buildings are shown in Fig. 6.3. There are several areas of interest 
within this scene.
The cathedral roof collapsed during the earthquake, and it can be seen clearly in the aerial 
image (Figure 6.3a) that about half the height of the walls along the sides of the cathedral had 
collapsed (labelled ‘A’). In the severity-of-change map (Figure 6.3d), this is reflected in a high 
change level estimate. By contrast, at the end of the cathedral towards the sensor (labelled ‘B’), 
the full original height of the wall remained, and in this area a correspondingly low change 
severity is shown.
To the north of the cathedral, both the aerial and satellite optical images show a building that 
has entirely collapsed, labelled ‘C’. However, the severity-of-change in this area is shown to be
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(a) Aerial photo showing extent of damage on 28th January 2010.
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(b) Pre-event SAR image. (c) Post-event SAR image.
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Figure 6.3: Notre Dame Catholic Cathedral change detection results. Aerial photograph Kris­
topher Wilson / US Navy 2010. Optical images (c) GeoEye 2010. COSMO/SkyMed product 
©  Agenzia Spaziale Italiana 2009-2010.
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(a) Pre-event SAR image. (b) Post-event SAR image.
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(c) Severity-of-change map. (d) Post-event optical image.
Figure 6.4: Haitian supreme court building change detection results. Optical images ©  GeoEye 
2010. COSMO/SkyMed product ©  Agenzia Spaziale Italiana 2009-2010.
relatively low. There appears to be no distinct bright line feature associated with this building 
in the pre-event SAR image (Figure 6.3b) and therefore no good quality curvilinear feature 
extracted with which to carry out change detection. This may be because nearby buildings put 
the base of the collapsed building in shadow, blocking the generation of a double reflection line.
Nearby, there is a very severe change shown, labelled ‘D’. However, this appears to be 
associated with a building that has remained undamaged. It is not clear what scene changes 
have caused such a large change in the scattering pattern of building ‘D’.
6.2.2 Supreme court
Fig. 6.4 shows the results of applying the tool to the city block containing the Haiti Supreme 
Court building, which was completely destroyed by the earthquake. The main building provided
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two strong curvilinear feature responses in the pre-event image. These were removed entirely 
by the destruction of the building, and this caused a correspondingly very high change severity 
measure. These locations are labelled ‘E’ in the figure.
To the north of the main building, the post-event optical image shows that a section of the 
site’s peripheral wall is missing. This smaller change is also successfully detected, labelled ‘F ’ 
in the figure.
6.2.3 National palace
The national palace, located near the centre of the city and shown Figure 6.5, was the residence 
of the president of Haiti. The aerial image (Figure 6.5a) clearly shows the extensive damage to 
the palace, which consists of two main elements:
1. The roof of the central wing of the palace collapsed, leaving the walls largely intact. This 
area is labelled ‘G’ in the figure. In the severity-of-change map (Figure 6.5d) this area 
shows a moderate level of damage indicated.
2. The main core of the palace (running east-west and connecting the three towers) suffered 
a soft storey collapse of its upper floor. Between the eastern pair of towers, the roof 
further subsided. These areas are labelled ‘H’ and T .  In both places, a very large change 
is estimated, corresponding to the complete disappearance of a bright line between the 
two SAR images.
Although the damage has been detected with reasonable accuracy at this site, it is unlikely that 
the bright features used were wall-ground double reflection lines.
In the case of area ‘G’, the space between the central and west wings of the palace is in 
shadow. This would prevent double reflections from the sensor-facing wall of the sensor. It is 
more likely that the bright line in area ‘G’ was either a line of strong direct reflections from the 
roof or double reflections from relief features on the roof (e.g. crenelations).
In area ‘H’, the sensor-facing wall was both in the shadow of the central wing and running 
almost parallel to the range axis, meaning that the appearance of a double reflection line would 
be very unlikely. Once again, the observed bright linear feature was likely due to scattering 
from the roof or features on the roof. Similar arguments apply to area ‘J’.
6.3 2009 L’Aquila earthquake case study
The second case study was the earthquake that occurred in the Abruzzo region of Italy at 
01:32 UTC on 6th April 2009, affecting in particular the region’s capital city, L’Aquila. Two 
high resolution spotlight SAR images from the COSMO/SkyMed constellation were obtained: 
a pre-event image acquired on 22nd March 2009, and a post-event image acquired on 7th April
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(a) Aerial photo showing extent of damage on 13th January 2010.
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(b) Pre-event SAR image. (c) Post-event SAR image.
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(d) Severity-of-change map. (e) Post-event optical image.
Figure 6.5: Haitian national palace change detection results. Aerial photograph © Logan 
Abassi / United Nations Development Programme 2010. Optical images © GeoEye 2010. 
COSMO/SkyMed product ©  Agenzia Spaziale Italiana 2009-2010.
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2009, both with a look angle of 20°. The images are single-look amplitude products processed 
with a azimuth and ground range resolution of 0.85pxm“\  giving a view scaling parameter 
Ct = 1.38 m^px”^ The images were coregistered by collaborating Remote Sensing researchers 
at the University of Naples Federico II.
Once again, three sites within the L’Aquila city area were chosen for testing the change 
detection process. In private correspondence, the author has been informed that detailed ground 
truth data exists on exactly which buildings were damaged by the earthquake and to what ex­
tent. However, it was not possible to obtain access to this information. Instead, qualitative 
assessments of damage levels were made using GeoEye and WorldView images acquired after 
the earthquake.
6.3.1 Via Amitemum area
This site covers an area containing several apartment blocks of reinforced concrete construction. 
They are all architecturally similar, and are spaced well apart. Most of these buildings provide 
distinct, bright double reflection lines. Most reinforced concrete buildings in the L’Aquila area 
were undamaged by the earthquake or to have suffered only cosmetic damage [93]; these build­
ings appear in optical satellite images to have been undamaged. This assessment was supported 
by Google Street View images from October 2011, which showed repairs being carried out on 
these buildings to correct minor damage to infill brickwork. This scene was therefore used as a 
‘control’ scene to test the behaviour of the change detector on an urban scene with only minor 
expected changes to buildings.
The severity-of-change map (Figure 6.6c) contains no long curvilinear features with high 
change estimates associated with them, and this indicates, as expected, that none of the buildings 
have experienced a high degree damage in the earthquake. However, there are nevertheless 
isolated points of estimated change evenly distributed across the whole area.
It is entirely possible that some of these are associated with minor earthquake damage. For 
example, there is a very high level of change (90%-100%) indicated in the area labelled ‘K’. 
This may correspond with a triple reflection from the comer between two adjacent buildings, 
as shown in Figure 6.6d, the post event optical image. The Google Street View image of this 
building from October 2011, shown in Figure 6.7, clearly shows extensive infill panel damage 
in this comer. It is possible that the detected changes to the SAR scattering from this location 
are due to dismption of a favourable scattering geometry by this damage.
6.3.2 Via Luigi Sturzo area
This site, shown in Figure 6.8 covers an area between Via Luigi Sturzo and Via XX Settembre, 
including the Piazzalo Pasquale Paoli (the circular feature visible in the bottom right of the post­
event optical image. Figure 6.8d). This scene is particularly problematic: it contains a large
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(a) Pre-event SAR image. (b) Post-event SAR image.
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(c) Severity-of-change map. (d) Post-event optical image.
Figure 6.6: L’Aquila Via Amitemum change detection results (control scene with no expected 
changes). Optical images © GeoEye 2009. COSMO/SkyMed product © Agenzia Spaziale 
Italiana 2009.
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Figure 6.7: Google Street View of infill panel damage at location ‘K’ on Via Amitemum, 
L’Aquila. © Google 2011.
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(a) Pre-event SAR image. (b) Post-event SAR image.
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(c) Severity-of-change map. (d) Post-event optical image.
Figure 6.8: L’Aquila Via Luigi Sturzo change detection results. Optical images ©  GeoEye 
2009. COSMO/SkyMed product ©  Agenzia Spaziale Italiana 2009.
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number of multi-storey buildings placed close to each other, and the ground is sloped (with 
height increasing with range from sensor), which leads to significant foreshortening relative to 
the optical image and resultant layover.
The scene contains two significant damage sites, both involving the total collapse of a build­
ing. The first, labelled ‘L’ in the optical image, has a strong severity-of-change signature as­
sociated with it in the change map (Figure 6.8c). However, the fact that the facing wall of the 
building would clearly be in the radar shadow of adjacent buildings suggests that the change 
signature’s underlying bright line is due to a direct reflection from the building’s gabled roof 
rather than double reflection scattering.
The second damage site, labelled ‘M’, is located in a more steeply inclined part of target 
area, and there is a lot of layover in the vicinity. Although there is a severe change indicated 
here, it is not clear whether this is from a double reflection line or a direct reflection from a 
gabled roof.
This area also contains a probable false positive, near the location labelled ‘N’. Although 
there is a strong (> 75%) change severity indicated, there is no evidence of damage to this 
building in any of the available optical imagery.
6.3.3 Central square and cathedral
The target area used in the L’Aquila case study covers the city’s Cathedral of San Massimo and 
the western half of the main square, as shown in Figure 6.9. The area surrounding the square 
contains tall buildings with gable roofs packed close together along extremely narrow streets. 
There are two earthquake damage sites in this scene.
The first building damaged was the masonry-built cathedral itself. Most of the roof of the 
cathedral transept collapsed, along with the walls of the southern semitransept and part of the 
apse, and the extent of the damage is clearly visible in Figure 6.9a. This damage location is 
labelled ‘O’ in the post-event optical image. Figure 6.9e. However, this damage only resulted in 
a small change to the bright lines in the image and a correspondingly small severity-of-change 
signature visible in the change map (Figure 6.9d). Furthermore, due to the geometry of the 
buildings shown in the scene, it is once again likely that the bright line in the pre-event SAR 
image was due to direct scattering from the gabled transept roof rather than from a double 
reflection.
The second damage site was the church of Santa Maria del Suffragio on the south side of the 
square. Almost the entire dome of the church collapsed. This point is labelled ‘P’ in the change 
map and optical image. Unfortunately, the proposed change detector is completely unable to 
detect this damage.
Away from these two damage sites, the change detection process shows a high level of likely 
false positives, none of which the author was able to correlate with any visible damage from
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(a) Aerial view o f damage to transept and apse o f Cathedral of 
San Massimo. Author unknown.
(b) Pre-event SAR image. (c) Post-event SAR image.
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(d) Severity-of-change map. (e) Post-event optical image.
Figure 6.9: L’Aquila central square and cathedral change detection results. Optical images 
© GeoEye 2009. COSMO/SkyMed product ©  Agenzia Spaziale Italiana 2009.
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Table 6.2: Locations in test scenes where specific classes of earthquake damage to structures 
were successfully detected. A indicates partial or unconfirmed success.
Damage type Location
Total collapse E, L,M
Wall collapse A, F, 0*
Roof collapse G, H ,0
Soft storey H ,J
Infill collapse K*
Other
optical images or any available Internet news resources.
6.4 Discussion
Both case studies provided examples of situations in which the proposed change detector worked 
well for detecting damage to urban structures.
• In the Haiti case study, the change detector correctly identified that the main structures in 
the three test scenes had been damaged.
• In the L’Aquila case study, the change detector correctly showed no major changes to the 
Via Amitemum scene.
• The two collapsed buildings in the Via Luigi Sturzo scene were also successfully detected.
In some of these examples, the detector’s underlying assumptions (level ground, isolated build­
ing, distinct bright double reflection line) were not satisfied, but the change was still success­
fully detected. This demonstrated that the detector has some flexibility to enable it to work with 
real-world scenes that do not have the same ideal characteristics of the underlying models.
The detector was able to detect several of the types of earthquake damage described in 
Section 2.3. The locations in the test scenes where different types of building were detected are 
listed in Table 6.2. As predicted, minor or internal damage was not successfully detected by the 
change detector.
Infill collapse was only able to be tentatively detected in one scene, where it was possible 
to be confident that all other changes were very small. This suggests that the change detection 
approach may only be able to reliably detect infill collapse in reinforced concrete structures 
when the infill collapse is extremely severe (i.e. most of the infill panels of an entire wall of a 
building has fallen away).
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There were two locations — ‘D’ and ‘N’ — where a large building change was detected, but 
it could not be correlated with any known building damage visible in aerial or satellite optical 
images or reported in the media. Unfortunately, due to lack of detailed ground truth data for 
either case study, it was not possible to determine whether these were serious false positives, or 
whether they really indicated earthquake damage.
Finally, the detector failed to detect the collapse of a circular feature (the dome at location 
‘P’), due to completely failing to identify any corresponding curvilinear features.
6.4.1 Double reflections, closely-packed buildings and gabled roofs
Although the change detector was intended to use double reflection lines, there were several 
cases where it was clearly being triggered by direct reflection components of layover scattering, 
especially from gabled roofs. This was especially true in the L’Aquila Via Luigi Sturzo and 
main square scenes, due to the tall, closely-packed buildings. In these SAR image segments, it 
was possible to identify very few double reflection lines. When two buildings are close enough 
together that the radar shadow of the building closer to the sensor falls across the base of the 
facing wall of the building further from the sensor, it is not possible for a double reflection to 
occur, and when buildings are separated only by very narrow streets this is often the case.
This issue presents a serious problem for the change detection process: the sort of masonry 
buildings that are particularly vulnerable to earthquake damage [93] are exactly the type of 
building that are commonly found in such a dense urban environment, especially in the “old 
town” areas of European cities like L’Aquila.
One approach to deal with this problem would be to simply accept it. The gabled roofs 
create bright lines, the bright lines go away if the roof and/or building collapses, and this is then 
successfully detected as a significant change. The problem is that this is not a general solution; 
the detector will still be unable to detect a building’s collapse if the building is both close to 
another similar building (no double reflection) and has a flat roof (no direct scattering line from 
a gabled roof).
In Section 2.3 it was noted that if the sensor-facing wall and the roof of a building both 
collapse, it is possible that a double reflection from the rear wall may appear. Suppose that there 
is a line of similar buildings, closely spaced along an axis pointed downrange of the sensor. If 
one of these buildings collapses, it is possible that the next building away from the sensor, with 
its sensor-facing wall now unblocked, might now create a double reflection. One approach to 
increasing robustness to closely-spaced buildings could be to additionally look for bright lines 
that appeared or got brighter between acquisitions.
Throughout Chapter 2 it was assumed that layover would be relatively weak, based on the 
assumptions of smooth surfaces and flat roofs. Although this assumption applied in the Via 
Amitemum case, the gabled roof lines show that it was clearly not a valid assumption for either
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of the other L’Aquila SAR image segments. It might be useful to integrate some awareness of 
the possibility of layover changes around bright lines into the change detection process.
Similarly, it was noted that shadow is a major element of the appearance of the model 
building, and in Section 2.3 the effects of different types of earthquake damage on the shadow 
were discussed. For example, if a very large change consistent with the collapse of a building 
was detected, it might be useful to check if there was a corresponding reduction in a downrange 
shadow area.
It might also be useful to check for the appearance of shadow. In the example given above 
of a line of buildings which block each others’ double reflections, the collapse of one of the 
buildings would cause a shadow to appear in the image, cast by the next building towards the 
sensor.
In the most recent literature, Bovolo et a l  propose a change detector which uses layover and 
shadow, by searching for places where an area of reduced return is associated with an area of 
increased return further away from the sensor [79]. In their paper, they demonstrate the method 
applied to the same Via Luigi Sturzo scene shown in this chapter, with good results. It seems 
like a very good idea to incorporate elements of this approach in any further development of the 
change detection process developed described here.
Another way of improving the change detection process might be to look for changes in the 
texture of the image in the vicinity of a change. Dell’Acqua et a l  have developed an approach 
for urban earthquake damage detection using GLCM textural homogeneity and entropy meas­
ures for detecting earthquake damage [73, 74,75]. This may be another technique that could be 
integrated or fused with the curvilinear feature change detection to improve its robustness.
6.4.2 False positives and speckle
All of the change maps contained a fairly even distribution of small changes of various severit­
ies, mostly around a single pixel in size. At least some of these may be due to speckle noise. If 
(6.7) is substituted into the change severity metric (6.6), and letting 6 —> 0, the change estimate 
can be written as:
M Is) ^ »>«)
A change is detected if and only if J  > 0, i.e. 
or, equivalently:
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> (r )^ (6.12)X|(r)
The SAR image return value Xi (r) can, using the multiplicative model for speckle noise [7], 
be written as 7/ (r) • Z/ (r) where 7, is the backscattering amplitude and Z; is a speckle noise 
amplitude process. If no change occurred to the geometry of the scene, i.e. 7% = ¥2 , then 
inequality (6.12) becomes
Zf(r)
r2 > («") • (6.13)
Assuming that the two images have similar speckle noise, (Zi/Z2)  ^ is a random variable 
e [0,00] with an expected value of 1. There is therefore a finite probability that (6.13) will be 
satisfied, and that a false alarm change detection will occur. Since speckle is a noise process 
that has a uniform affect across the whole of any image generated by coherent processing, the 
even distribution of little false alarms across all of the change maps supports a hypothesis that 
they are due to speckle.
How could the change detection process be improved to correct this? The experiments 
described in this section were carried out using single-look images. This was because the 
double-reflection-based damage estimation method that was used to derive (6.6) was origin­
ally applied to single-look images [78, 77], and this aspect of the approach was retained in 
these experiments. One possible simple approach might be to carry out speckle reduction by 
using a multi-look image, at the cost of spatial resolution and perhaps a reduction in accuracy 
in extracting bright lines using the ridge detector.
In both these papers and [49] — which discusses the underlying height retrieval theory 
in more detail — estimation of building height or change-in-height was carried out not using 
individual pixel values but by taking a mean value along each bright double reflection line. This 
suggests another approach to reducing false positives due to speckle: calculating severity-of- 
change based on a smoothing filter applied along each curvilinear feature.
6.4.3 Towards a practical tool
In order to make the proposed approach suitable for practical deployment to support disaster 
response, there are a few modifications that would be necessary. In particular, the current pro­
cess does not include georeferencing steps, which are essential for matching locations in a SAR 
image with urban mapping data.
The reason that georeferencing was not included in the experiments described in this chapter 
was that, for SAR imagery, it is necessary to use a relatively high-resolution Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) of the target area. This is required due to the oblique view angle used by SAR 
observations, which means that hills and valleys in the target area have a much larger distorting
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effect on the image than typically seen, for example, in satellite optical or multispectral imagery, 
which is acquired from vertically above the target.
There are several possible ways in which the proposed approach could be modified to in­
corporate georeferencing. The simplest way would be to use the current approach unmodified, 
and simply to warp its output: for example, the pre-event image could be used to calculate the 
required transformation, and then that transformation could be applied to the generated damage 
map image.
A superior alternative might be to modify the process described here by removing the mask 
image step. Instead of using a mask image, the severity-of-change information could be cal­
culated in a vector format, by attaching a change measure to each ridge point in the set of 
curvilinear features. The georeferencing transformation could then be applied directly to the 
curvilinear features, followed by rendering directly on top of a map of the target area. This 
approach would have the advantage of only having to calculate the transformation for actual 
points of interest, rather than an entire image, as well as preserving the maximum amount of 
geometrical information about the change map.
6.5 Code availability
The source code of the tools described in this chapter has been published as open source soft­
ware, licensed under the GNU Public Licence version 3 or later [119].
6.6 Summary and conclusions
• A novel urban change detection process was proposed, based on the use of the ridge 
detector described in Chapter 3 and the geometry-based feature classifier described in 
Chapter 5.
A severity-of-change metric was introduced, based on previous literature for detecting 
damage to buildings using the change in brightness of bright double-reflection lines.
• The change detector was applied to single-look COSMO/SkyMed multitemporal amp­
litude image pairs covering two earthquakes: the 2009 earthquake in L’Aquila, Italy and 
the 2010 earthquake in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. The detector was tested against six specific 
scenes.
• The detector was found to work well with large, isolated buildings with distinct double 
reflection lines. It was also found to work when buildings had layover containing distinct 
bright lines, such as direct scattering from gabled roofs. It successfully detected a wide 
variety of earthquake damage types.
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Quantitative performance could not be measured due to the absence of detailed ground 
truth data.
The detector performed poorly for detecting small changes, such as a partially-collapsed 
roof.
It was sometimes unable to detect even fully-collapsed buildings when they had presented 
neither a double-reflection line nor a line in layover scattering.
Some opportunities were proposed for improving performance by integrating specific 
awareness of layover and shadow, or by looking at textures near curvilinear features.
The frequency of false alarms that could be attributed to speckle was highlighted, and 
some possible improvements to mitigate them were suggested.
The change mapping tool is available under an open source licence.
Chapter 7 
Principle findings and conclusions
The work described in the previous chapters included several novel contributions to the state of 
the art in SAR image interpretation. This chapter briefly summarises these contributions, some 
specific opportunities for future work that were identified, and the overall conclusions of the 
research project.
7.1 Summary of contributions
1. A simplified classification for earthquake damage to urban structures, designed to aid in 
understanding how specific types of damage affect buildings’ SAR image appearance. 
This is described in Section 2.3.
2. The introduction of curvilinear feature extraction using the Lindeberg scale-space ridge 
detector to the SAR literature, and a new, scalable de novo open source implementa­
tion for the Linux platform, achieving O {Nlogk) scalability {N pixels, k average feature 
length). The ridge detection theory is described in Section 3.2, and the software imple­
mentation is described in Section 3.3.
3. The proposal that “ridge strength” saliency measure of individual ridge points extrac­
ted from a SAR image can be modelled successfully using a p.d.f., as described in 
Section 4.2.5.
4. Using amplitude and saliency measures at individual ridge points, the development of two 
novel ridge feature classification strategies for the double reflection line detection task: 1) 
classification of individual points, described in Section 4.3, and 2) classification of whole 
curvilinear features, described in Section 4.5.
5. Derivation of specific expressions for the relationships between the configuration of a 
model building scene and the shape and dimensions (total length /, projected footprint
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area t, and end-to-end distance r^) of double reflection lines in SAR images. This is 
described in Section 2.2.
6. Derivation of novel prior probability distributions for the shape and dimensions of double 
reflection lines, based on the joint p.d.f. of the length and width of a model building and 
a known look angle. This is described in Section 5.1.1.
7. Investigation into a possible relationship between random curvilinear features and self- 
avoiding walks, as described in Section 5.1.2, and the proposal of the geometric p.d.f. 
as a prior model for the number of steps in a random curvilinear feature, described in 
Section 5.1.3.
8. Using the proposed priors for double reflection line shape, the development of two fur­
ther, unsupervised feature classification methods for double reflection line detection: 1) 
using a model selection approach and the geometric p.d.f. model mentioned above, de­
scribed in Section 5.3, and 2) using a threshold on the posterior likelihood, as described 
in Section 5.4.
9. The development of a novel, unsupervised urban change detection process using high res­
olution SAR and designed for the detection of earthquake damage to buildings, described 
in Section 6.1.
7.2 Summary of opportunities for future work
7.2.1 Feature extraction and processing
Several possible directions for further work have been identified for the ridge detection and 
curvilinear feature extraction methods described in Chapter 3.
1. Modification of ridge extraction and curvilinear feature classification tools to support 
platforms other than Linux, e.g. Microsoft Windows.
2. Development of multi-scale ridge extraction tool with support for very large images.
3. Extension of classification tools to support more than two classes, and to support multiple 
class labels per feature.
4. Development of an improved ridge data file format based on an industry-standard storage 
technology (e.g. Hierarchical Data Format).
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7.2.2 Feature classification
The curvilinear feature classification methods described in Chapters 4 and 5 also have a variety 
of possible opportunities for further investigation.
1. Experiments using the classifiers with other curvilinear feature extraction methods (e.g. 
the Steger operator).
2. Investigation of alternative feature variables, beyond brightness and saliency, for point- 
by-point classification of ridge data.
3. Combination of point-by-point classification of curvilinear features with segmentation 
methods, in order to distinguish different types of urban environment.
4. Use of similar ridge point feature variables with more sophisticated supervised classifiers 
(e.g. Support Vector Machines).
5. Further investigation of random curvilinear features, including statistical properties and 
relationship (if any) with 2D self-avoiding walks, in order to develop improved statistical 
models.
6. Analysis of ground truth mapping data for urban areas to rigorously derive building shape 
and size prior distributions for geometry-based classification, including re-examination of 
the assumption of independence between building width and length.
7. Development of an improved classifier by using both ridge brightness and shape inform­
ation together.
7.2.3 Change and damage detection and mapping
Finally, there are some interesting possibilities for work based on the urban change detection 
and mapping approach described in Chapter 6, especially with respect to seismic damage mon­
itoring.
1. Development of integrated tools that combine the method described in this thesis with 
other seismic damage detection approaches described in the recent literature. For ex­
ample, the texture-based approach described in [72] has lower resolution of damage de­
tection (at the level of city blocks) but does not require buildings to exhibit particular 
scattering patterns in the SAR image, which would compensate for the most important 
weakness of the method proposed here. This should therefore be a very high priority for 
future work.
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2. Obtain proper ground truth data for the case studies used in this thesis, in order to quant­
itatively assess the effectiveness of the change detection method when applied to seismic 
damage detection.
3. Compensate for false positives due to speckle, either by using multi-look processed im­
ages, or by applying a low pass filter along each curvilinear feature before calculating 
change values.
4. Include bright lines that have newly appeared or got brighter between pre-event and post­
event acquisitions in the change detection process.
5. Extend the change detection process to include awareness of layover or shadow changes 
in the vicinity of bright lines.
7.3 Overall conclusions
The aim of this research project was to develop a novel detection process for change detection 
urban areas using synthetic aperture radar, taking advantage of the newly-available high res­
olution SAR data available from the COSMO/SkyMed and TerraSAR-X satellites. The target 
application for the detector was intended to be the detection of earthquake damage for disaster 
management at a building-by-building scale, with a particular focus on providing monitoring 
data as promptly as possible after a major seismic event.
The project had many inherent challenges. Not only was there the problem of identifying 
how earthquake damage to a building might appear, but in order to know where to look it 
was first necessary to solve the problem of actually locating buildings in SAR images. It was 
necessary to try to ensure robustness against speckle noise, the very wide variety of shapes and 
sizes of urban structures, layover of buildings located close together, and the effects of seasonal 
changes.
The author also had to deal with difficulties in assessing techniques previously published in 
the literature. The intent of publishing is, in theory, to enable other researchers to understand, 
reproduce and build upon previous research. Nevertheless, very few journal articles in the 
SAR literature contain an offer to provide the data and code required even to reproduce the 
figures they present, and for many of those that do contain such an offer, the information is 
no longer available. This greatly reduced the author’s ability to assess whether previously- 
published techniques for SAR image segmentation, change detection or feature extraction could 
be modified, improved or adapted to form part of an integrated urban change detection process, 
and was a major motivation in the author’s decision to publish the software tools developed in 
this project under an open source licence.
At the time that the project began, no readily applicable solutions to the overall problems of 
locating buildings and detecting damage to them had been proposed in the relevant literature.
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Since then, and especially since mid 2012, a number of approaches have been published for 
locating buildings in SAR images, and similarly, several different methods have been proposed 
for earthquake damage detection. One of these alternatives, and the basis of this project, was 
the use of buildings’ characteristic double reflection lines.
Overall, the project can be considered success. Not only was a novel, unsupervised method 
of detecting changes in urban areas successfully developed, but its ability to detect damage to 
buildings was demonstrated with real-world data in two different case studies. In the process, a 
new and efficient open source implementation of the Lindeberg scale-space ridge detector was 
introduced to the SAR literature, and two novel feature classification techniques were proposed, 
based on novel statistical distributions derived from a simple model building scene.
The results presented in this thesis provide a possible starting point for a wide variety of 
future avenues of research. Many aspects of the research would benefit from the opportunity 
for further, in-depth investigation; for example, the statistical properties of random curvilinear 
features may be a very interesting topic for more detailed study. The fusion of the detector 
proposed in this thesis with other recently-published damage detection techniques is another 
high priority area for further work, and the author has already made first steps in that direction. 
The eventual solution found for locating buildings — first creating a simple probabilistic model 
and then looking for things in the image that have a high probability with respect to that model 
— seems to work well as a general approach, and it would be exciting to explore whether it 
could be used to solve other feature detection problems in SAR image interpretation.
Appendix A 
SAR image datasets and sources
COSMO/SkyMed
Two COSMO/SkyMed high resolution spotlight images of Port-au-Prince, Haiti were sup­
plied by the Italian Space Agency. These are described in Table A.l
A further two high resolution spotlight images of L’Aquila, Italy were provided by the 
University of Naples Federico II. They were supplied pre-coregistered, and, unfortunately, with 
incomplete metadata. These images are described in Table A.2.
A.1 TerraSAR-X
Five TerraSAR-X images were utilised at various points during the project. These are listed in 
Table A.3.
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Table A.l: COSMO/SkyMed images of Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
Date 2009-12-12 2010-01-21
Product ID CSKS2_SCS_B_S2_16_HH_
RA_SF_20091212110157_
20091212110204
CSKS 1_SCS_B_S2_16_HH_
RA_SF_20100121110127_
20100121110135
Polarization HH HH
Look angle 38.2'’-38.7'' 38.2°-38.7''
Mode High resolution spotlight High resolution spotlight
Product type Single look complex Single look complex
Azimuth
resolution
1.00 m 1.00 m
Ground range 
resolution
1.00 m 1.00 m
Table A.2: COSMO/SkyMed images of L’Aquila, Italy.
Date 2009-03-22 2010-04-07
Product ID — —
Polarization HH HH
Look angle 20° 20°
Mode High resolution spotlight High resolution spotlight
Product type Single look complex Single look complex
Azimuth
resolution
0.85 m 0.85 m
Ground range 
resolution
0.85 m 0.85 m
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Table A.3: TerraSAR-X images.
Date 2010-05-13 2008-01-24
Product ID TSXl SAR SSC SM TSXl SAR MGD SE HS
Q_DRA_20100513T171823_ S_SRA_20080124T165115_
20100513T171831 20080124T165115
Target area Amsterdam, Holland Munich, Germany
Polarization Quad VV
Look angle 29.7°-31.2° 21.9°-23.7°
Mode Stripmap High resolution spotlight
Product type Single look complex Multi look ground range detected
Azimuth
resolution
6.60 m 1.37 m
Ground range 
resolution
2.32 m 1.60 m
Date 2008-03-19 2008-03-19
Product ID TSXl SAR SSC SM TSXl SAR EEC SE SM
S_SRA_20080319T164915_ S_SRA_20080319T164915_
20080319T164918 20080319T164918
Target area Naples, Italy Naples, Italy
Polarization HH HH
Look angle 27.1°-30.2° 27.r-30.2°
Mode Stripmap Stripmap
Product type Single look complex Multi look enhanced ellipsoid 
corrected
Azimuth
resolution
3.00 m 3.09 m
Ground range 
resolution
2.44 m 3.04 m
Date 2008-07-28
Product ID TSXl SAR SSC HS 
S_SRA_20080728T170630_ 
20080728T170631
Target area Naples, Italy
Polarization HH
Look angle 53.4°-54.3°
Mode High resolution spotlight
Product type Single look complex
Azimuth
resolution
1.10 m
Ground range 
resolution
1.46 m
Appendix B 
Ridge data file format specification
B .l Introduction
The ridge data file format is a compact binary file format designed for high speed serial loading 
and saving of ridge data as individual ridge points, ridge segments, or complete ridge lines, with 
associated metadata. It does not support random access.
Byte ordering and alignment
All ridge data files must be encoded using network byte ordering, i.e. most significant byte first. 
All fields specified by the file format is expected to be 32 bit aligned.
Value types
Three types of value are used in the ridge data file format:
UINT32 A 32-bit unsigned integer
FLOAT32 A 32 bit floating point number in standard IEEE 754 format
FIX32 A 32-bit fixed precision number with 7 fractional bits, i.e. with a precision of Vi2s.
Coordinate representation
All coordinates are the file are represented using the FIX32 type, with the origin of the coordin­
ate system at the top left. This allows coordinates to be specified with a precision of Vi2s of a 
pixel.
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B.2 File structure
Overall, each ridge data file must contain three sections: a header, a data section, and a metadata 
section.
Header
The header of the ridge data file is exactly 16 bytes long, and contains four 32 bit fields:
1. the magic sequence “RIDG” (in hexadecimal, “52 49 44 47”)
2. a UINT32 field containing the type of data in the file (TYPE)
3. a UINT32 padding field
4. a UINT32 containing the number of ridge data elements in the file (NUM_ENTRIES). 
The TYPE must take one of the following values:
DATA_POINTS = 1 The file contains ridge point data
DATA_SEGMENTS = 2 The file contains ridge segment data
DATA_LINES = 3 The file contains ridge line data.
The reserved padding field should be set to all zeroes.
Data section
The data section must contain NUM_ENTRIES data elements. The exact format of the data 
section depends on the TYPE of data stored in the file.
Point record format
All data formats make use of a common point record format. The point record consists of four 
32 bit fields:
1. a FIX3 2 field containing the vertical coordinate of the point (ROW)
2. a FIX32 field containing the horizontal coordinate of the point (COL)
3. a FLOAT32 field containing the interpolated brightness of the original image (BRIGHT­
NESS)
4. a FLOAT32 field containing the interpolated ridge strength of the point (STRENGTH).
The BRIGHTNESS should be the backscattering amplitude (in the case of SAR images) or 
radiance (in the case of optical images). The STRENGTH should be calculated using one of the 
ridge strength metrics defined in [95].
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Point data section
When the TYPE of the file is DATA_POINTS, the data section must contain a series of NUM_ENTRIES 
point records.
Segment data section
When the TYPE of the file is DATA_SEGMENTS, the data section must contain a sequence of 
NUM_ENTRIES pairs of point records. Each pair of point records should be interpreted as a 
straight ridge line segment starting at the first point and ending at the second point.
Line data section
When the TYPE of the file is DATA_LINES, the data section must contain NUM_ENTRIES 
line records. Each line record contains a two elements:
1. a UINT32 field containing the number of points in the line (NUM_POINTS)
2. a sequence of NUM_POINTS point records.
Each line record should be interpreted as an ordered sequence of ridge points connected by 
straight line segments.
Metadata section
The metadata section must begin with a UINT32 field containing the number of metadata items 
attached to file (NUM_META). The field is followed by NUM_META metadata records.
Each metadata record contains four fields:
1. a UINT32 field containing a tag value identifying the metadata item (META_TAG)
2. a UINT32 field containing the length in bytes of the metadata value (META_LEN)
3. the metadata item value, as an arbitrary sequence of META_LEN bytes
4. up to 3 bytes of padding to ensure that the next metadata record is 32 bit aligned.
The padding bytes should be 0. The number of padding bytes required can be calculated from 
META_LEN as follows:
PADDING = META_LEN mod 4.
B.3 Metadata tags
The following metadata tags are currently defined for use in the ridge file format:
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Canvas dimensions
These metadata tags are intended to support rendering of the ridge data to graphical outputs, in
particular for the purpose of combining or comparing the ridge data with the original image.
IMAGE_ROWS = 0x10 Value is a UINT32 containing the height of the original image, in 
pixels.
IMAGE_COLS = 0x11 Value is a UINT32 containing the width of the original image, in 
pixels.
Classification
These metadata tags are intended to support ridge classification workflows.
IMAGE_CLASSIFICATION = 0x80 Value is an array of NUM_ENTRIES bytes. Each byte 
should be interpreted as an unsigned 8 bit integer containing the class label assigned to 
the corresponding data element in the data section of the file.
IMAGE_CLASS_LIKELIHOOD = 0x81 Value is an array of NUM_ENTRIES FLOAT32 
values. Each value should be interpreted as the posterior likelihood of the correspond­
ing class label specified in the IMAGE_CLASSIFICATION tag. The likelihood may be 
specified absolutely or as a logarithm.
Appendix C
Software documentation
The documentation in this appendix is also included with the software as standard Unix manuals 
(manpages). For example, to read the documentation for the r id g e to o l program, use the 
following command:
man r id g e to o l
To obtain the software described here, download and install the s s c - r id g e - to o ls ,  s s c - r id g e - c la s s i£ i  
and ssc-urban-change packages:
• h t tp s  : / / g i t h u b . c o m /p e te r -b /s s c - r id g e - to o ls
• h t tp s : / /g i th u b .c o m /p e te r - b / s s c - r id g e - c la s s i f i e r s
• h t tp s  : / / g i t h u b . co m /p e te r-b /ssc -u rb an -ch an g e
C.l r id getool — Image ridge detection
Synopsis
r id g e to o l  lOPTION . . . ]  IMAGE_FILE [PDG_FI1E]
Description
r id g e to o l is a tool for extracting bright curvilinear features from images using scale-space 
ridge detection. It takes a TIFF image as input, and generates a ridge data file as output. The 
tool can extract individual ridge points, two-point linear ridge segments, or full ridge lines. It is 
highly scalable to large input images, and can efficiently use multiple processors. It is based on 
a single-scale variant of the Lindeberg scale-space detector described in [95].
The input file IMAGE_FILE must be a single-channel TIFF image in 32-bit floating point 
format. If an output file RDG_FILE is specified, r id g e to o l will populate it with ridge data in 
the ridge data file format.
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Options
-s , —segments Extract ridge segments (default mode). In this mode, ridge data is extracted 
as pairs of adjacent ridge points.
-1, —lin e s  Extract ridge lines. In this mode, full ridge lines are extracted as curvilinear 
features composed of a series of ridge points.
-p, —p o in ts  Extract individual ridge points.
- t , —scales=SC A L E  [ : SCALE . . .]  Specify a single SCALE or a set of scales to be used for 
scale-space generation. If multiple scales are specified, only the first is currently chosen. 
If no scale was specified, no scale-space is generated, and ridges are extracted directly 
from the input image.
-m, —m etric=[N  | A | M] Set the ridge strength metric to be used. The three metrics ( ^ ,  
N  and M )  are described more fully in [95]. By default, the N  metric is used.
- j , —threads=M/Hf Set the number of parallel threads to use. Usually, NUM should be set 
to the number of available processors. By default, only a single thread is used.
- i , —nan=VAL Replace bad pixel values with VAL. Because some remote sensing image 
products contain non-finite or NaN pixel values, ridgetool will replace these with a finite 
value before scale-space generation. By default, the replacement value is 0.
-h , —h e lp  Print a help message 
Debugging options
-V, —verbose Enable output of debugging messages.
—d\m p-L=FILE  Export the scale-space representation to FILE as a single-channel 32-bit float­
ing point TIFF image.
—dump-Lp=FILE Export the Lp metric to FILE as a single-channel 32-bit floating point TIFF 
image.
—dump-Lpp=FTEE Export the Lpp metric to FILE as a single-channel 32-bit floating point 
TIFF image.
—dump-R=FILE Dump the ridge strength metric to FILE as a single-channel 32-bit floating 
point TIFF image.
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C.2 ridgeconv — Convert ridge data to other formats
Synopsis
ridgeconv iOPTION . . . ]  RDG_FILE OUT_FILE 
Description
ridgeconv is a tool for exporting ridge data extracted using r id g e to o l to a variety of other 
formats for presentation and/or further data processing.
ridgeconv supports three types of output format. In raster outputs (PNG and TIFF), the 
output is a greyscale raster image where pixels are coloured white if they have exactly two ad­
jacent ridge points, and black otherwise. In vector formats (SVG and PDF), the output contains 
black circular dots for each ridge point if RDG_FILE contains ridge point data, and black lines 
for each segment/line otherwise.
In data table format (CSV), the output contains four fields for each ridge point: distance 
from the top of the image, distance from the left of the image, interpolated image brightness at 
the point, and the ridge strength metric value at the point. If RDG_FILE contains point data, 
the output is with one point per row; if segment data, the output is with two points per row; and 
if line data, one point per row with blank rows separating each line.
If no output format is specified on the command line, ridgeconv will attempt to guess the 
correct format from the name of OUT_FILE.
In CSV output mode only, specifying a value of for OUT_FILE will cause output to be 
printed to standard output.
Options
- s  Generate a Scalar Vector Graphics (SVG) image.
-d  Generate a Portable Document Format (PDF) image. This format is recommended for use 
with pdftex .
-c  Generate a plain text data table in Comma Separated Values (CSV) format.
-p  Generate a black and white raster image in Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format.
- t  Generate a black and white raster image in Tagged Image File Format (TIFF).
-h Print a help message.
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C.3 r id g ecu ll — Filter ridges based on threshold
Synopsis
r id g e c u l l  [OPriOJ\T . . . ]  RDG_FILE [0[/r_FILE]
Description
r id g e c u ll  is a tool for basic filtering of ridge data extracted using r id g e to o l,  based on 
thresholds of image brightness, ridge strength and (for ridge line data) length.
Ridge data is read from RDG_FILE, and any data that do not meet all of the specified 
thresholds are removed. The remaining data is written to OUTJFILE, if specified, and otherwise 
written back to RDG_FILE.
Options
-b BRIGHTNESS Invert the sense of all thresholds. By default, values below the thresholds are 
removed; if this option is specified, values above the thresholds are removed.
- s  STRENGTH
-1 LENGTH
- i  Invert the sense of all thresholds. By default, values below the thresholds are removed; if 
this option is specified, values above the thresholds are removed.
-h Print a help message
C.4 ridgeclassexport — Split classified ridge data into sep­
arate files
Synopsis
r id g e c la s s e x p o r t  RDG_FILE CLASSA_FILE CLASSB_FILE 
Description
r id g e c la s s e x p o rt  splits a ridge data file containing classification metadata into per-class 
files. It supports binary classified data. Classified ridge data is read from RDG_FILE, and 
written to CLASSA FILE and CLASSE FILE.
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C.5 r id g e c la s s s ta t— Display ridge data classification stat­
istics
Synopsis
r id g e c la s s s ta t  [ -s ]  FILE [FILE . . . ]  
r id g e c la s s s ta t  -d  FILE
Description
r id g e c la s s s ta t  displays information about classification metadata in ridge data files. It sup­
ports binary classified data, and it has two modes.
In the default ‘summary’ mode, ridgeclassstat shows the total populations of each class for 
each of the FILEs specified. If more than one FILE is specified, the first is taken as a reference 
classification, and misclassification error rates are displayed for each of the remaining FILEs. 
If the FILEs do not all contain the same number of entries, an error message is printed.
In the ‘dump’ mode, r id g e c la s s s ta t  prints a table to standard output, with one row per 
data entry in FILE. The first field in each row contains the class label associated with that 
entry. If FILE contains class likelihood data, the second field in each row contains the posterior 
likelihood of the class label.
Options
- s  Display classification summary on standard output.
-d  Display detailed classification data on standard output.
-h Print a help message.
C.6 xrid geclass — Manually classify ridge line data
Synopsis
x r id g e c la s s  IFILE]
Description
x r id g e c la s s  is a graphical editor for manual classification of ridge line data extracted using 
r id g e to o l’s ‘-1 ’ mode.
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It supports binary classification. To select a curvilinear feature in the editor, click mouse 
button 1 (usually the left mouse button) and to cycle its class label, click mouse button 3 (usually 
the right mouse button).
If a FILE is given as an argument, it will be loaded on startup. Otherwise, a file can be 
loaded using the ‘Load’ toolbar button.
c.l ridge-classbayes — Classify ridges using brightness 
& strength
Synopsis
r id g e -c la s sb a y e s  F IT  RDG_FILE 10UT_FILE^
Description
r id g e -c la s sb a y e s  is a tool for classifying ridge data extracted using r id g e to o l.  It carries 
out a binary classification of point, segment, or line data based on the image brightness and 
ridge strength at each ridge point.
The brightness and ridge strength are assumed to be independent, and are each modelled by 
either a log normal p.d.f. or a p.d.f. These priors are used as the basis for a naïve Bayesian 
classifier. More details of this classification scheme can be found in Chapter 4.
The model parameters for each class are read from a FIT file, and ridge data is read from 
RDG_FILE. Classified data is written to OUTJFILE, if specified, or otherwise it is written back 
to RDG_FILE.
Fit file format
The format of the FIT parameter file is a key-value file, with one section per class. The basic 
format is:
[ s e c t i o n ]
k e y = v a l u e
Each class must have a ‘w eigh t’ key associated with it, with a value in the range 0-1. 
This is interpreted as the prior likelihood of that class as a whole. It must also provide model 
definitions for each of the brightness and strength feature variables.
Each model definition must specify a model type, using a key called ‘<var> . ty p e ’, where 
<var> is either ‘b r ig h tn e s s ’ or ‘s tr e n g th ’. It must also provide appropriate model para­
meters. There are three model types supported by the tool:
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LogN This is a log normal model. It takes two parameters: ‘sigma’ and ‘mu’.
GAO This is a as proposed in [7]. It takes three parameters: ‘a lp h a’, ‘gamma’ and ‘n’.
FA This is an alternative parameterisation of the model, equivalent to a modified Fisher 
distribution (with parameters ‘L’ and ‘M’), combined with an additional scale parameter 
‘mu’.
Fit file example
This is a full example of a FIT file, using the ‘FA’ model for all classes and feature variables.
[1]
w e i g h t = 0 .966511 
b r i g h t n e s s . type=FA 
b r i g h t n e s s . L = l . 70789 
b r i g h t n e s s . M=1.17002 
b r i g h t n e s s . mu=110.53 
s t r e n g t h . type=FA 
s t r e n g t h . L = 0 . 952623 
s t r e n g t h . M=0.8407 
s t r e n g t h . m u = 14.32  66
[2]
w e i g h t = 0 .0334889 
b r i g h t n e s s . type=FA 
b r i g h t n e s s . L = l . 10185 
b r i g h t n e s s . M=1.21776 
b r i g h t n e s s . mu=245.556 
s t r e n g t h . type=FA 
s t r e n g t h . L= 0 .939295 
s t r e n g t h . M=2.03909 
s t r e n g t h . m u = 6 1 .8717
C.8 r id ge-classarea  — Classify ridges using shape
Synopsis
r id g e -c la s s a r e a  IOPTION . . .  ] RDG_FILE 10UT_FILE']
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Description
r id g e -c la s s a re a  is a tool for classifying ridge line data extracted using r id g e to o l’s ‘-1 ’ 
mode. It is specifically designed for identifying curvilinear features extracted from very high 
resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) amplitude images. It performs a binary classifica­
tion to distinguish features that may be associated with urban structures’ double reflection lines 
from other features (e.g. features occurring due to noise). A more detailed description of the 
models may be found in Chapter 5.
Options
-P PRIOR r id g e -c la s s a r e a  offers two possible prior models for building-related features. 
If the PRIOR is set to ‘A’, a model based on the area contained by each feature is used. 
Alternatively, PRIOR may be set to ‘AL’, which selects a model which uses both the area 
and the length of each feature. Note that the ‘AL’ model should only be used if both the 
azimuth and ground range scale factors are equal.
-M W DE  The tool has two possible modes of operation. If the MODE is ‘T’, classification 
is carried out using a threshold on the posterior likelihood of the selected prior building 
model. If the mode is ‘M’, classification is carried out using a model selection approach, 
with non-building features modelled by a geometric p.d.f.
-p PROB Set the prior probability of any feature in the population being associated with a 
building. This is only used in model selection mode.
-g RHO Set the geometric p.d.f. parameter for modelling the length of non-building features. 
The value of RHO is dependent on the scale parameter used when extracting ridges using 
r id g e to o l, and on whether multilook processing was carried out on the original SAR 
image. This is only used in model selection mode.
- t  THRESHOLD Set the classification threshold. In likelihood threshold (‘T’) mode, this value 
is compared directly with the posterior log likelihood of the building model. In model 
selection (‘M’) mode, THRESHOLD is used to bias the log likelihood ratio of building 
model to the non-building model, including the relative prior probabilities of the two 
models.
- s  X :Y  Set the scale factors of the original SAR image in ground range (X) and azimuth (F). 
These values are expressed in pixels per metre. They should be equal if the ‘AL’ model is 
to be used.
- b  K:M  Set the parameters of the F (k, m) p.d.f. used to model building wall length, in units of 
metres. It is assumed by both models that buildings length and width are i.i.d.
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- j  THREADS Set the number of parallel threads to use. Usually, set this to the number of 
available processors. By default, only a single thread is used.
-h  Print a help message.
Example
Classify curvilinear features extracted at scale 8 from an image with 0.85 m ground range and 
azimuth resolution, using the likelihood threshold classifier and a empirically-chosen classific­
ation threshold, and assuming that buildings have mean wall length of 32 m:
r id g e -c la s sb a y e s  -MM -PA - s ' 1 . 18 :1 . 18 '  - b ' 4 : 8 '  - t -12 . 85  f e a t u r e s . r d g
C.9 ridge-changemap - Ridge-based urban change map gen­
erator
Synopsis
ridge-changem ap iOPTION . . . ]  [-m MODE} CRDG PRE POST OUTFILE
Description
ridge-changem ap is a tool for generating change maps from SAR amplitude images, with 
a building-by-building level of detail. It is designed for working with metre-resolution SAR 
images, such as those available from the TerraSAR-X and COSMO/SkyMed platforms in high 
resolution spotlight modes. The algorithm and underlying change metric used by this tool are 
described in [3].
The tool takes three inputs. CRDG must contain ridge line data, extracted using r id g e to o l ’s 
‘-1 ’ mode, and usually classified using ridge-classarea to indentify features likely to be associ­
ated with buildings. PRE must be the pre-event SAR image used to generate CRDG, and POST 
must be the corresponding post-event image, coregistered with PRE. Both TIFF files must be in 
single-channel, 32-bit floating point format.
Output is generated in OUTFILE, depending on the selected MODE. The output format is 
detected from the name of OUTFILE, and may either be Portable Document Format (PDF) or 
Portable Network Graphics (PNG).
Modes
r id g e lin e s  The curvilinear features from the ridge file are drawn as vectors, with each line 
segment coloured according to the level of change detected. This is the default mode.
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ridgem ask A raster image is created, and each pixel is coloured according to detected level of 
change only if intersected by a curvilinear feature. This is the approach described in [3].
Options
-m, —mode=J!fQDE Select the rendering mode used for generating the output image. The pos­
sible MODEs are described above.
- c , —class=CLASS For classified ridge data files, set the desired class label to CLASS. All 
curvilinear features without this class label is discarded. If the ridge data file does not 
contain classified data, all data is used and this option has no effect.
- i , —nan=7AL Replace bad pixel values found in the input SAR images with VAL. Because
some remote sensing image products contain non-finite or NaN pixel values, ridge-changem ap 
will replace these with a finite value before change map generation. By default, the re­
placement value is 0.
-h , —h e lp  Print a help message.
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